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CHAPTER I, INTRODUCTION 
The Internal propagation of sound is of considerable practical 
interest. Sound generated by fans, motors, pumps, and other machinery 
often is transmitted from source to receiver via a path that involves 
pipes, ducts, or internal turbomachinery passageways. Significant noise 
reduction is possible if elements of the propagation system are appropri­
ately chosen. In order to achieve optimal noise reduction, it is desirable 
to be able to create efficient models of the propagation of sound through 
complicated internal geometries. 
The equations governing the internal propagation of sound have been 
known since the 19th century (52), Early work applying these equations 
was limited to geometries for which series or closed form solutions exist 
(53). These requirements are generally met in cases where the transverse 
dimensions of the ducts are small compared to the length dimensions. In 
addition, the effects of flow in the duct must be ignored. These limita­
tions required most analyses of internal propagation problems to be 
either one-dimensional, low frequency cases or constant cross section 
circular or rectangular ducts. More complicated problems were handled 
either empirically or semi empirically (31, 35, 49). 
With the advent of large scale digital computers, it became possible 
to accurately model more complicated geometries (1, 18, 62), In principle, 
the analyst can now solve the governing equations directly for a problem 
of any complexity. Practically, there are still limitations on problem 
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complexity due to storage and solution time requirements. However, these 
constraints are also being relaxed as computer technology improves. The 
role of the digital computer in acoustic analysis will continue to grow. 
There are basically three popular digital computer techniques for 
solving problems like the acoustic propagation problem: the finite 
element method, the finite difference method, and the boundary integral 
method. Each method solves the governing equation in a slightly different 
manner, and thus, one may be more suitable for a particular problem than 
the others. The methods may also be combined for some problems. 
The finite element method is developed from an integral form of the 
governing equations. For some problems, particularly non-linear problems, 
the integral form of the governing equations may either be difficult to 
derive, expensive to solve numerically, or slow to converge to a solution 
(12, 62). However, the method lends itself readily to various boundary 
conditions. The method is used effectively for equilibrium problems and 
linear problems in the frequency domain (62). 
The finite difference method utilizes a difference form of the 
governing equation. The method is attractive because development of the 
numerical formulation is straightforward and any non-linear effects can 
be easily handled. The computational efficiency of the method, however, 
is somewhat questionable for problems in two or three space dimensions. 
Also, sophisticated boundary conditions and problems that require an 
irregular mesh are not handled easily. The finite difference method is 
probably best suited to non-linear problems and problems in the time 
3  
domain (4). 
The boundary integral method also utilizes an integral form of the 
governing differential equation. Green's Theorem is used to develop an 
equivalent form of the integral equation that involves only surface 
integrals (9). The solution then requires discretization of only the 
boundary. Thus, the solution often requires less computer storage and 
solution time than the other methods. Boundary condition input is 
straightforward, but the method is effectively limited to homogeneous 
problems. The method is best suited to problems with singularities 
(i.e. crack problems or infinite domain problems) and homogeneous equi­
librium problems in two and three dimensions (9). 
Any of the three methods may be useful for a particular acoustic 
problem. However, sound propagation is often studied in the frequency 
domain and the boundary conditions are important and sometimes exotic. 
Thus, there are indications that the finite element method may best fit 
VI I I SA V«0 WIW I V s# 
found the finite element method to be an useful analytical method for 
problems in acoustics (15, 16, 26, 27, 61). 
This dissertation will focus on two aspects of finite element 
acoustic analysis which require refinement, Many acoustic problems have 
of these aspects. Substructuring techniques allow computational algo­
rithms to be developed which exploit repeated or standard geometric 
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features of a problem. This work will investigate the usefulness and 
accuracy of substructuring for acoustic applications. Present treatment 
of open boundary segments is inefficient and sometimes inaccurate, A 
new finite element will be derived to specifically simulate the behavior 
of acoustic waves radiating to infinity from an open boundary segment. 
Both investigations should improve the responsiveness of finite element 
analysis to the needs of acoustic designers. 
The dissertation will first review the derivation of the acoustic 
governing equations and the formulation of the general finite element 
equations. The finite element method will then be applied to the acoustic 
problem and verified using several classical test cases. In Chapter V, 
the appropriate substructuring techniques will be derived and applied. 
In Chapter VI, the new radiation finite element will be developed and 
compared to other techniques for handling open boundary segments. 
Finally, in Chapter VII, the computer program developed for these 
studies will be discussed. 
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CHAPTER II. THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
In general, the aspects of an internal geometry that determine how 
sound propagates are the properties of the fluid medium within the 
geometry, the physical characteristics of the internal surfaces of the 
geometry, and the shape of the geometry. In addition, if the acoustic 
propagation is superimposed on an internal flow, the coupling between the 
flow and acoustic propagation must be included. Thus, in the general case 
with flow present, the flow velocity, thermodynamic variables, fluid prop­
erties, and geometry may all influence internal propagation. In the 
absence of flow, the thermodynamic variables - pressure, temperature, 
and density - and the fluid properties - viscosity and thermal conductivity 
- determine the propagation velocity and internal dissipation rate of 
acoustic energy. The physical characteristics of the internal surfaces 
determine the energy dissipation rate at the boundary. The shape of the 
geometry determines the range of acoustic wavelengths that will propagate 
or decay, I" the paragraphs below, the propagation equations for sound 
in an ideal gas will be obtained and discussed for internal propagation 
in the absence of flow. 
Internal Propagation 
The propagation of sound through a gas is governed by the basic 
equations of fluid dynamics: the continuity equation 
1 ^  +  V »  ( p i T )  -  p q  (2-1)  
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where p is the fluid density, u is the fluid velocity, and q is a volume 
source strength; and the Navier-Stokes equation 
p(|x + ÏÏ-VÏÏ) = -vp + u(v^û + I v-(v.ïï)) + pf + pqïï (2-2) 
where p is the fluid pressure ; v is the kinematic viscosity, and f are 
the body forces (see for example pages 327-332 of Currie (17)). 
For an ideal gas in a region containing no sources and exerting no 
body forces on the fluid, q =0 and f = 0. Furthermore, viscous terms are 
typically small enough to be neglected when considering propagation in 
the absence of mean flow. Thus, the governing equations are reduced to 
"1^  + V"(pu) = 0 (2-3) 
and 
P ("^ + u-Vu) = -vp. (2-4) 
To obtain a single equation for pressure from the two existing 
equations, which also involve the velocity, the divergence of to. (2-4) 
is found 
v'(p(|^+ U'vu) ) = -v^p 
or 
v«(lx^oïï) - ill?-) + v-o(ïï-vlJ^ = -V^D 
• dL • • d L' 
which gives 
• | : ^ V » ( p u ) )  -  V « ( U ' | ^ )  +  V » p ( u ' V u )  = -v^p_ (2-5) 
Eq. (2-3) is solved for v-(pu) which is substituted into Eq. (2-5) to give 
- & - v-(ïï^) + v.p{ïï-vïï) = - v^p 
OU ou 
which may be rewritten as 
- v^p = -v*(u|^) + v-p(u*vu).. (2-6) 
This equation governs situations in which flow is present but the effects 
of viscosity, body forces, and volume sources may be neglected. 
For acoustic problems, it is generally assumed that the thermodynamic 
variables, pressure and density, vary only slightly from their time average 
values. Thus, they can be expressed as the sum of the time average values 
and a small time dependent perturbation 
P = Pq + P' 
(2-7) 
P  =  P Q +  p '  
where is the time average pressure, p' is the perturbation or acoustic 
pressure, p is the time average density, and p' is the perturbation 
density. For all cases considered in this work, it will be assumed that 
P' « P 
p  '  «  p  
and, by definition for the time scales of interest, that 
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For the no flow case, the time average velocity is zero and the only fluid 
velocity is the small perturbation velocity or acoustic particle velocity 
of the fluid due to the propagating acoustic wave 
ÏÏ = ÏÏ' (2-8) 
where IT' is the acoustic particle velocity. The magnitude of the acoustic 
particle velocity is of the same order as the pressure and density pertur­
bations. Substituting Eqs. (2-7) and (2-8) into (2-6) yields 
I t ^  "  -  % ^ p '  =  -  +  ? " ( ( p g +  p ' ) ( u ' ' V ( u ' ) ) )  
which may be expanded to give 
-  V ^ P g  -  V ^ p '  =  -  ^ • ( u ' - | ^ )  +  V « ( p ^ u ' ' V u ' )  +  
(2-9) 
7 • (p * I! '  'Vlî * ) 
Equation (2-9) can be further simplified by discarding all terms of 
second order or higher 
v2p^ - v2p' = 0 .  (2-10) 
The remaining terms of zeroth order are 
V^Pq = 0 (2-11) 
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which says that the mean pressure must satisfy Laplace's equation. The 
first order terms govern the propagation of small acoustic fluctuations in 
the fluid 
- v2p' = 0 , (2-12) 
Acoustic processes are adiabatic so that to first order in the 
perturbation quantities 
YP 
P' = (2-13) 
0 
where y is the ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to specific 
heat at constant volume. The time average pressure and density are 
related to the speed of sound in the fluid by 
c? = (2-14) 
^0 
where c is the speed of sound. This relationship, along with the result 
of Eq. (2-13), is substituted into Eq. (2-12) to obtain the equation 
governing the propagation of acoustic pressure waves 
P 0' - 7=P' = 0. (2-15) 
Thiic n + hac Koan c hAuin + v» + 
wave propagation is the linear wave equation. In spite of the restric­
tive assumptions used to obtain Eq. (2-15), it turns out to be applicable 
to a wide variety of practical problems in acoustic wave propagation. In 
1 0  
subsequent discussions, the pressure perturbation will be referred to as 
the acoustic pressure or pressure and designated as p rather than p'. 
Boundary Conditions 
Equation (2-15) adequately describes internal acoustic wave propa­
gation for many cases of practical interest. The physical characteristics 
of the internal surfaces of the duct must also be described mathematically 
to provide boundary conditions for Eq. (2-15). Acoustic description of 
boundaries is normally in terms of the acoustic impedance. Acoustic 
impedance is defined as the ratio of the pressure to the normal acoustic 
velocity at the boundary 
z„ = ^ (2-16) 
where is the normal acoustic impedance, p' is the acoustic pressure, 
and u^ is the acoustic particle velocity normal to the boundary. Thus 
the acoustic pressure at the boundary is 
P' = Vr, • (2-17) 
To be useful as a boundary condition for Eq. (2-15), the normal velocity 
must be expressed in terms of acoustic pressure. The Navier-Stokes 
equations, Eqs. (2-4), (2-7), and (2-8) can be used to develop a relation­
ship between acoustic velocity and acoustic pressure. Substituting Eqs. 
(2-7) and (2-8) into Eq. (2-4) yields 
1 1  
(Pq + p')(|^+ U'.VU') = -V(Pq + P'), 
If terms of the same order are equated 
— vp — 0 
0 
and 
9u P o 3 t ~ " " ^ P ' -  ( 2 - 1 8 )  
At the boundary 
3u' 
(?P')n " Pogf (2-19) 
and, by definition 
( v p ' ) „ = | ^ .  ( 2 - 2 0 )  
Th us 
f - = - (2-21) 
For normal impedances which are independent of time, the time derivative 
of Eq. (2-17) is 
I 
|2_ = z 3^  (2-22) 
3t '  
Equations (2-21) and (2-22) may be combined to yield a relationship 
12 
|^=;!o92l (2-23) 
Zn at 
which expresses the impedance boundary condition in terms of pressure. 
For later reference, some special cases of Eqs. (2-21) and (2-23) 
will be considered. Two common idealized duct boundary conditions are 
the perfectly reflective hardwall boundary condition and the completely 
absorbent or anechoic boundary. For a reflective boundary the normal 
impedance is infinite, thus 
1 
= 0 .  (2-24) 
For an anechoic termination the wave propagates as though no boundary 
were present. Thus, for example 
zx u. 
= £l (2-25) 
"x 
and for a plane wave propagating in the x direction 
p' = PqCU^. (2-26) 
Another special case of interest in later discussions is the open 
boundary segment. One coiraion approach to the open segment is to assign 
a value of zero to the acoustic pressure at the opening. 
pè = 0 (2-27) 
where p^ is the acoustic pressure at the opening. Actually, the acoustic 
pressure does not reach zero because some sound radiates from the open end. 
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For certain open boundaries, the radiation from the boundary has been 
analytically or empirically studied and can be expressed in terms of the 
impedance of the opening. Two common cases are the tube terminating in 
an open end with an infinite flange and the tube terminating in an open 
end with no flange. The impedance for the infinite flange condition 
is 
zg = jc.szaïp^w (2-28) 
where j  = /IT ,  a is the tube radius, w is the circular frequency, and 
Zg is the end impedance. The impedance for the tube witnout a flange is 
Zg = Ô(.51a)p^u .  (2-29) 
For many open boundary geometries, no impedance has been determined. 
For cases where the open geometry extends indefinitely, the acoustic 
pressure will eventually decay to zero. This condition can be expressed 
as 
pj = 0 
• r-x» 
3r1 
r-x» 
where r is the external distance from the opening. The behavior of the 
sound as it  propagates into the exterior region is dependent on the 
configuration of the opening. For exterior locations sufficiently far 
14 
from the opening, the pressure wave will behave as if it originated from 
a directional acoustic source. The directional properties of the prop­
agating wave are determined by the geometry of the opening, and the 
amplitude decays in proportion to the distance from the opening. For a 
two-dimensional open geometry 
For a three-dimensional geometry 
p «1/r. 
The boundary conditions discussed thus far consider most of the common 
acoustic duct boundary situations. The next section will discuss typical 
acoustic inputs. 
Sound Inputs 
Sound propagating through internal geometries either originates 
internally or at the boundaries. For propagation in the absence of flow, 
the sound waves must be produced by some portion of the boundary. For 
open boundaries, an external pressure source leads to soundwaves which 
are incident on the opening. These are termed pressure inputs because 
the pressure of the incominc ^ve at the opening is specified. Sound 
heard through open windows is due to this type of input. For closed 
boundaries, sound is produced if the duct boundary oscillates, alternately 
compressing and rarifying the adjacent fluid. The resulting pressure wave 
15 
may then propagate through the duct. This is termed a velocity input 
because the velocity of the oscillating boundary segment is specified. 
Loudspeakers work on this principle. For pressure inputs, the known 
incident pressure can be applied directly as an input on the boundary 
of the mathematical model. However, the velocity input cannot .be applied 
directly as a boundary condition because the governing equations are in 
terms of pressure. Equation (2-21) must be used to relate the pressure 
to the local acoustic velocity at the boundary, 
Mufflers 
Internal noise propagation is traditionally controlled by methods 
which either absorb or redirect the acoustic energy. Devices used for 
these purposes may be broadly classified as either reactive mufflers or 
dissipative mufflers. An important application of the equations obtained 
in this chapter and the methods discussed in the following chapters is 
the prediction of muffler effectiveness. 
Reactive mufflers control the sound transmitted through an internal 
geometry by redirecting the acoustic energy. In most cases, mufflers of 
this type attempt to reflect the wave back on itself with equal pressure 
amplitude but opposite phase. This effectively cancels the wave. Reactive 
mufflers are common in such popular applications as internal combustion 
engines and air handling ducts because thsy can be designed to have 
minimal effect on the other performance requirements of the system. 
Helmholtz resonators, plenums, and expansion chambers are examples of 
reactive mufflers. The disadvantage of reactive mufflers is the narrow 
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frequency bandwidth for which they are effective. Because the relationship 
between the wavelength of the sound and the geometry of the reactive 
muffler must be precise, reactive mufflers usually have a very narrow 
effective frequency range. This makes accurate prediction of reactive 
muffler characteristics essential. 
Dissipative mufflers control the sound transmitted through an internal 
geometry by dissipating acoustic energy at the boundaries, often through 
the use of absorbent materials. The chief advantage of dissipative 
mufflers is that they are effective over a wide range of frequencies. 
Lined internal geometries such as lined ducts and lined bends can be 
considered mufflers of this type. Usual design practice is to maximize 
the area of absorbing material exposed to the propagating acoustic wave. 
A disadvantage of this type of muffler is the possible adverse effect on 
internal flows that ma^y accompany their use. In addition, the absorbing 
material can wear out, necessitating its replacement. An accurate 
analytical procedure for predicting the performance of lining materials 
and dissipative mufflers would be of considerable use in the design of 
such mufflers. 
For a more complete discussion of muffler theory, see pages 101-111 
in Knudsen and Harris (42), pages 164-172 in Diehl (19), or pages 250-264 
in Irwin and Graf (35). 
Conclusions 
In this chapter, the governing equation for internal acoustic propa­
gation has been derived. The problem considered is a small amplitude 
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pressure wave propagating through an ideal fluid in the absence of flow. 
The solution of this equation can be difficult for complicated geometries. 
For many geometries, the only possible methods of solution are numerical. 
The remainder of this work will be concerned with utilizing the finite 
element method to solve this equation. 
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CHAPTER III, THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
The finite element method is. a niatheiwti.cal technique by which, a 
continuum is modeled by subdividing the region of interest [the domain) 
into many subregions (subdomains) over which the continuum characteristics 
are known. The characteristics of all these subdomains are then assenfiled 
to predict the character of the entire continuum. The method was origi­
nally developed by analysts in structural mechanics. It has since been 
generalized and applied to many other physical problems (12, 18, 52). 
The application of the finite element method to a particular problem 
begins by discretizing the domain of interest into subdomains which are 
referred to as elements. Next, the locations of a set of points in the 
domain, referred to as nodes or nodal points, are selected for each 
element. The nodes are used to specify the geometry of individual 
elements. The discretization of the domain of interest is implemented 
by specifying the continuum properties for each element and the coordinate 
locations for each node. The finite element version of the governing 
equations is then applied to obtain matrix equations describing the 
physical behavior within each element, A single matrix equation describing 
the physical behavior over the entire domain is obtained by appropriate 
combination of the element matrices. 
The two formulations usually used to develop the finite element 
equations from the governing physical equations are variational methods 
and methods of weighted residuals. In each case, an integral form of the 
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governing equation is developed and solved for values of th.e unknown 
yariables at the nodes, Either formulation incorporates typical boundary 
conditions into the resulting integral equations. 
The Variational Method 
The variational derivation (also called the Rayleigh-Ritz method) of 
the finite element equations depends on the existence of a variational 
principle which is equivalent to the governing differential equations. 
This variational principle defines some scalar quantity such as total 
energy, strain energy, or a penalty function in integral form. The 
variables are assumed to be approximated by an interpolating function of 
the form 
u -  (3—1) 
where 
u -  unknavn variable 
- user determined shape function at the ith, r.cds 
b^ -  unknown interpolation parameter at the ith node. 
The solution is then obtained by minimizing the scalar quantity with 
respect to the interpolation parameters. 
The shape functions; for one-dimensional problems have the form 
4> = ai + agX + agX^ + a^x^ + a^x""^ (3-2) 
where the su's are geometrically determined constants. Shape functions are 
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usually chosen to be polynomials, but this is not a requirement. The 
simplest type of element is a linear polynomial element for which cj) has 
only two constants 
4 = + agx .. 
Typical finite element codes do not contain elements of higher order than 
4th order 
2 3 (j) = a^ + agx + bgx + a^x , 
The shape function, ,  is continuous but is defined as non-zero over 
only one element. For convenience when applying Eq. (3-1), the shape 
function, ,  is usually defined to have value one at the ith node and 
value zero at all other nodes of the element. The constants, a^ ,  are 
determined geometrically as explained later in Eqs. (3-38) through (3-42). 
The interpolating polynomial function is substituted into the func­
tional which is then minimized with respect to the b-parameters. The 
result is a set of simultaneous integral equations which can be solved 
for the b^. "s. The integrations are usually accomplished numerically unless 
a closed form of the integral can be programmed. Once the ku's are known, 
the unknown function, u, can be determined any place in the domain by 
using Eq. (3-1). If typical interpolation functions are used (i\e. = 1 
at the ith node and = 0 at the other nodes), the value of u at the ith node 
will equal .  Thus, the values of u are known at every grid node and there 
is usually no need to interpolate to find other values of u. 
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As illustrations of the derivation of the finite element equations, 
this work will consider progressively more complex problems similar to the 
governing equation derived in Chapter II, Consider first a continuum 
governed by Poisson's equation with homogeneous boundary conditions. For 
this case, the governing physical equation and boundary conditions are 
v^u = Q in D 
(3-3) 
f = 0 or B 
where Q is an internal source, D is the region of interest (domain), and 
B is the boundary. A variational principle exists for this problem (see 
pages 68-59 of Zienkiewicz (52)). In two dimensions, the functional is 
' = + «i»' + 5u)dD - (3-4) 
where are known values on the boundary. 
The variable u will be approximated using polynomials of the form 
shown in Eq. (3-1). This approximation is inserted into the functional 
which is then minimized with respect to each unknown parameter b^. The 
values are zero so the rightmost integral vanishes. After substitution 
of the u's from Eq. (3-1), Eq. (3-4) becomes 
r  3zb.(j)- p cizb.^. p 
Tt = + k(-i;^) + QZb.f.)dD. (3-5) 
V Q dX  ay  11  
The functional is minimized by differentiating with respect to the 
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bj's and setting the result equal to zero, 
C 9é., 36- 36- 36. 
fr sir w (s-s) 
Equation (.3-6) can be expressed in matrix form as 
[K]{b} + {f} = 0 (3-7) 
where 
and 
f 9<i)- 3(f)- 3(j)- 3(|). 
'2-®' 
f, = J^Q^,dD. (3-9) 
The matrix K is called the stiffness or kinetic energy matrix. The vector 
f is called the force or load vector. Note that the K matrix is symnetric, 
j  = Kj^. All matrices formulated using variational principles will be 
symmetric. This is a distinct computational advantage because more 
efficient storage and solution routines can be used. The disadvantage of 
the variational formulation is that variational principles do not exist 
for all differential equations and their derivation is often not straight­
forward. 
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The Galerkin Method 
The Galerkin method is one of a family of approximation methods known 
as weighted residual methods, The governing partial differential equation 
is used with the interpolating scheme shown in Eq, (3-1) to develop a 
residual equation. The residual equation is a measure of the error caused 
by approximating the variable. This residual is multiplied by a weighting 
function. For the Galerkin weighted residual method, the weighting func­
tion is the shape function (j). The integral of the weighted residual over 
the domain is equated to zero. The b-parameters that solve this equation 
minimize the integral of the weighted residual over the domain (see pages 
49-51 of Zienkiewicz (62)). 
Consider the steady state problem as before. The partial differential 
equation and interpolating equation are used to establish a residual, R 
This residual is weighted with the shape function <P, integrated over the 
domain, and set equal to zero 
r  é.RdD = 0 
v^u = q (3-3) 
u = Eb^- (ti^. (3-1) 
r = vzfzb^&j) - q (3-10) 
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Substituting for R from Eq, (3-10) gives 
. ( V ^ T z b - -  Q ; d D  =  Q  jd j 
and separating into two integrals results in 
j4.^.(v2zb.(^-)dd - j4jqdd = 0. (3-11) 
D 
This equation can be written in matrix form. However, i t  is more desirable 
to use a form for the first term that requires a lower order of differen­
tiability. As presently derived, a second order element would be required. 
A weak form of this integral can be derived using Green's Theorem 
(see pages 45-49 of Zienkiewicz (52)) 
f*.v2(Zb.*,)dD = Zb. /  c(..^dB - Zb- T(VôJ-V.f.OdD .  
J d ^  i  ^  ^  i  T  J B  J  3 "  i  T j O  ^  ^  
For cases with homogeneous boundary conditions, Eq. (3-11) becomes 
r 
0  =  -  I  Zb . {?4> . '  -V<p . ' ) dD  - I  q*.dD 
J D ^  ^  ^  J D  J  
f 3<?,- 54»; 59; f 
This form of the equation requires only linear elements. Note that Eqs. 
(3-5) and (3-12) are Identical. This is not always the case because 
alternative weighting functions can result in different forms of the 
final formulation. The Galerkin method is applicable to any problem for 
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which a residual can be defined, However, the technique does not always 
result in symmetric matrices. 
The Wave Equation 
The homogeneous wave equation as developed in Chapter II is of the 
form 
- v2u = 0 , (3-13) 
at^ 
To approximate this equation, an interpolating function must be defined 
which may be used to approximate the dynamic term. This interpolating 
function is derived from Eq. (3-1) as 
— = 1—4)4 (3-14) 
at^ 9t^ 
The interpolation parameters, b, vary only in time and the shape func­
tions vary only in space. The finite element formulation of Eq. (3-13) is 
developed using the Galerkin method. The residual is given by 
a^b. 
R = z - V^Eb.é. 
3t2 ^ ^ ^ .  
The corresponding weighted residual integral over the domain is 
0 = j  <p . ( z  ' - i > .  -  v2zb , * . ) dD  
Jn ^  3t^ ^ ' 
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which may be rewritten 
^ r f • 6 * ( 
a^b, 
0 = z I A.è.dD - zb. rè.v^é.dD . 
iatz jo j 1 i t j 
f^ J * f - f i f dB. (3-15) 
D D Jn 
Using the method described above to obtain a weak form for the second term 
gi ves 
i V •! J i \
b 
If the boundary conditions are homogeneous, this equation can be written 
in matrix form as 
[M]jb} + [Kljb} = 0 (3-16) 
where 
M.. =  f  <P.4> .dD  (3-17) 
J  Q J  
K-- = / ' "Vf.do (3-18) 
u jq j 1 
and b is the second time derivative of the interpolation parameter. 
In Eqs. (3-16) through (3-18), the matrix M is called the mass or 
potential energy matrix and the matrix K is the stiffness or kinetic 
energy matrix as before. 
The mass matrix as developed in Eq. (3-17) is called a consistent 
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mass matrix. The sum of all the terms will equal the total mass of 
the continuum. Several other mass matrix developments exist that have 
computational or accuracy advantages. Generally these are termed lumped 
mass matrices. The first lumped mass matrix formulation was suggested by 
Hinton et al. (29). For two-, three-, or four^node linear elements, the 
total mass of the element is divided equally and put on the diagonal terms 
of the mass matrix. For elements of higher order, the same effect is 
created by scaling the diagonal terms of the mass matrix to include all 
the mass of the element and eliminating all off diagonal terms. An example 
of this mass distribution for an 8-node rectangular element is shown in 
Fig. 3-1. This mass matrix has a computational advantage because it  is 
diagonal. 
1/36 
8/36 8/36 
Figure 3-1. 
1/36 8/36 1/36 
Mass lumping for 8-node element by scaling 
Another acceptable method for obtaining diagonal lumped mass matrices 
is to numerically integrate the mass matrix at points where the off-
diagonal terms will disappear. One of these techniques is called the 
Gauss-Lobâtto quadrature (24), The lumping that results from this 
technique for an 8-node rectangular element is shown in Fig. 3-2. 
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1/12 1/3 •1/12 4» 
1/3 « «1/3 
4 
-1/12 1/3 -1/12 
Figure 3-2. Mass lumping by Gauss-Lo.batto integration 
A disadvantage of this lumped mass matrix is that it  is not positive 
definite. As a result, this lumped mass form cannot be used for the 
eigenvalue problems that will be discussed later. However, Fried and 
Melkus (24) have shown that this lumped mass matrix formulation can have 
improved accuracy and efficiency compared to consistent mass matrices for 
problems other than eigenvalue extractions. 
Boundary conditions for linear continuum problems are generally 
classified as either Dirichlet boundary conditions or Cauchy boundary 
conditions. The Dirichlet boundary conditions are fixed boundary values 
which must be satisfied. The Cauchy boundary conditions are expressed as 
Boundary Conditions 
(3-19) 
where ^ is the derivative normal to the boundary. Neumann boundary 
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conditions, which are expressed as 
are a subset of Cauchy boundary conditions. The finite element formulations 
of each of the boundary conditions cases will be discussed in the next 
sections. 
Dirichlet Boundary Conditions 
There are three approaches normally taken to apply Dirichlet or fixed 
boundary conditions. The variational technique utilizes a modified varia­
tional equation with the boundary conditions included. The matrix method 
makes modifications to the general matrix equations to force the solution 
to have the known values. The shape function method utilizes revised 
shape functions which converge directly to the known values at the boundary. 
For the variational technique, a modified variational principle can 
be derived using Lagrangian multipliers. The modified variational prin­
c i p l e  f n r  L a p l a c e ' s  e q u a t i o n  w i t h  D i r i c h l e t  b o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  i s  
where u are the known values of the variable u, and is that part of 
the boundary where the variable is fixed. For a more detailed discussion 
of the development of Eq. (3-20), see pages 77 - 83 of Zienkiewicz (52). 
Within the domain, the variable is approximated using shape functions 
(3-20) 
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u = .  (3-1) 
Along the boundary, a special boundary shape function, ({>, is used. These 
expressions are substituted into Eq. (3-20) and the resulting functional 
is minimized with respect to each unknown bj. The result may be re­
written in matrix form as 
[K] ju} + If} = 0 
where the stiffness matrix is 
f 3'r'i 3? ^ Sip - -
" """stst'® " f. (3-21) 
and the force vector is 
f. = I u — i; an 1 . (3-22) 
The solution at the boundary will be u = u. 
The matrix method of accounting for the Dirichlet boundary conditions 
derives the matrix equations without considering the Dirichlet boundary 
conditions. The method then makes modifications to the matrices to account 
for the known values. The modifications involve partitioning the matrices 
as follows 
kii 
*21 *22 
Pi 1 
(3-23) 
l  2j 1:2j 
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where the vector contains the unknown values and Ug contains the known 
boundary values, A new force vector, T,, is obtained by partially 
expanding Eq. (3-23), to give 
ik i t i i u J  } + 1x22] {"2} i ^1) (3,24) 
and rearranging the terms so that 
L K i i l  j  u ^  }  { f ^ }  -  1 ^ 2 )  (3-25) 
The force vector, f^, is then defined by 
(  f l )  =  I  f i  )  -  I S j  j  .  (3-26) 
The remainder of the matrices may be modified so that 
[K21] -  - fO] (3-27) 
LC [i] 
and 1^2} = ("g} 
(3-28) 
(3-29) 
In Eq. (3-27),. [0] is the null matrix and in Eq. (3-28) II] is the identity 
matrix. The resulting equation, which corresponds to Eq. (3-23) is 
kii 0 r 
(3-30) 
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The unknown pressure, ,  nay be found by solving the equivalent of 
This method has the advantage that it requires less integrations than the 
variational method because Eq. (3-22) is not required. The resulting 
matrix problem is also smaller than the variational method problem. This 
is the most popular method in public finite element codes for solving 
problems that involve Di rich let conditions. 
The shape function method uses special shape functions which result 
in the proper variable value at the boundary. For the region shown in 
Fig. 3-3, the shape function for node one will be of the form 
Eq. (3-25) 
which gives 
{ ui } } .  
(3-31) 
(J)l = u + a.x + agy + 
Figure 3-3. Domain with Dirichlet boundary condition 
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Because of the special form of the shape functions at the boundary, this 
method eliminates the unknown degrees of freedom that would normally be 
associated with elements on the boundary. This results in a reduction in 
the size of the matrix equations. The method is particularly useful for 
the homogeneous boundary condition case because there is no need to modify 
the standard shape functions. However, for cases where the boundary 
condition is not zero, special boundary shape functions are required. For 
this reason, the shape function method is not used in general finite 
element programs to account for the Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
Cauchy Boundary Conditions 
Cauchy boundary conditions are gradient boundary conditions of the 
form 
| ^ = a i u  +  a 2  ( 3 - 3 2 )  
where is the derivative of the variable in a direction normal to the 
boundary and a^, Bg are constants. The finite element version of the 
general problem is formulated using the Salerkin method. Laplace's 
equation with Cauchy boundary conditions is formulated as follows 
/  (})-V^udD = 0 (3-33) 
JD j 
Equation (3-33) is developed by first establishing interpolating functions 
for u 
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and 
u = zb^. 4).j 
u = zb^-cj)^. 
on the boundary. The integral is reduced using Green's Theorem as in the 
earlier discussion. The result is 
r T r 0 = - zb. / V*. .7*idD + I  0<(a,zb;4. + a,)dB j J jd ^ jb j J 
- zb. /  V(j). "V^-dD - a, zb - j ^^^-dO - 5^ f 4)-dB. (3-34) j  j j g  ^  j  - y  j j b  j  • ' b  
In matrix form, Eq. (3-34) becomes 
[K] { b} + { f j = 0 • (3-35) 
where 
K^j VV(()jdD - a^<})j dB (3-36) 
ana 
f, = - j M .  •dB. (3-37) 
The net effect of the Cauchy boundary conditions on the finite 
element formulation is some modification to the stiffness matrix and the 
force vector. The Neumann condition will modify the force vector at the 
boundary degrees of freedom as shown in Eq. (3-37). The first term of the 
Cauchy condition will result in modification to the stiffness matrix as 
shown in Eq. (3-35). 
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Element Evaluation 
The shape functions used in the previous developments are chosen at 
the discretion of the user. The choice is generally between a fine mesh of 
simple elements or a coarse mesh of complex elements. The trade-off is 
computational time spent evaluating a large matrix system of simple 
elements versus time spent evaluating shape functions and integrating the 
element matrices of complicated elements. 
Linear elements are generally evaluated in closed form. The shape 
function for the two-dimensional triangular element shown in Fig. 3-4 is 
of the form 
The constants a^, ag, and a^ are determined by the geometry of the element. 
X 
Figure 3-4. Linear triangular element 
The shape function is chosen to be unity at one node and zero at the other 
ti-. 'o nodes 
4» = a^ + agx + a^y .  
V 
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(j)i - ^31^ ' 
Thus, 
1 = aji + 
C3t38) 
0 = + agixg + aaiyg 
0 = ai^ + ag^xg + ag^yg .  
Solving Eqs. (3-38) for the constants a^^, ag^, and a^^ gives 
*11 = (*2^3 - x3y2)/2a 
*21 = (^2 - (3-39) 
^31 ^ (^3 " 
where A = fx-y^ - x^y. + x^y^ -  x^y^ + x^y, -  x^y,)/? (3-40) 
and X. and y^ are the x and y coordinates of node 1. 
Similarly for 62 = a.^ tag^x + a^^y 
aj2 = (xjyj - xjvjj/aa 
^22 ~ (-^3 ~ yi)/2A (3-41) 
®32 = (*1 - xgi/za 
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and for <j)3 = a^g + aggX + a^^y 
ai3 = (x^yg t. x2>'j)/2a 
®23 " (^1 - y2)/2A (3-42) 
®33 = (*2 ~ xil/2a .  
The stiffness matrix is evaluated as follows 
y / -d rw - ' 'ww^ ' ^ ^  '  
From the preceding equations, it  is clear that 
3*. 
w " ^2i 
and 
3?. 
W  " ®3i " 
Therefore 
^2j ®3i ^sjida 
(*2i ^2j ^ ®3i ^3j}f dA (3-43) 
A 
^®2i ®2j ^3i *3j)a • 
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The consistent mass matrix is evaluated as follows 
(j)-
f 
= 321* + agjx + a^^yjdxdy 
^'ij " j^*iy" 
When simplified the result is 
= T2 X + 11 (3-44) 
where 
= 1 for i = j  
= 0 for i f j  .  
The corresponding lumped mass matrix is 
m. .  = ^ 
3 . (3-45) 
The linear element can also be used for the three-dimensional 
axisymmetric case. An appropriate shape function in this case is 
0 = a^ + Bgr + a^z _ (3-45) 
Equation (3-46) results in a set of three equations for the constants a^, 
Bg, and a^ that is identical to Eqs. (3-38) with r in place of x and z in 
place of y. The resulting solutions are thus the same as in Eqs. (3-39), 
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(3-41), and (3-42). The integrals leading to the expressions for the 
stiffness and mass matrices are evaluated as above using th,e approximation 
that 
dV = ZirrdA (.3-47) 
where 
+ rg + rg (3-48) 
3 
This approximation is best for small elements far from the axis. Due to 
the similarity of the elements, a program can be easily converted from 
two-dimensional to axisymmetric three-dimensional. 
Closed form evaluation of higher order elements is more complex and 
thus numerical integration methods are usually used. Generally, a coordi­
nate transformation is made that maps the element onto a standard element 
with easily defined limits of integration. An example is shown in Fig. 3-5 
for an 8-node element with curved sides. 
Figure 3-5. Element mapping for 8-node element 
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The coordinate transformation determines a matrix J, which is 
called the Jacobian of the transformation. 
3X I l i  
3Ç 3Ç 1 ax 
3X 1 31 
3n 3n_ 
(3-49) 
where 
0 = 
3X 
3Ç 3Ç 
M ËL  
3n 3n 
(3-50) 
The Jacobian is thus completely determined by the coordinate trans­
formation of the element. The shape functions are readily formulated for the 
standard element. The element matrices can be evaluated using standard 
integration procedures for conformai mapping (see pages 95-147 in Currie 
(17)) 
yf(x,y)dxdy = f  f(ç ,r ,) |(det J)|dsdn (3-51) 
where ç and n are the x and y coordinates on the standard element. The 
consistent mass matrix is 
M . j  = f(!>^(c ,n)<{>j(ç ,n)l(det 0) ldf,dn (3-52) 
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The stiffness matrix is evaluated in a similar way by using the coordinate 
transformation to determine the partial derivatives. 
3^- 3^. 3(j). ,3$. 
J (det Jr 
The most popular higher order shape functions are second and third order 
polynomials. These are evaluated using a Gauss-Legendre quadrature. 
Other non-polynomial shape function elements must be evaluated using 
appropriate integration methods (see Appendix A). 
Axisymmetric elements can also be evaluated using similar methods. 
The form of the axisymmetric integral is 
f f(x,y)dV = Ztt f f(ç,Ti)|(det J) ] r(x,y)dçdn ^ (3-54) 
The value of r(x,y) of the Gauss integration point must be determined on 
the original element. This is accomplished by using the Jacobian to map 
the location of the Gauss integration points back to the original element. 
The computer time required to evaluate the element matrices for 
higher order elements is more than that required for linear elements. 
However, because higher order elements require fewer grid points to 
approximate complex shapes, a time savings is often realized. Chapter IV 
contains a discussion of the relative merits of several element types for 
some particular example cases. 
This chapter has provided background material about the finite 
element method. In the next chapter, the method will be applied to the 
equations governing acoustic propagation discussed in Chapter II. 
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CHAPTER IV. ACOUSTIC FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
In this chapter, the finite element techniques of Chapter III will 
be applied to the acoustic governing equation of Chapter II, The acoustic 
finite element matrices and the application of boundary conditions and 
forcing functions will be discussed. The techniques will be applied to 
several classical problems in acoustics to illustrate the usefulness and 
accuracy of the method. 
Historical Development of Acoustic Finite Element Analysis 
The finite element method was originally formulated for acoustic 
problems in the mid 1960s by Gladwell and others (26, 27). A varia­
tional method was used to derive the appropriate finite element form 
of the acoustic wave equation. Gladwell also discussed the formulation 
of structural-acoustic interaction, the impedance boundary condition, 
and the Sommerfeld radiation conditions. This work was successful and 
forms the basis for most subsequent finite element work in acoustics. 
Gladwell also formulated the acoustic problem in terms of acoustic 
velocity. The applicable governing equation remains the wave equation 
with the acoustic velocity as the variable 
1  u ' _  v ^ ï ï '  =  0  
c 
The boundary conditions are u = u^ at hard boundaries (u^ is the boundary 
velocity), and 
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- p^c^v«u'= 
for open boundaries (where p^ is the incident pressure). This is a vector 
formulation. As a result, for three-dimensional problems, the set of 
simultaneous equations for the velocity formulation of the problem will be 
three times as large as for the corresponding pressure formulation. For 
this reason, Gladwell concluded that the pressure formulation was more 
efficient. However, some investigations., see for example Astley and 
Eversman (3), continue to use a velocity formulation because the fluid 
dynamic problems they consider cannot be simplified to the pressure wave 
equation. 
Much of the early work of Gladwell and Zimmerman (27) and Young (51) 
used subparametric elements for their investigations. The variables at a 
node for this type of element will be the pressure and the pressure deriv­
atives in each direction. These models interpolate complex behavior very 
well and show excellent convergence characteristics. However, the models 
often become large and consequently result in programs that are expensive 
to run. Craggs showed that the detail provided by pressure derivatives was 
usually not necessary and that typical acoustic problems could be run with 
a single acoustic pressure variable at each node (16). The mesh size of 
such models must be smaller to achieve the desired accuracy, but the total 
number of degrees of freedom and solution time are both reduced. 
The finite element method has been used by Young and Croclcer (SO), 
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Ross (54), and Kagawa et al. (38, 39) as part of analyses of various 
internal propagation geometries including automotive exhaust systems. 
The finite element models are used to determine the acoustic character­
istics of such devices as mufflers and resonators. The finite element 
model is evaluated to obtain its noise filter characteristics and the 
results are used in a complex electrical network analogy of the automobile 
exhaust systems. The analogy model can be exercised with a great deal of 
versatility. 
Gladwell also derived the original formulation coupling the acoustic 
pressure and the flexural displacement of non-rigid structural walls 
(25). The resulting mass and stiffness matrices include standard 
acoustic and structural matrix terms, but also include coupling terms 
which relate the acoustic pressure at the boundary to normal forces on 
the wall. This formulation is presently being used to study automobile 
and airplane interior noise (11, 50). In a number of practical cases, the 
wall motion is negligible because the structural resonances occur at 
much lower frequencies than the important acoustic resonances. In such 
cases, a reasonable acoustic analysis can be accomplished without accounting 
for structural effects or the coupling between structural and acoustic 
modes (51). 
Efforts to make the finite element simulation of the absorbing 
boundaries better and more efficient are currently underway. Craggs is 
attempting to solve this problem by modeling part of the dissipative 
material (13). Cragg's work assumes the material is rigid and the damping 
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arises from the viscous effects of air moving through the pores of the 
lining. Thus, Craggs uses tlie resistivity and porosity of the material 
at known velocities to build a finite element of tlie wall lining. 
Stephens uses easily obtained absorption data to generate an approximate 
impedance function which is then applied as shown in this chapter (57). 
The present work will not attanpt to extend the work being done in these 
areas. 
The other concerted effort at present is directed toward making tlie 
method more efficients Dowel1 et al. (20, 21) and Chao et al. (11) attempt 
to do this with modal synthesis or component mode methods. With these 
techniques, Dowell creates small models based on the natural mode shapes 
of the geometry. The models are limited to frequency analysis problems. 
Ross extends the electrical network analogy by making the finite element 
filter models smaller and linking them together (54). The present work 
attempts to refine and extend the acoustic finite element method in two 
specific ways: first, by applying substructuring techniques, and second, 
by studying methods for improving the modeling of open boundaries. For 
simplicity, the methods developed will be tested only for two-dimensional 
cases where structural effects are not important. However, the methods 
are applicable, and could easily be extended, to three-dimensional and 
acousto-structural problems. 
The Acoustic Finite Element Problem Formulation 
The equation governing internal acoustic wave propagation is the wave 
equation developed in Chapter II 
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p - V^p = 0. (2-15) 
c 
Equation (2-15) can be numerically solved using the approach described 
in Chapter III. Mass and stiffness matrices are obtained by the methods 
discussed in the wave equation section of Chapter III. The mass and 
stiffness matrix terms are 
(1-1) 
D 
r 
S.. = / VÔ J'V^.dD (4-2) 
iG Jo T J 
where P^j are acoustic mass matrix terms; j are acoustic stiffness 
matrix terms; c is the local speed of sound; (j) is the local shape 
function; and D is the element domain. S and P will be used in this work 
to designate the acoustic stiffness and mass matrices to distinguish them 
from the structural stiffness and mass matrices which are usually desig­
nated K and M. These terms are assembled into a matrix equation 
[P] p + [S] p = 0 (4-3) 
where P is the mass or potential energy matrix and S is the stiffness or 
kinetic energy matrix. 
Equation (4-3) allows the pressure to be studied in the time domain 
and is particularly useful for transient analysis. However, most acoustic 
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problems are analyzed and studied in the frequency domain. It is assumed 
in these cases that pressure can be described by a series of harmonic 
terms 
p(x,y,z,t) = s Aj^p^{x,y,z,)e^'^^ (4-4) 
where is a constant, p^ describes the spatial variation of pressure, 
and w^is a circular frequency. Analytically, each' term can be evaluated 
individually and the results summed to evaluate the total frequency 
response. The subsequent analysis will study one general term of this 
series. If p = and p = ,  it follows that 
p = jwp' e^^^ 
(4-5) 
= jwp 
and 
p = - u^p' e^"^ 
= - U^p 
(4-6) 
When Eq. (4-6) is substituted into Eq. (4-3), the resulting matrix equation 
is 
- w^[P]p + [S]p = 0 (4-7) 
or 
LS-w^P]p = 0 .  (4-8) 
Equation (4-8) is the generalized form for an eigenvalue problem. The 
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values of u which solve the equation and its boundary conditions give 
the natural frequencies of the geometry (i.e. the sound frequencies at 
which very high amplitude standing wave patterns may be established). The 
corresponding solution for p at this frequency is the eigenvector which 
describes the standing wave pattern. This information is important 
because it is usually desirable to avoid excitation at these frequencies. 
Equation (4-8) can also be used to determine the frequency response of 
the geometry over any frequency range desired. The mathematically pre­
dicted response based on Eq. (4-8) will become infinite at the natural 
frequencies. This is because Eq. (4-3) does not include any terms due to 
dissipative mechanisms which are always physically present. The dissipa-
tive effects of the walls is discussed in the next section. The dissipa­
tive mechanisms of the fluid itself are usually considered negligible and 
have been ignored in the derivation of the wave equation in Chapter II. 
In most cases, internal effects are small compared to the effects of 
boundary dissipation. However, at the natural frequencies in a hard wall 
enclosure, the internal dissipative effects are the dominant mechanism 
preventing infinite amplitudes and these effects are not modeled. 
This section has described the finite element representation of 
the undamped homogeneous wave equation. In order to completely describe 
internal acoustic propagation, boundary conditions and forcing terms must 
also be incorporated into the representation. 
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Formulation of the Boundary Conditions 
The general boundary condition for acoustic problems is 
1R= _ 
an 
3£ 
Zn at 
(2-23) 
where is the normal impedance of the boundary. This form is very 
similar to the Cauchy boundary condition discussed in Chapter III. Thus, 
acoustic pressure boundary conditions can be formulated for the finite 
element matrices using the Cauchy boundary condition techniques described 
in Chapter III in Eq.(3-36). Application to the acoustic problem proceeds 
as follows 
The pressure is represented by the series interpolation of Eq. (3-1). 
As discussed in Chapter III, the pressure derivative car, be represented 
(4-9) 
P = .  (3-1) 
by the series interpolation 
P = zb.A, 
"-i-i (4-10) 
Equation (4-10) is substituted into Eq. (4-9) to obtain the formulation 
for the impedance boundary condition 
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Zbj#j)dB (4-11) 
The impedance is usually assumed to be constant over a boundary segment 
in the finite element method although this is not necessary. Also the 
b-values are generally equal to the discrete values of the pressure time 
derivatives at the grid nodes (as discussed in Chapter III). This allows 
the impedance values to be removed from the integral and the b-values to 
be represented by p. 
= zPj-z^ ^ B . 0 .  (4-12) 
The integral terms can be expressed in matrix form as 
The matrix C may be applied in different ways depending on the form of 
the impedance. 
For typical impedance boundary conditions, the C matrix is multiplied 
by the vector of pressure time derivatives. The resulting matrix equation 
is 
[P] p + EC] p + [S] p = 0 _ (4-14) 
The C matrix has non-zero terms only at boundary nodes. This equation 
accounts for dissipative effects at the boundaries, but ignores internal 
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dissipative effects. It should also be noted that the impedance is usually 
a complex quantity. Therefore, Eq, (4-14) will be complex. 
Equations (4-14) and (4-15) are the governing matrix equations in the 
time and frequency domains,respectively, for typical impedance boundary 
conditions. 
The hardwall condition as derived in Chapter II can be described by 
For this case, both constants a^ and a^ in Eq. (3-32) are zero. As a re­
sult, the C matrix will be zero and the remainder of the element matrices 
will be unchanged. Since the hardwall condition has no effect on the element 
matrices, it evidently is the default boundary condition. Therefore, if 
no boundary condition is specified in a finite element model, the 
boundary will behave as a hard wall. 
The ideal open boundary condition is expressed in Chapter II as 
If a problem is to be studied in the frequency domain, tîîe relation­
ships of Eqs. (4-5) and (4-6) may be substituted into Eq. (4-14) to 
obtain 
(4-15) 
Pg = Û .  (2-27) 
This is equivalent to setting a^ = » .  it is most efficient in this case 
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to apply the condition of Eq, (2-27) using Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
In this manner, the boundary degrees of freedom at the ideal opening are 
forced to zero and the condition is correctly modeled. 
The last special boundary condition to consider is the end impedance 
condition of Eqs, (2-28) and (2-29). For these cases 
Zg = jwp^q (4-16) 
where q is a constant proportional to the tube radius. The C matrix 
will be 
c - r ij jwq / 4i*idB (4-17) 
If the responses are assumed to be harmonic, the damping terms will be 
Pj " f*i4jdB)jwPj (4-18) 
thus, 
So Pj = Y Pj , 
J  D  
A C matrix may be defined as 
C^-^. ^ I (f>^.(f>^-dB (4-20) 
This matrix has the advantage that it is a coefficient of the pressure 
rather than a derivative of pressure. The matrix formulation for this 
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problem in the frequency domain is 
[[SI - IP] + 10:] p = 0 .  (4-21) 
The C-matrix in Eq. (4-21) may be combined with the stiffness matrix, 
and the result is a standard eigenvalue equation. 
The previous derivations include most typical boundary conditions 
imposed on internal acoustic wave propagation; The ideal open boundary 
case is applied by forcing certain degrees of freedom to zero at the 
boundary. This is a simple matter of matrix modification. The hardwall 
boundary condition is the default boundary condition so no action need 
bs taken to apply this condition. Impedance boundary conditions require 
the formulation of a third matrix which is complex. The subsequent 
analysis of a complex matrix equation requires larger and more compli­
cated solution routines. 
Formulation of the Sound Input Conditions 
The previous sections have discussed the finite element formulation 
of internal acoustic wave propagation and the boundary conditions. The 
last aspect of acoustic propagation to be discussed will be the input or 
forcing conditions. 
As discussed in Chapter II, the forcing conditions generally are 
expressed as either velocity inputs or pressure Inputs. The application 
of inputs is very similar to the application of the boundary conditions 
discussed in the previous section. The pressure inputs are available as 
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pressure values at boundary nodes. These are simply applied by using 
Dirichlet boundary conditions to force the boundary pressures to the 
appropriate values. 
The velocity input relationship derived in Chapter II is 
S--.1 
where u^ is the known normal velocity of the boundary. This equation 
can be formulated for the finite element method using the Cauchy 
boundary condition 
1% = 'iP + =2 .  (4-22) 
Since the velocity is known and not dependent on the value of the pressure 
at the boundary a^ = 0 and 
3U' 
^2 = -Po~3t 
Thus, by Eq. (3-37), a force vector term is derived 
r 
^i = -jg "Po "Tt *idB ^ 
If the constants and known terms are removed from the integral the force 
term is 
'"i f 
^i pQ 3t I Oi^B (4-23) 
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Thus, the only matrix terms resulting from a velocity input will be force 
vector terns at each of the boundary degrees of freedom at the moving 
boundary. If tlie inputs are harmonic 
3U'  
—- jwu^ (4-24) 
and 
f^ = jpw j (J>.dB (4-25) 
B 
the resulting force vector will be imaginary. 
The finite element formulation has been applied to linear acoustic 
wave propagation in a continuum. The techniques for simulating common 
boundary conditions have been discussed. In addition, the techniques for 
modeling either pressure or velocity excitation have been discussed. The 
next section will illustrate the use of the method and present results 
for some classical problems in acoustics. 
Results 
The equations derived thus far allow the study of a number of prac­
tical problems. This section will document the analysis of several 
classical acoustic problems to illustrate the usefulness and accuracy of 
the finite element method. The computer program used in these studies 
is included in the appendix. 
The problems discussed are either cases for which reliable analytical 
results are readily available for comparison or cases for which the results 
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were experimentally verified as part of this research. A rectangular 
enclosure was chosen to verify the two-dimensional capabilities of the 
program and to test the method's capability for frequency response 
analysis in situations involving dissipative boundaries. Analytical 
comparisons for this problem are readily available. A cylindrical 
enclosure is used to test the axisymmetric three-dimensional capabilities 
of the program. Analytical comparisons for this problem can be obtained 
using separation of variables, A Helmholtz resonator with contoured 
orifice is used to study the relative merits of linear and quadratic 
elements. This problem was selected because the results are particularly 
sensitive to the accuracy of the orifice model and the results can be 
experimentally verified. A standing wave tube is also studied because 
it is the classical geometry used to test impedance end conditions. 
Results of many analytical and empirical test cases exist for this 
problem. Whenever possible, the results of the following investigations 
will also be compared to published results of other acoustic finite 
element i nvesti gâtions. 
Rectangular Enclosure 
The homogeneous wave equation for a two-dimensional rectangular 
enclosure is 
c^ 3t^ 3X^ 3y^ 
This equation may be solved analytically using separation of variables 
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(see for example Morse, pages 389-391 (48)). Solving Eq. (4-25) with 
the hardwall boundary conditions 
and 
3X 
0 
X = 0 
and X = L, 
3P 
sy = 0 
y = 0 
and y = L 
gives 
p = A cos(fm%)cos(f:%)ejwt 
mn mn 
(4-27) 
where and are the x and y dimensions of the enclosure, respectively, 
m and n. are non-negative integers, is a.constant, and p^^ is an eigen­
vector, Furthermore, the resonant frequencies are given by 
(4-28) 
where f.. is a resonant frequency. 
mn 
An enclosure 21 inches by 8 inches was selected for this study so 
that tlie natural frequencies would be reasonably spaced. This particular 
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geometry has also been studied by several other investigators (22, 57). 
Their results are included with the results of this study and the analy­
tical results obtained usiriy Eq, (4-28) in Table 4-1. 
Table 4-1. Natural frequencies of a 21" x 8" rectangular enclosure 
Mode No 
m,n; 
Analytical 
(HZ) 
The Present 
Study (HZ) 
Steohens 
(HZ)(57) 
Doyle & 
Faulkner 
(HZ)(22) 
1. 1,0 323 322 69,08 (328)* 323 
2. 2,0 646 640 139.84 (664) 645 
3. 0,1 848 835 86,55 (863) 848 
4. 1,1 907 892 111.80 (932) 907 
5. 3,0 969 947 969 
6. 2,1 1065 1040 167.48 (1113) 1066 
7. 3,1 1287 1233 1289 
8. 4,0 1291 1225 1292 
^Published value for 2.0 m x 2.5 m enclosure (extrapolated value). 
Stephens (57) uses a finite element model with 80 linear elements and 
M M  d m o r o o s  n f  f / > o p n n m  f  n  < f i  i r i v  r H - i c  n r n h l  a m  T t i o  H - î m o n c - î  n n ç  n f  
case study are actually 2.0 m by 2.5 m. The predicted frequencies have 
been extrapolated to a 21 in. by 8 in. enclosure for comparison purposes 
using Eq. (4-28). Doyle and Faulkner (22) used a finite element model 
with 84 three-dimensional subparametric elements (4 degrees of freedom 
per node) and 540 total degrees of freedom. The present study uses 25 
quadratic elements and 96 degrees of freedom. 
The results illustrate typical finite element predictions of natural 
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frequencies. Finite element routines normally predict the lowest resonant 
frequencies most accurately. With each successive eigenvalue extracted, 
the results become more inaccurate. This is due to two factors. The 
eigenvalue extraction routines generally find the lowest frequencies first 
and as the analysis continues there is an accumulation of numerical errors 
that influence the accuracy of the subsequent values. This condition can 
be improved by developing better eigenvalue extraction algorithms and 
larger computers. Secondly, at higher frequencies, the mode shapes 
become more complicated and the shape functions provide less accurate 
approximations of the actual solution. In order to better approximate 
higher frequency modes, it is necessary to increase element complexity, 
increase the number of degrees of freedom, or both. 
The results of Table 4-1 illustrate these facts. In all cases, 
the first natural frequency is most accurately predicted. The accuracy 
deteriorates at higher frequencies. The fact that extraction order is 
important is illustrated by comparing the accuracy of the 0,1 mode for 
Stephens' work and the present work. Because Stephens extracted this 
mode second, his prediction is better than expected when evaluating the 
remainder of his predictions and comparing them to the present work. The 
error due to poor interpolation of the eigenvalue is illustrated by 
comparing the 3,1 mode frequency prediction to the 4,0 mode prediction 
in the results of the present study. The 3,1 mode shape is cos(-^^) and 
the 4,0 mode shape is cos{-^) in the x-direction. The 3,1 mode is more 
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accurately approximated with quadratic shape functions and as a result, 
the predicted frequency is more accurate. 
The effect of accurate interpolation is also evident when comparing 
the results of Stephens and the present work. Although each has approxi­
mately the same number of degrees of freedom, the quadratic element of 
this work more closely approximates the harmonic mode shapes than does 
Stephens' linear element. The result is more accurate prediction of the 
natural frequencies at the expense of some additional computing time 
required to evaluate the more complicated element matrices. The study 
of Doyle and Faulkner further illustrates this behavior. With a more 
complex element and more degrees of freedom, the results are significantly 
more accurate. Such results are also significantly more expensive to 
obtai n. 
Another important feature of the results presented in Table 4-1 
is that Doyle and Faulkner and Stephens' methods overestimate the natural 
frequencies. The method used in this work, on the other hand, under­
estimates the natural frequencies. This is a characteristic of the for­
mulation. The studies of Doyle and Faulkner and Stephens use a consistent 
mass matrix as derived by variational techniques. The variational tech­
nique minimizes the integral approximation of the governing equation. 
Such solutions will converge to the correct answer from above (see Desai 
and Abel, pages 355-356 (18)). The present work uses a lumped mass matrix 
as proposed by Hinton et al. (29). This is a deviation from the con­
sistent finite element scheme and consequently, the method will not follow 
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expected consistent behavior. 
To further illustrate the deterioration of the method's predictions 
for complex eigenvectors, a plot of the 1,0 mode and the 4,0 mode is 
included in Fig, 4-1. The results for the 1,0 mode are reasonably good. 
However, the results for the 4,0 mode are poor. It is reasonable to 
conclude that the resulting frequency prediction will be no better than 
the approximation of the wave shape. 
The rectangular enclosure model was also used to study the frequency 
response analysis capabilities of the finite element model. Figures 
4-2 and 4-3 illustrate the predicted frequency response compared to the 
classical response for velocity inputs. For this analysis, the entire 
8 inch wall at one end of the enclosure was oscillated sinusoidally. 
Figure 4-2 compares numerically predicted response for a hard wall case 
to the theoretically exact values. Figure 4-3 presents the response for 
a case in which the wall opposite the oscillating wall is covered with 
a dissipative material. The impedance of the material in this case is 
-^ = .86 - 2.0 j. The results are good, particularly at low frequencies. 
At higher frequencies, the results again deteriorate because the shape 
functions cannot provide an accurate representation of the pressure mode 
shape. 
Figure 4-4 "llustrates the predicted pressure variation along the 
length of the enclosure in the x direction when the velocity input is at 
319 HZ and the wall at x = 0 is oscillating with amplitude p^cu = 1. 
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Figure 4-1. Accuracy of eigenvector prediction 
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Figure 4-3. Predicted frequency response - dissipative wall 
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The results of the hardwall case illustrate the characteristic behavior 
near a resonance. In this case, the response is high and the standing 
wave pattern closely resembles a sine wave. The pressure wave is 90° 
out of phase with the velocity input as it should be. The response with 
the dissipative wall condition shows low amplitude response as it should 
due to the damping. The response peaks have also shifted as they should. 
Results of the form shown in Fig. 4-4 can be easily obtained for 
any frequency or location within the enclosure. Such predictions are of 
great interest to the automotive industry because of consumer pressure 
for quiet automobile interiors. 
Cylindrical Enclosure 
A similar case for a three-dimensional axisymmetric domain is the 
frequency response of a cylindrical enclosure. The analytical solution 
of the wave equation for a hardwalled cylindrical enclosure is again 
found using separation of variables (48). For axisymmetric geometries, 
the cylindrical wave equation in pressure is 
i l!o _ (ifD . 1 IE  ^ , g  ^ (4.29) 
c^ 3t^ 3r^ r sr 9z^ 
The solution to Eq. (4-29) for hardwalled boundary conditions at r = r^, 
2=0, and z = is 
Pmn = 
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where r^ is the cylindrical radius, is the height of the enclosure, 
and is the Bessel function of the first kind of order zero (see pages 
397-400 in Morse (48)). The corresponding resonant frequencies are given 
by 
^mn = (4-31) 
z 
In both Eqs. (4-30) and (4-31), the values of result from applying 
the hard wall boundary condition at r = r^, namely 
i£ 
ar - 0 (4-32) 
r = r 
0 
The values of which allow the solution of Eq. (4-30) to satisfy the 
boundary condition of Eq. (4-32) are the solutions of 
Jl(Vo' = 0 .  («3) 
The values of (k^r^) which satisfy Eq. (4-33) are listed in Table 4-2 
for m = 1,2,3 and 4. 
Table 4-2. Zeroes of the Bessel function 
Mode No. Zeroes of 
1 0.000 
2 3.83 
3 7.02 
4 10.17 
^Obtained from Morse (48, p. 399). 
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The model used in this study is the axisymmetric equivalent of the 
rectangular enclosure used in previous sections. For this analysis, the 
8 incTi dimension is parallel to the axis of symmetry and tlie 21 inch 
dimension is the radial dimension. The walls are hardwall. The model 
uses quadratic elements. Table 4-3 shows the predicted natural frequencies 
versus the results of £q. (4-31). 
Table 4-3. Natural frequencies of a cylindrical enclosure 
Mode Classical Finite Element 
1,0 393.8 390.2 
2,0 721.0 704.0 
0,1 847.5 834.3 
1,1 934.5 908.9 
The results exhibit the same characteristics as the previous analysis. 
The lower natural frequencies are predicted most accurately. The predic­
tions deteriorate for higher modes because of numerical error and inter­
polation error as discussed in the previous section. As an illustration 
of the interpolation error, the predicted mode shape for the fundamental 
resonance is compared to the analytically obtained mode shape specified by 
Eq. (4-30) in Fig. 4-5. 
The figure illustrates the typical difficulties a quadratic shape 
function has approximating a Bessel function. Mode shape inaccuracies 
will also be reflected in inaccuracies of the prediction of the natural 
frequency. From this study, it can be concluded that quadratic models 
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Figure 4-.5. Fundamental mode shape, 
cylindrical enclosure 
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provide reasonable predictions of cylindrical enclosure behavior provided 
enough degrees of freedom are included to approximate the natural modes 
of interest. 
Helmnoltz Resonator with Contoured Orifice 
Helmholtz resonators are often used as components of reactive 
muffler systems as discussed in Chapter II. A typical Helmholtz resonator 
geometry is shown in Fig. 4-6. As can be seen from the figure, the basic 
geometry consists of a relatively large enclosed volume which is connected 
to another interior or exterior region by one or more openings called 
orifices. In general, a Helmholtz resonator's behavior when a sound 
wave is incident on the orifice is analogous to the behavior of a mass-
spring system (see page 234 of Morse (48)). The fluid in the volume is 
alternately compressed and rarified by the incident pressure and, thus, 
acts as the spring of the system. The fluid in the neck acts as the mass. 
The behavior of the Helmholtz resonator is strongly influenced by the 
size and geometry of the neck. Helmholtz resonators with simple neck 
geometries may be investigated analytically to give good but approximate 
results (19, 35). For example, the fundamental natural frequency of a 
Helmholtz resonator with a cylindrical neck is approximately 
where A is the cross sectional area of the neck, L is the neck length, 
and V is the resonator's cavity volume. This equation may be reasonably 
(4-34) 
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VOLUME 
RESONATOR 
NECK 
Figure 4-6. Typical Helmholtz resonator geometry 
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accurate for cases where neck end effects are not important. However, for 
most practical resonator geometries, the end effects are important and 
this equation can be improved by replacing the neck length value with 
an effective length. For example, the end correction usually used for 
a tube having a large flange and opening to a large open space is 
1' = L + .82a (4-35) 
where L' is the effective length and a is the tube radius. For the geometry 
shown in Fig. 4-6, the neck has two end conditions of this type so the 
effective length is 
L' = L + 2 (.82a). (4-35a) 
Depending on the neck geometry, the end correction effect in Eq. (4-34) 
could be quite large. End correction formulas are available for a limited 
number of additional geometries. There are many cases where the end 
effects and the effects of non-simple geometries are poorly modeled. 
A Helmnoltz resonator geometry, as shown in Fig. 4-7, was chosen 
as the test case for this study. This particular complex neck geometry 
was chosen because this geometry may be difficult to approximate with the 
finite element method. Because the prediction of the fundamental natural 
frequency is sensitive to the neck geometry, the results should clearly 
indicate how well the model approximates the behavior of the orifice. 
To verify tlie numerical results, this geometry was tested experimen­
tally. The test setup consisted of a resonator device as shown in 
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Figure 4-7. Helmholtz resonator with contoured orifice 
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Fig. 4-8, a speaker, a probe tube microphone, a digital counter-timer, 
a signal generator, and a sound level meter. The resonator device has 
adjustable volume lengths and orifice configurations. 
Figure 4-8. Test resonator 
The test setup is shown schematically in Fig. 4-9. To find the fun­
damental frequency of the resonator, a microphone probe was placed in the 
resonator cavity near the end wall, A constant amplitude pure tone was 
generated using the speaker and signal generator. The frequency of the 
sound wave input was varied until the general frequency range of the first 
pressure maximum was found. The maximum was identified by a sharp increase 
in the sound pressure level within the cavity. The frequency of maximum 
response was determined by adjusting the input frequency until maximum 
output was attained and reading the corresponding frequency on the 
MICROPHONE 
RESONATOR 
;OUND LEVEL 
METER 
SPEAKER 
DIGITAL 
COUNTER-
TIMER 
SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 
Figure 4-9. Resonator experimental arrangement 
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counter-timer. The pressure maxima for fundamental resonances are large 
and well defined. As a result, the determination of the natural frequency 
should be relatively accurate. The results of these experiments will be 
used in this section to illustrate the capabilities of the finite 
element method and in Chapter V to verify the accuracy of substructuring 
methods. 
The geometry of Fig. 4-7 was originally modeled using linear axi-
symmetric elements with a consistent mass matrix. As the results shown 
in Table 4-4 indicate, the convergence of this model is slow, but good 
results can be obtained if enough elements are used. The linear element 
does not model the contoured orifice efficiently as shown in Fig. 4-10 and 
this is the probable cause of the slow convergence. 
Table 4-4. Convergence of linear models 
No. of Nodes f^(predicted) f^{experimental) 
47 518 475 
84 506 476 
150 478 476 
A quadratic model for the same geometry was developed using an 8-node 
rectangular isoparametric element with lumped mass matrix. This element 
more accurately approximates the contoured surface as shown in Fig. 4-11. 
The convergence of this model is faster as shown in Table 4-5. This illus­
trates again the usefulness of higher order elements for efficient finite 
element analysis. 
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Figure 4-10. Linear approximation of contoured orifice 
X 
Figure 4-11. Quadratic approximation of contoured orifice 
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Table 4-5. Convergence using quadratic models 
No. of Modes f^(predicted) (experimental) 
39 
100 
501 
474 
476 
476 
The geometry of Fig. 4-7 will be used extensively in the next 
chapter to study substructuring because the sensitivity of the results 
to a good orifice model make it  simple to check the accuracy of a model. 
In addition, this geometry can be easily broken into components such as 
an orifice component or a volume component. The models of the components 
or substructures can be varied to carry out a parameter study similar to 
a systematic experimental investigation. 
Standing Wave Tube 
Standing wave tubes are often used to study end effects and material 
in Fig. 4-12 with a piston or loudspeaker at the end x = 0, and the 
material or end condition to be tested at the end x •= L. To determine 
the impedance of the end at x = L, the piston or loudspeaker excites the 
fluid in the tube at the desired frequency. The locations and amplitudes 
of the pressure minimum or maximum closest to x = L and the next closest 
minimum and maximum are found. These values are then used in conjunction 
with well established relationships between the one-dimensional standing 
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Figure 4-12. Standing wave tube 
wave pattern in the tube and the end impedance to determine the real and 
imaginary parts of the unknown impedance. This procedure is discussed 
in detail by a number of authors; see for example Morse and Ingard (49). 
As part of this work, an investigation of standing wave tube resonant 
frequencies was undertaken. In particular, finite element predictions of 
end corrections for various open end geometries were obtained and compared 
to results from the literature. 
The classical studies of end effects on the natural frequency of 
an open-closed tube with an infinite flange were published by Lord 
Rayleigh (53). Rayleigh theorized that the true flow from the end of 
long tubes with small radii must be bounded by the cases of a potential 
flow radiating uniformly into a half-space and a potential flow through 
a hole in a thin plate. These conditions bracket the end impedance of a 
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tube ending in an infinite flange; 
0.785a < < 0..849a (4-36) jwp 
where a is the tube radius. King used a series solution of Bessel functions 
to improve the potential flow model for this geometry (40). His results 
predict the impedance to be 
Z = jpw(.82a) .  (4-37) 
A similar analysis (52) of the unflanged end impedance gives 
Z = jpu(.61a) .  (4-38) 
These end impedances are based on the assumptions that the tubes are long 
compared to their radius and the flow is ideal. 
End effects are usually included by replacing the physical length in 
analytical calculations by an effective length. The basis of this sub­
stitution is the calculation of the source impedance of the tube at x = 0. 
Tne impeaance of a standing wave tube with an ideal open end is 
Z, = 0 (4-39) 
U 
at X = L. At X = 0, the impedance of such a tube is 
Zq = jcopL :  (4-40) 
If the tube has an end impedance, this is added to Eq. (4-40) 
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ZQ - jwpL + .  (4-41) 
Thus, for an infinitely flanged tube 
ZQ - jwpL + ja)p(.82a) 
-  jcop (L + .82a) ,  (4-42) 
Thus, the .82a term has the same effect as adding an incremental length 
to the tube. The effective length of this tube is now 
where L' is the effective length. Similarly, the effective length of an 
unflanged tube is 
This is a convenient method of accounting for end impedances. However, 
the derivation assumes that the end impedance has no significant acoustic 
resistance term (the real part of the acoustic impedance). This is a good 
assumption only if the tube radius is much smaller than the tube length 
(41). 
For this study, a resonator tube is selected for which the end effects 
are significant. The tube is four inches long and two inches in diameter. 
To verify the accuracy of tlie finite element model of the tube independent 
of the end correction, the first test case is for a tube with an ideal 
L' = L + .82a (4-43) 
L' = L + .61a .  (4-44) 
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open end. The analytical prediction of the natural frequencies of a tube 
with an ideal open end assumes that p = 0 at x = L. The natural fre^ 
quencies are given by f^ = where n is a positive integer. The finite 
element results are compared to the analytical predictions in Table 4-6. 
The model contains 53 degrees of freedom and 12 quadratic elements. 
Table 4-6. 4" x 2" tube with ideal open end 
Classical 
Prediction (HZ) 
Finite Element 
Prediction (HZ) 
1st Mode 847.5 847. 
2nd Mode 2542.5 2524. 
3rd Mode 4237.5 4150. 
The results are excellent for the first mode but deteriorate for the 
higher modes due to the fairly coarse mesh size used for this model. These 
results should be a reference for future studies. Other end condition 
models will have a similar mesh, thus, corresponding error should be 
expected. The primary basis of comparison for these other case studies 
should be the fundamental frequency. 
The end conditions were next added to the tube in the form of 
impedance boundary conditions. Table 4-7 shows the results for the 
infinite flange case. The impedance boundary condition used to obtain 
the results shown is ,82a jwp. The equation for analytical prediction 
of the natural is f^ = ,  where L' = 4.82". 
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Table 4-7. 4" x 2" tube with infinite flange 
Analytical Finite Element 
Prediction (HZ) Prediction (HZ) 
1st Mode 703.3 704.5 
2nd Mode 2110. 2164 
3rd Mode 3517 3685 
Table 4-8 shows the results for an unflanged tube. The impedance for this 
case is Z^ = 0.6 ipu and the effective length used for the analytical pre­
diction is L' = 4.5". 
Table 4-8. 4" x 2" tube with no flange 
Analytical 
Prediction (HZ) 
Finite Element 
Prediction (HZ) 
1st Mode 737.0 736.5 
2nd Mode 2211 2233 
3rd Mode 3685 3759 
For both cases :  the finite element model consisted of 12 quadratic elements 
with 53 total degrees of freedom. The results for the two cases are 
encouraging. The finite element method gives reasonable predictions 
when end impedance conditions are applied. The sources of error in 
these studies are largely a function of the tube model and not the end 
impedance. This is apparent because the errors found in the end impedance 
study are approximately those sTiown in the ideal end condition case. A 
more detailed model would give better results at high frequency because 
the shape functions would approximate the standing wave shapes better 
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and thus approximate the behavior more exactly. 
As discussed earlier in this chapter, the application of impedance 
boundary conditions modifies existing matrix terms but does not add 
additional degrees of freedom. Thus, the utilization of existing end 
impedance information is efficient and the finite element results can 
be obtained to an accuracy limited only by the accuracy of the impedance 
information. If such information exists, its use is preferable to other 
modeling techniques. 
End impedance information does not exist for a number of common 
geometries. The finite element method should be able to simulate the 
end condition for any geometry. However, because the elements are of 
finite size, application to infinite open domains is not straightforward, 
A typical approach is to model the exterior region to a point where the 
analyst feels the exterior no longer affects the model. However, at 
exactly what point the model should be truncated is uncertain. In 
addition, the best boundary condition to apply at this point is uncertain. 
In any event, there is usually some doubt about the credibility of such 
models and in many cases, a significant number of additional degrees of 
freedom are required. This study will use the infinite flange case to 
compare some alternative finite element models of the opening and exterior 
region. 
For the first test case, 19 degrees of freedom and five quadratic 
elements were added to the model. This improved model extends past the 
end of the tube 1.5 inches in all directions. The boundary condition at 
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the model termination assumes the wave behavior is that of spherical 
radiation and that the tube opening can be considered a point source. 
Therefore, -^1 = (41), The predictions of the first three tube 
resonances are shown in Table 4-9, The resonances are compared to the 
resonances predicted earlier by the finite element impedance model and 
to the theoretical values. The finite element impedance model predictions 
probably serve as a better reference for comparison because deviation from 
these values is isolated to effects of the end model. Comparison to the­
oretical values will illustrate total error of tube model and end model. 
Table 4-9. 1.5" end model (72 D.O.F.) 
Analytical 
Prediction (HZ) 
Impedance 
Model (HZ) 
End 
Model (HZ) 
1st Mode 703.3 704.5 598.3 
2nd Mode 2110. 2154 2872 
3rd Mode 3517 3585 3958 
While prediction of the first resonant frequency is good, the subse­
quent predicted resonant frequencies are generally high. This indicates that 
the model is effectively shorter than it should be. Overall, the accuracy 
of the predictions provided by this model is not satisfactory. A fourth 
resonant frequency, not shown in the table, also appears. By comparing the 
mode shape to those predicted in the impedance model study, it  is identi­
fiable as a resonance of the finite exterior region modeled. This resonance 
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is a computational artifact resulting from the finite exterior region 
at the end of the tube that is roughly the same size as the tube. 
The model could be improved by extending the open end region before 
truncation. The second test case uses the same 72 degrees of freedom 
model but extends the model beyond the end to two inches. This extended 
model should give an idea of the effect of increasing the included 
exterior region. The results are shown in Table 4-10. 
Table 4-10. 2" end model (72 D.O.F.) 
Classical 
Prediction (HZ) 
Impedance 
Model (HZ) 
End 
Model(HZ) 
1st Mode 703.3 704.5 695.1 
2nd Mode 2110 2164 2500 
3rd Mode 3517 3585 3686 
The results of Table (4-10) do not represent a significant improve­
ment over the previous model. The fact that the third resonance is 
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A third case using a model with 94 degrees of freedom and 23 
quadratic elements was also developed. This model extends four inches 
beyond the tube opening. Note that the model size is almost twice that 
of the original model which had 53 degrees of freedom. The results for 
case 3 are contained in Table 4^11, Overall, the results of this model 
indicate little improvement over previous models. In addition, six 
additional extraneous finite cavity modes were extracted. In general, 
the results were poor. 
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Table 4-11. 4" end model (94 D.O.F) 
Classical 
Prediction (HZ) 
Imoedance 
Model (HZ) 
End 
Model (HZ) 
1st Mode 703.3 704.5 656.7 
2nd Mode 2110 2164 2103 
3rd Mode 3517 3685 3738 
It appears for the test cases chosen,the finite element method does 
not model the open end condition well. From prior experience with a 
similar geometry, this is known to not always be the case. For the 
Helmholtz resonator discussed in the previous section, the same model 
truncation approach was used with good success. For that problem, a good 
model of the open end was obtained by extending the model only a short 
distance beyond the orifice. For the resonator, the wavelengths under 
consideration were much longer than for the 4" x 2" tube problem. There­
fore, no extraneous finite cavity resonances were extracted. In addition, 
varying the size of those end models did not affect the results as sig­
nificantly as it  did for the open ended tube. The results obtained above 
suggest that difficulties associated with modeling the open boundary are 
problem dependent. 
An additional problem encountered in the Helmholtz resonator case 
involved numerical procedures associated with the eigenvalue extraction. 
For cases where the size of the elements in the model vary by more than 
two orders of magnitude, the mass terms become so different in magnitude 
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that the eigenvalue extraction routines fail. This is a particular 
problem for axisymmetric models because of the significant dianges in 
volume between elements near the axis and those far from the axis. 
The resonance tube studies illustrate the use of accepted techniques 
to model open end conditions. It is shown that the finite element method 
does a good job when end impedance information is available. However, 
for cases involving open boundaries for which impedance values are 
unknown, presently available techniques are inaccurate and inefficient. 
Further investigation is necessary with the possible development of 
improved elements or modeling guidelines. Such an investigation will 
be discussed in Chapter VI. 
Conclusions 
This chapter has outlined the development of acoustic finite element 
analysis and has illustrated its application to several well known problems 
in acoustics. The method is well suited for application to a wide variety 
of problems. However, many practical problems involve large domains which 
contain small geometric features that are important to the problem. Appli­
cation of the finite element method to such problems requires a large 
number of degrees of freedom. A case in point is almost any three-
dimensional problem in acoustics. Large scale problems will not be 
efficiently analyzed unless more economical methods can be developed. The 
next chapter will investigate the use of substructuring as one possible 
means for circumventing some of the difficulties associated with large 
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scale problems. 
In addition, the case studies at the end of this chapter have shown 
the open boundary to be troublesome. Because this situation is so common 
in problems of practical interest, it  merits additional study. Chapter VI 
will survey other present approaches to the open boundary and suggest a 
new finite element to be used in this situation. 
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CHAPTER V, SUBSTRUCTURING 
As shown in the previous chapter, a large number of acoustic problems 
can be solved numerically using the finite element method. However, the 
computational demands of the method present obstacles to its use and 
further application for large scale problems. Substructuring methods have 
been applied to problems in structural analysis as a means for circum­
venting similar difficulties. This chapter will examine the application 
of substructuring to problems in acoustics, 
Substructuring has been of interest in structural analysis since the 
1950 s (2). The method consists of analyzing structures in individual 
sections and then combining the sections to simulate the entire structure. 
The original motivation for the method was the limited size of computers. 
The method is offered in public structural codes for the following reasons: 
a) The input preparation time is reduced when repetitive shapes 
are used. 
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equation solvers are size limited, and large problems can often 
be solved more efficiently by reduction to several smaller 
problems. 
c) Modifications of a subsection can be handled efficiently, 
However, substructuring as it  is available for structural analysis, 
has difficulties which limit its use (45). Basically these difficulties 
are of a bookkeeping nature. Documenting interconnecting boundaries, 
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verifying geometry, and relating the overall solution back to node 
locations are cumbersome problems not handled automatically by typical 
computer programs. 
Certain acoustic problems would seem to present an ideal opportunity 
for the application of substructuring. For instance, most internal prop­
agation problems involve a finite number of standard boundary shapes and 
conditions. Substructuring techniques would enable the user to create a 
library of "superelements" which would include all geometries and boundary 
conditions of interest. The "superelements" could then be combined to model 
a particular internal propagation problem using relatively few degrees of 
freedom. 
A second geometry for which substructuring would be well suited is a 
resonator array geometry as shown in Fig, 5-1. The resonator array contains 
the same component geometry or sub-geometry repeated a large number of 
times. Such an array of resonators is typically used for liners to atten­
uate internal propagation or for absorbent surface treatment in external 
problems. In either case, an accurate model of the single resonator or 
sub-geometry is required. However, the size of such a model would be 
computationally prohibitive. Accurate "superelements" with few degrees of 
freedom would make the model small enough and accurate enough to be 
practi cal. 
A third geometry for which substructuring would be useful is shown in 
Fig. 4- 7. The Helmholtz resonator shown has an orifice with contoured 
surfaces. The finite element model of this geometry is generally simple 
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Figure 5-1. Radial diffuser with resonator array 
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except in the region of the orifice, A large number of elements are 
required to accurately model this region, The user of such a geometry, 
in most cases, must do a parameter study to determine the required dimen­
sions of the resonator. Substructuring would allow the analyst to change 
the dimensions of one superelement while saving the mass and stiffness 
matrices for the remainder of the model. The result would be a signifi­
cantly more efficient parameter study. This chapter will apply sub-
structuring techniques to the acoustic problem and also will examine their 
accuracy and usefulness. 
Substructuring is fundamentally matrix reduction (34). Structural 
equilibrium is expressed in matrix form as 
where K is the structural stiffness matrix, u is the nodal displacement 
partitioned into a set of independent or master degrees of freedom, u^, 
and a set of dependent or slave degrees of freedom, u^, the matrix form 
of the equation will be 
Theory of Substructuring 
K u = f (5-1) 
vector, and f is the body force vector .  If these matrices are 
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For a standard symmetric stiffness matrix 
Ksm ' 
This partitioned matrix equation can be reduced to a smaller equivalent 
TTBtrix equation as follows 
and thus. 
^sm "m ^ss "s " ^s (5-3) 
"s = s^"s fs - s^n. "m ' (S""' 
A transformation matrix T is defined as 
T . k;1 . (5-5) 
Therefore, 
"s = ^ss"' f; - T "m . '5-6) 
If this expression for the values at the slave, degrees of freedom is 
substituted into Eq. (5-2), the result 
V "Sns Kss"' ' "n.! = V <5-7) 
or 
! K ™ - K ^ T ]  u „ = f „ - T \ ,  ( 5 - 8 )  
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The equivalent reduced stiffness matrix and force vector are 
- 'ms T] (5-9) 
' fm - • (-6.10) 
The displacements of the master degrees of freedom can be obtained by 
solving the equation 
l^ mn, "r. "" . '5-11) 
The displacement of the slave degrees of freedom can be found using 
Eq. (5-6). This reduction is theoretically exact. 
No corresponding exact reduction exists for the dynamic problem 
M u + K u = 0 .  (5-12) 
However, several possible reduction techniques have been investigated (2). 
The first v/as a user defined lumping of structural masses at the reduced 
degrees of freedom. This procedure is not sufficiently systematic and 
frequently fails to converge. Other procedures have also been tested. The 
method most commonly used is Guyan reduction (28). In this method, the 
stiffness matrix and transformation matrix, T, are used to systematically 
develop a reduced mass matrix. 
Guyan proposed that a reduced mass matrix be defined as 
"ram = "m - - "ss . (5-13) 
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The reduced mass matrix will always be full and symmetric. If a lumped mass 
matrix is used originally, this equation reduces to 
There are several aspects of Guyan reduction that should be noted at 
this point. To insure proper representation of the boundary conditions, 
all affected boundary nodes should be included in the set of master degrees 
of freedom. In addition, a sufficient number of internal degrees of free­
dom must remain in the set of master degrees of freedom to interpolate all 
the important eigenvectors. In most cases, structural analysts have found 
a reduction to fifteen to thirty percent of the original model size is 
possible (4, 45). 
An application of Guyan reduction involves the generation of super-
elements (2). With necessary provisions in a finite element program, 
equivalent reduced mass and stiffness matrices for a complex geometry can 
be generated. This reduced model can be used as an element in a manner 
similar to conventional elements. The resulting model using superelements 
should be more accurate than a model using conventional elements with equal 
degrees of freedom. 
Another technique which might be broadly classified as substructuring 
is modal synthesis (32). With this technique, which is applied strictly 
to the dynamic problem, the structure is broken into numerous components 
or substructures. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of each component are 
determined. A selected group of important eigenvectors are then chosen 
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and used to develop generalized coordinates which describe the component. 
One generalized coordinate remains in the model for each eigenvector used. 
The generalized component models are mathematically joined to form a gen­
eralized system model. This system model can be exercised in a manner 
similar to other dynamic models. However, the model is now restricted to 
the assumptions of modal analysis. 
a) The problem must be linear. 
b) The selected modes must accurately define the system behavior. 
This requirement usually eliminates the use of time integrations. 
c) Modal damping must be used. Modal damping assumptions are based 
on internal viscous dissipation of energy. The damping for 
acoustic problems is primarily caused by boundary absorption. 
The modal synthesis method is a powerful and efficient method of 
dynamic substructuring (32). Its application can result in smaller 
accurate models than Guyan reduction. Also, it  is much easier to combine 
modal synthesis with existing experimental techniques. However, solution 
convergence guidelines are not as clear as those for Guyan reduction. In 
addition, the generalized coordinates bear no relation to existing 
variables at specified degrees of freedom. Thus, a complete coordinate 
transformation is required. Ultimately, the success of the method is 
largely dependent on the skill and experience of the operator. Dowel1, 
et al. have done extensive studies of the application of nodal synthesis to 
acoustic problems (20, 21). 
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Guyan Reduction Results 
The Helraholtz resonator geometry of Chapter IV was selected as the 
sample geometry for this study of substructuring. This was done in part 
because the resonator is very geometry sensitive. The dynamic problem is 
selected to test the more sensitive Guyan reduction method. A time 
history or frequency analysis is a more efficient use of substructuring, 
but the eigenvalue results are more easily checked experimentally. 
The first hypothesis that might be drawn is that with Guyan reduction 
there is no need for higher order elements. If this hypothesis were true, 
programming finite element code could be greatly simplified and problems 
of any sophistication could be attacked with the simplest programs. 
However, as the results presented in Chapter IV (Tables 4-4 and 4-5 ) 
indicate, the convergence of linear models for problems with known second 
order characteristics is very slow. It probably is not efficient to 
attack such a problem with a linear Guyan reduced model. Thus, when the 
geometry would seem to indicate the need for higher order elements, as 
this problem of high curvature would, such elements are likely to be more 
efficient. 
To investigate the accuracy and efficiency of the Guyan reduction 
method as a cost saving technique for eigenvalue solutions, the second 
order element model was reduced to several different levels. The results 
are shown in Table 5-1. Since many aigenvalue solvers become inaccurate 
and inefficient when the number of degrees of freedom is large, it  may be 
more practical to reduce the model and solve for the eigenvalues of the 
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Table 5-1, Guyan reduced models 
taafm'ng * ««diction f^(HZ) Sec 
100 0% 474 3.30 
80 20% 474 4.31 
60 40% 474 3.71 
40 60% 474 3.30 
20 80% 483 3.21 
reduced model. The cost savings depend on the efficiency of the Guyan 
reduction software which must include a matrix inversion. Since matrix 
inversion generally requires computer time of the same order as eigenvalue 
solution, there would appear to be little potential for cost savings. For 
small model reductions, the results of Table 5-1 indicate that the combined 
eigensolution and Guyan reduction time is more than is needed for a straight­
forward solution. There is no cost savings until at least 60% reduction is 
made. All Guyan reduction solutions exhibit this behavior, but the point 
at which the Guyan reduced model becomes more efficient will vary depending 
on model size and characteristics of the software. The problem may be done 
more efficiently if the reduction is accomplished in several stages (45). 
The accuracy shown in tiiese results is typical. The accuracy usually is not 
affected until reductions exceed 60% - 80%. This is dependent on the dis­
tribution of the master nodes and the geometric complexity. In summary, 
the Guyan reduction of models of this size is usually not practical, 
particularly if time history analysis or frequency response analysis are 
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not used. However, for models with several hundred to several thousand 
degrees of freedom, the cost savings are significant (5), 
Reasonable modeling criteria to be drawn from this and other studies 
are: 
a) approximately 25%-35% of the non-boundary degrees of freedom 
should be used as master degrees of freedom, 
b) the master nodes should approximate a reasonable distribution 
for mass lumping, and 
c) the master node distribution should interpolate the eigenvalues 
of interest. 
These criteria are straightforward and simply applied. 
Superelements 
The idea of superelements generated using Guyan reduction was intro­
duced earlier in this chapter. If proper provisions are mnde in a finite 
element program, the reduced mass and stiffness matrix of the model of a 
component can be saved and input to a system model. Any number of con­
ventional elements and superelements can be linked together and typical 
boundary' conditions applied. The result will be symmetric, banded matrices 
that can be solved with the same equation solvers used for a conventional 
model. No coordinate transformations are necessary if the user has 
selected master nodes at the analytical points of interest. 
The Helmholtz resonator geometry of Fig. (4-7) is well suited to the 
use of superelements. Two acoustic elements in particular are suitable 
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for superelerasnt application. The first application is the open end 
condition. Several sophisticated approaches to this problem will be 
studied in the next chapter. However, the most common approach to this 
sort of geometry is to model the open space to a point where the analyst 
feels the effects will be sufficiently small. This adds many unnecessary 
degrees of freedom to the model and may cause computational truncation 
errors. In addition, the credibility of a model of this nature is always 
questionable. A superelement of this open region is a valuable alternative 
because without adding too many additional degrees of freedom, the user can 
create an accurate system model. The second acoustic element suited to 
superelement application is the orifice geometry. A large number of 
elements are required to accurately model this geometry. Through Guyan 
reduction, the number of degrees of freedom can be significantly reduced 
while accuracy is maintained. 
A model consisting of tliree s upe re laments is shown in Fig. 5-2. The 
three superelements will be referred to as the "volume" superelement, the 
"orifice" superelement, and the "end" superelement. The generation and 
solution times and the accuracy of the model are illustrated by the 
results presented in Table 5-2. Other models using the "orifice," the 
"end," and conventional elements for the volume produced identical results. 
The results indicate that the superelement approach is accurate and can be 
linked to conventional models. However, i t  is not significantly less 
expensive than a conventional finite element model if element generation 
time is included. On the other hand, there would be an obvious advantage 
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Table 5-2. Superelement model 
Original Reduced 
D.O.F. D.O.F. Time (,S) 
Volume 37 10 
Orifice 37 12 
End 36 9 
.88 
.76 
.95 
Superelement Resonator Model 23 .72 
Predicted Frequency Superelement Model fo = : 466 
Predicted Frequency Conventional Model fo = : 474 
Total Computer Time Superelement Model 
Total Computer Time Conventional Model 
T = 
T = 
3.31 
3.30 
for the superelement approach in applications involving repeated geometries 
or where parametric studies are necessary. 
Repeated Geometry 
For the geometry of a two-chamber resonator shown in Fig. 5-3a, it  
was riccessary to create a new ' 'end" superelement. The remainder of the 
model are "volume" and "orifice" elements as shown in Fig. 5-3b. 
Computational results for the two-chamber model are shown in Table 5-3. 
Table 5-3, Two chamber model 
Predicted f^ (HZ) 202 
Experimental f^ (HZ) 205 
Number of superelements 5 
Total D.O.F. 44 
Computer Time 1.35 sec 
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Figure 5-3b. Superelement model of two chamber resonator 
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A three-chamber model is shown in Fiqs. 5-4 a and b. Note that no new 
superelements were necessary for this model, Total model generation time was 
reduced approximately 80%. The results are shown in Table 5-4. The results 
of the three-chamber model indicate some inaccuracies. The "orifice" and 
"volume" of the large orifice actually overlap due to some modeling 
shortcuts. This is the reason for the majority of the inaccuracies of 
the predicted resonance. 
The operational savings indicate a clear advantage for the super-
element method. Further examples of repeated geometries are resonator 
arrays and multiple chamber resonators. The superelement method with some 
of the aspects discussed in the next section can be a powerful tool for 
these problems. 
Table 5-4. Three chamber model 
Predicted f^ (HZ) 171 
Experimental f^ (HZ) 186 
Number of superelements 9 
Total D.O.F. 55 
Computer Time 2.40 sec 
Parametric Studies 
Finite element analysis is often at a disadvantage for parametric 
studies. Changes in one parameter usually require regeneration of the mesh 
and a complete recomputation of the results. Operational costs make such 
studies impractical. However, with superelement capability, studies become 
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Figure 5-4b." Superelement model of three chamber resonator 
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operati onal ly practi cal. 
There are even some cases for which supereleraent mass and stiffness 
matrices can be generated without remodeling the new geometry. The 
following guidelines are developed from the finite element derivations. In 
the two-dimensional case where the length and width dimensions increase in 
the same proportion, the superelement stiffness will remain constant but 
the mass will increase in proportion to the area growth. In general, for 
non-uniform growth, the mass matrix will grow in proportion to area but 
the stiffness change is not easily predictable. 
For the axisymmetric case, superelements may also be easily updated 
in certain cases. In all cases, the mass will increase in proportion to 
the volume. Stiffness parameters are predictable only in specific cases. 
For example, if radial and length dimensions increase proportionally, 
the stiffness parameters will increase in proportion to the radius. These 
relationships may not be helpful for all applications but they can be 
valuable relationships. 
To test parameter study capability, the model shown in Fig. 5-2 
was used to investigate the effect of orifice size. The parameter study 
was carried out by modifying the mass and stiffness matrices of the 
"orifice" and "end" elements. No attempt was made to modify the "volume" 
elements although this could have been accomplished easily. Results are 
shown in Table 5-5. This entire parametric study was accomplished in less 
than a day beginning with the model of Fig. 5-2 and, considering the 
operational savings, the results are good. 
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Table 5-5, Orifice parameter study 
a (in.) r (in.) f^ (predicted) (exp) 
0.25 0.25 310 328 
0.375 0.375 410 404 
0.5 0.5 466 476 
0.25 0.5 294 289 
Conclusions 
An investigation was made of several applications of substructuring 
to acoustic problems. It was found that marginal benefits accompany the 
use of straightforward model reduction techniques for small models. How­
ever, for large models, a significant savings may result from the use of 
these techniques. It was also found that substructuring techniques do not 
eliminate the need for higher order elements for some geometries, The 
major potential for contributions by substructuring to acoustic problems 
lies in the area of operational savings for applications involving repeated 
geometries, for parameter studies: and for linear time history cr frequency 
analyses. 
In this chapter, advantages of substructuring techniques have been 
investigated for some simple cases. More significant advantages are 
anticipated for complex problems. Significant modeling time savings and 
computational savings can be realized for problems such as multi-chamber 
resonators or resonator array duct linings. In addition, significant 
savings can be realized in duct liner impedance studies in which one 
non-dimensional parameter is varied. 
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An ultimate goal of all analysis is its application to the design 
process in an efficient and accurate manner, Substructuring and its 
application to parametric studies as discussed in this chapter may bridge 
a gap that presently exists in the design sequence. It may now be possible 
to develop duct system models which can be optimized using optimal design 
algorithms. If these models can be constructed efficiently, the process of 
acoustic design can become significantly more systematic. 
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CHAPTER VI. OPEN BOUNDARY CONDITION 
Internal geometries of the type under consideration often open into 
large external regions. This open boundary condition is sometimes semi-
infinite as in the case of a duct opening to the outdoors. In other 
cases, a segment of the internal geometry's boundary may open into a 
finite external region with dimensions which are large compared to those 
of the internal geometry. In either case, the open boundary can have a 
significant effect on noise propagation within the internal geometry. 
The traditional finite element method has difficulties with such geo­
metries as dicussed in Chapter IV. Modeling the entire end condition 
is often operationally unreasonable. Large elements may cause numerical 
problems for the solution routines. On the other hand, an inaccurate 
model of the open boundary may lead to incorrect predictions of propa­
gation phenomena. This chapter will examine previous approaches used for 
modeling the open end condition. In addition, a new element with shape 
- P f  » r % m n v ^ û  c o l  » n n v » n v - î m a " h û  t ' h û  H o h p w i n r  n * f  c n i m H  r a n i a f i n n  
from an open boundary will be proposed and examined. 
Idealized Open Boundary 
The simplest approach to an open boundary is to assume an ideal 
open boundary segment. This is accomplished by imposing the Dirichlet 
boundary condition, p = 0, at the opening. The approach requires no 
additional degrees of freedom to be added to the model and is simple to 
implement. However, the approach does not accurately represent most open 
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boundary segments, and a better modeling approach is required. 
There are several ways to more accurately represent the actual 
effect of an open boundary segment. This chapter will study applying 
end impedance information as a boundary condition. The chapter will also 
discuss the use of other techniques such as using the boundary integral 
method to generate finite elements, using an infinite element, and using 
a finite radiation element. The various methods will be compared in 
terms of ease of implementation, efficiency, and accuracy. 
Open Boundary Impedance 
One approach that has been useful in representing open boundaries 
involves expressing the boundary condition in terms of an opening 
impedance. The impedance of the particular type of opening under con­
sideration is determined by numerical, empirical, or analytical methods 
and then is substituted into the propagation problem as a boundary con­
dition. This approach has been widely used for circular orifices and 
n i r n h o  o n o n  p n r i  r n n n i t i n n s .  F n r  A y a m n l e .  t w n  r o m r n o n  n n p n  p n r i  
impedances discussed in Chapter IV are for a tube with an infinite 
flange (Z = jwp (.82a)) and for a tube without a flange (Z = jwp (.61a)) 
where a is the tube radius. Both of these relationships are valid only 
when the wave length of sound is much longer than the tube radius. For 
cases in which the open boundary impedance is known or can be easily 
obtained, this method results in an open boundary segment being treated 
as a finite impedance boundary. This approach will result in modifica­
I l l  
tions to the stiffness matrices at the boundary degrees of freedom but no 
additional degrees of freedom are required. The approach is an efficient 
and accurate one for open boundaries provided that an accurate expression 
for the open boundary impedance is available. 
The approach also has some significant disadvantages. First, the 
number of geometries for which the open boundary impedance is known are 
limited. Secondly, the impedance information usually limits analysis to 
low frequencies. Finally, the determination of the impedance may itself 
be complicated. As a result, there is substantial motivation for the 
development of a generally efficient finite element approximation for 
the open boundary condition. 
The Truncated Model Approach 
An alternative method for those cases in which opening impedances 
do not exist is the truncated model approach. In this approach, the 
open boundary condition is modeled using finite elements. The elements 
miic+ Kâ "I 3 vn a v + c ^ 4-hQ 
or numerical problems will occur in the solution routines. At some 
point, the model is terminated. Generally the termination occurs at a 
point far from the opening where the effects of the open domain are no 
longer deemed to be significant. Boundary conditions must be applied at 
the model termination. If no conditions are specified, the condition 
-^ = 0, the hardwall condition, is assumed. This is not realistic. OH 
Another approach is to specify the ideal opening condition, p = 0, 
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at the termination. This approach is more reasonable except that there 
may still be significant pressure at this location and the node locations 
on the termination are all forced to the same value of pressure. This 
may distort the radiation pattern from the actual pattern which can be 
directional in nature to a nondirectional pattern of uniform radiation. 
A third approach is to assume that the model termination is sufficiently 
far from the opening to make it  appear to be radiating as a point or 
line source. Pressure radiating from a line source (the two-dimensional 
case) is governed by the relationship 
1 ^ok(r-ct)^(g) (6-1) 
•/t 
where k = ^ is the wave number, r is the distance from the source, 0 is 
the polar angle from the line, and ï  is the directivity. 
The derivative of this relationship normal to the boundary can be 
used to determine appropriate Cauchy boundary conditions 
^ Vk(---ct) ^ #jkejk(r-ct) . ,3, ^ (6-2) 
If the original relationship for pressure is substituted into Eq. (6-2) 
P+ jkP 
P ("2^ + jk) • (5-3) 
A reasonable value of r, the distance from the opening to the 
boundary for truncation, must next be determined. If this is possible. 
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the open boundary can be modeled using the Cauchy boundary condition as 
discussed in Chapter III, Eq. (3-36). For low frequencies, k is small 
and the imaginary part of is negligible. 
The relationship for three-dimensional radiation from a source is 
p » p gjk(r-ct)y^g^Q) (6-4) 
where Y is the directivity function, 0 is a polar angle, and cc is an 
azimuthal angle in spherical polar coordinates with origin at r = 0. 
This relationship can also be simplified to the form of a Cauchy 
boundary condition by relating the pressure to the derivative of pressure 
(6-5) 
If the function for p is substituted back into Eq. (5-5), the following 
relationship can be found 
if = + jkp 
~ p (-^ + jk) .  (5-6) 
Equations (6-3) and (5-6) describe the pressure derivative at the 
truncation boundary provided that an appropriate radius can be determined 
and that the pressure wave behavior resembles radiation from a source. 
In addition, when the boundary condition formulations of Eqs. (5-3) and 
(6-6) are added to a finite element model, the directional characteristics 
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of the radiating wave are retained. 
The truncated model approach with radiation boundary conditions 
provides reasonably good results in a number of cases. However, several 
problems still exist. First there are no existing guidelines to suggest 
where the behavior resembles far field source radiation and thus, where 
the truncation of the model should take place. Secondly, the effective 
distance from the source to the truncation is an estimation. Finally, 
traditional elements use polynomial shape functions to approximate the 
behavior of the continuum. Because the pressure behaves as l/r or l//r ,  
a model of the open region requires a small mesh size to obtain accurate 
solutions, as discussed in Chapter IV. Therefore, while truncated models 
with standard polynomial elements are easy to implement, a more efficient 
and more consistently accurate technique is desirable. 
The Superelement Method 
One of the possible applications for the substructuring techniques 
developed in Chapter V is the creation of superelements. The test cases 
in Chapter V illustrate an example in which an end superelement is gen­
erated and used. The accuracy of the approach was shown to be reasonably 
good. The approach is fundamentally the same as the truncated model 
method discussed in the previous section. However, the resultant model 
will have a significantly smaller number of degrees of freedom. The 
boundary conditions at the truncated end are applied as in the previous 
discussion. The Cauchy boundary condition at the truncation of the 
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superelement is the best approach if the point of truncation can be 
reasonably defined. 
If the superelements are derived from polynomial elements, a small 
mesh will be required in the original model to properly approximate 
source radiation. However, with the superelement method, the analyst 
is generally more inclined to use a small mesh since there is little 
problem associated with model size. This approach should still result 
in a relatively small end model. In summary, the method is comparable 
in most respects to the truncated model method except that fewer degrees 
of freedom are required. Thus, the superelement approach is easy to 
implement and relatively efficient, but if the superelement is based on 
polynomial elements, there are still some questions about accuracy. 
The Boundary Integral Method 
The Boundary Integral method is a numerical method used to solve 
many of the same problems for which the finite element method is used. 
The method is an application of Green's Theorem which results in a 
boundary integral that is the equivalent of the finite element domain 
integrals (9). The method is most efficient for problems in which the 
domain is homogeneous. 
Several investigators have successfully linked elements created by 
the boundary integral method with standard finite element models (46, 59, 
53). The character of these elements is significantly different from 
standard finite elements. First of all, the element matrices are neither 
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banded nor symmetric. Many standard finite element solution routines are 
efficient because they numerically exploit the fact that the element 
matrices are banded and symmetric. Secondly, element evaluation is 
quite different from standard finite element evaluation. This is not a 
disadvantage in itself, but it  does make implementation of elements 
obtained using boundary integrals a significant task. For this reason 
the boundary integral method will not be investigated further in this 
work. However, the method does deserve further investigation, particu­
larly because by using boundary integral elements, the domain can be 
modeled to infinity and also because, for the most part, acoustic problems 
are homogeneous. 
The Bettess Infinite Element 
Bettess(7) has proposed an infinite element with a shape function 
for the one-dimensional problem of the form 
(j, = ^^(a^ + agX + a^x^ + a^x^ + . . . .) .  (6-7) 
Bettess established that if the decay factor g is small, this element 
will continue polynomial interpolation of the domain in a region where x 
is small. At the same time, the shape function will approach zero as 
X approaches infinity which satisfies the far field boundary conditions. 
Elements with this type of shape function can also be integrated to 
infinity. The resulting models, therefore, need not be truncated. Thus, 
there is no need to determine boundary conditions at a truncation or to 
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be concerned with the location of a truncation. 
Bettéss (7) illustrates the use of this element in both closed form 
and numerically evaluated form. The numerically evaluated form is more 
complicated but it  allows the user to distort the parent shape. It is 
likely that such flexibility will be desired. Therefore, this form of 
the element, called a parametric element, will be discussed here. The 
parent shape for Bettess parametric element is shown in Fig. 6-1. This 
parent shape can be evaluated numerically using a combined Gauss-Legendre 
and Gauss-Laguerre quadrature technique as discussed in Appendix A. 
5 
Figure 5-1. Parent shape of Bettess infinite element 
The element evaluation requires two sets of related shape functions. 
The first, of the form shown in Eq. (5-8), is used to map the element 
onto the parent shape 
*= a^ + agg + a^n + + . . .  .  (5-8) 
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The second, as shown in Eq. (6-9), is used to evaluate the element 
matrices 
^ = e ^^(a^ + + a^n + a^ç + j .  (6-9) 
A simple element of this form was developed for the computer program 
included in the appendix and tested for the standing wave tube with 
infinite flange as discussed in Chapter IV. The parent shape for this 
element is shown in Fig. 6-2. 
The shape functions to establish the element mapping are 
= (l-Tî) (1-2TI-Ç) 
$2 = 4(n-Ti^) 
A —  f  r  r \ \  
*3 ~ 'i\. J-; iO-iU/ 
$4 = (l-ri)(ç) 
*5 = nG • 
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The corresponding shape functions to evaluate the element matrices are 
(j)x = e ^(l-Ti) ( l - 2n -ç )  
*2 = e"^(n-n2)4 
(j)3 = e ^(2n-ç-l) (6-11) 
4)4 -  e^ ^(l-ri)g 
95 -  ^(nç) • 
Note that for simplicity this form is linear in the ç-direction. Bettess 
proposed that this element be at least quadratic in g. 
The element was used to model the open end of a standing wave tube 
with an infinite flange. The characteristics of the Bettess element were 
checked by using the element with models of various sizes and various node 
spacings. Some of the results are shown in the following tables. 
For the first test case, the infinite element was used at a point as 
r'Tnco ac on/H r\ r* n n-i M n Cmv» 1 ip  ^  X f V  w i i w  I  • > - *  I  V I  V I I  I  ^  0 ^ 5  V I  i v .  y w & w i  C L  V  &  
model was extended 1.0 inch beyond the end opening before the infinite 
elements were added. Table 5-1 contains results for this model with a 
node spacing for the infinite element of 0.5 inches and 1 inch. The 
results are also compared to the analytically predicted results and the 
v^oeul+c i.ii cnri 7 = H Q9a n..n 
The results are poor for both studies. The probable reason for this 
is that the transition effects have not been appropriately modeled before 
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adding the infinite elements. The table also shows that the node spacing 
changes the predicted results significantly. 
Table 6-1. 1" end model with infinite elements added (65 D.O.F.) 
Analytical 
Prediction (HZ) 
Impedance 
Model (HZ) 
Infinite End 
Node Spacing 
= 0.5" 
Infinite End 
Node Spacing 
= 1.0" 
1st Mode 703.3 704.5 740.7 724.6 
2nd Mode 2110 2164 2052. 2269 
3rd Mode 3517 3685 3808 3802 
For a second test case, the infinite elements are added 4 inches 
from the end opening. Quadratic elements are used to model the domain 
between the tube end and the infinite elements. Table 6-2 compares the 
results obtained with infinite elements to the analytical and impedance 
model predictions. The results are also compared to the results obtained 
using the corresponding quadratic model with radiation boundary conditions. 
Table 0-2. 4" end model with infinite elements added (93 D.O.F.) 
Analytical Impedance Infinite End Infinite End Radiation 
Prediction Model Node Spacing Node Spacing Boundary 
(HZ) (HZ) = 0.5" = 1.0" Conditions 
1st Mode 703.3 704.5 702.4 670.2 656.7 
2nd Mode 2110 2164 2034. 2258 2103 
3rd Mode 3517 3685 3415. - 3738 
The results for the case with 0.5 inch node spacing are relatively 
good. Both infinite element w.-dels are improvements over the former 
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model with quadratic elements and radiation boundary conditions. However, 
the effect of node spacing is again significant. 
The results shown here are some of the best results obtained. How­
ever, the accuracy of these models varies a great deal. In fairness, 
some of the inaccuracies can be attributed to the inability of the linear 
shape function in the g- direction to approximate the radiant behavior 
of the continuum. A quadratic or cubic shape function would be an 
improvement. However, the dependence of the results on node placement 
is troubling. This effect would probably also be reduced if a higher 
order element were used. However, Bettess (7) does note that a drawback 
of this method is the arbitrary determination of the decay rate and notes 
that this can affect the results. Bettess suggests that the best use 
for this element is for problems where little is known about the far 
field effects and a general understanding is desired. For the standing 
wave tube being considered here, the far field effects are generally 
understood and an accurate prediction is required. The radiant boundary 
condition is probably not a particularly appropriate problem for this 
element. 
Upon evaluation, Bettess' infinite element compares favorably with 
the other approaches examined thus far. The element is only slightly 
more difficult to implement than a normal quadratic element. ThuS; 
compared to the other techniques examined, implementation is only a 
slight disadvantage. The element is efficient because models will 
require a smaller number of degrees of freedom. The most serious problem 
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with this approach to modeling the open boundary condition involves the 
development of appropriate modeling guidelines to insure accurate results. 
A better finite element approach may be possible. 
The Radiation Element 
It seems reasonable that an element with a shape function that more 
closely approximates the behavior of the sound wave as it  radiates into 
the open space would provide improved results. A similar approach has 
been used by other investigators in problems other than acoustic wave 
propagation with good success (25, 33). To provide continuity when 
used in conjunction with standard elements, this new element should also 
contain as many polynomial terms as possible. An element designed in 
such a way will be able to model local effects as well as radiation 
effects. For three-dimensional radiation, it  is proposed that an 
additional term be added to the typical, one-dimensional polynomial 
shape function 
a-i 
(j) -  + ^2 ^ ^3*" .  (6-12) 
This shape function can be expressed as the product of a polynomial and 
a 1/r term 
1 ? 
. = JL /a J. 3 J- a \ Ç * ^2' * "^3* '  
A similar shape function could be proposed for two-dimensional radiation 
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However, this shape function can not be simplified to a form with poly­
nomial terms. For this reason and because the shape function of Eq. 
(6-13) will approximate two-dimensional behavior fairly well, this section 
will concentrate on the shape function of Eq. (6-13). 
The proposed element should be made parametric to enable the use 
of distorted element shapes. It will also be useful if the element can 
represent quadratic behavior in the tangential direction as well as 
radiation behavior in the radial direction. To design an element that 
corresponds to the eight node quadratic element already existing in the 
program, it  was decided that the element should have eight nodes as 
shown in Fig. 6-3. 
^ n 4 7 2 
, 
3 
8 6 
Figure 6-3. Parent shape of radiation element 
I hi s element can approximate behavior that is quadratic in the n-direction, 
and linear or radiant in the g-direction. Note that because there are 
f s  1  •  «  - V  T  *  C o s  ^  ^  / " x  
p U l ^ i l U I I M C X I  V C  l i i O  M l  V I  : C  P ~ M I I  V  I  w  I  I  g  v i  f C  C  j  C i i i C i  i  V  1 1 I V  V  k V C  *  1 1  %  w  w  
infinity. In addition, the 1/r term will be singular at the origin. For 
these reasons, the parent element of Fig. 6-3 was chosen. The evaluation 
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of this element follows the procedure discussed for the Bettis element. 
Two shape functions must be derived, the first to map the distorted 
element to the parent element and the second to evaluate the element 
matrices. The shape functions used to map the element are 
$1 = ) (1-n ) (2-23-n ) 
$2 ~ i(l-2 ) (1-n ) {^~2g+n ) 
$3 -  i(l-^0(l+n)(4-25-n) 
= i(2-g)(l+n)(2-2g+n) 
(6-15) 
$5 = -2(2-g)(I-3)(1-n) 
$6 = -(1-6)(1-n^) 
O7 = -2 (2 -&) (l-§)(1+n) 
O3 ~ (2-&)(l-n^) • 
The shape functions used to evaluate the element matrices are 
Çi = -1(2-8) (l-Ti) (2-2§-n)yg 
92 = (l-%)(l-n/(4-2g+n)/g 
93 = (l-B)(l+n)(4-2g-n)/g 
(6-16) 
4)4 = &(2-g)(l+%)(2-2o+%)/g 
Ç5 = -3(2-3)(I-3)(l-n)/s 
*6 -  -2(l-3)(l-n^)/3 
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4>7 = -3(2-B) (1-B.)(1+t])/6 
4)8 = (2-B)( l-n:)/6 .  
A possible reason that an element of this type has not been proposed 
before is that there exist no common numerical quadratures such as the 
Gauss-Legendre or Gauss-Laguerre quadratures to evaluate integrals 
containing the radiant terms. To determine how the element could be 
evaluated, a simplistic version of this element containing only radiant 
terms in the radial direction and linear terms in the tangential direction 
was first evaluated in closed form. The results were encouraging but 
the versatility of the element was limited. An attempt was made to 
evaluate the integrals using a Gauss-Legendre integration scheme with a 
large number of integration points, but the results were poor and expen­
sive, The only reasonable solution was to derive a unique Gaussian quad­
rature for the radial direction and use a Gauss-Legendre quadrature in 
the tangential direction. The development of this integration technique 
is discussed in detail in Appendix A. 
Because the element cannot be integrated to infinity, a truncated 
model must still be used to represent an open boundary. However, because 
the element will model both the local polynomial effects near the open end 
and the radiation effects5 it should approximate the behavior of the 
radiating sound wave better than polynomial models. In addition, at the 
truncation point, the predicted behavior should closely resemble radiation 
and the radiation boundary condition will match the element behavior. The 
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usefulness and accuracy of the radiation element will be tested for the 
standing wave tube and cylindrical enclosure cases discussed in Chapter 
IV. The results are discussed in the next two sections. 
Standing Wave Tube 
The radiation element will be used to model the open end of an 
infinitely flanged standing wave tube as discussed in Chapter IV. The 
results will be compared to the results obtained using standard quadratic 
elements. 
The results presented in Chapter IV illustrated the ability of 
quadratic elements to model the open boundary. The approach in those 
cases was to extend the model a significant distance into the external 
region. At the truncation point, Cauchy boundary conditions were applied 
and it was assumed that the open end behaves as an acoustic source. 
While the techniques used in Chapter IV are useful in the sense that 
they will predict the behavior of the tube, they were shown to be unsat-
i rm >C  ^ r  ^ 3  1  I  V I  ^  o  T - n i  I  ^  4 "  Ko 1 , '  4  4 "  H a  Hûnv^ûo 
I  I  I  I  w  V  w  I  w  *  ! •  *  i \ x  I  «  «  »  3  '  '  ^  ^  ^  
of accuracy. 
Several models of the standing wave tube with infinite flange were 
developed using radiation elements in the end region and standard 
elements in the tube. The test cases were chosen to examine these 
elements and the modeling philosophy to be used for three-dimensional 
radiation problems. 
The first test case uses a truncated model with 72 degrees of 
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freedom, 14 quadratic elements, and 3 radiation elements. Radiation 
boundary conditions are used at the model truncation. This model corre­
sponds to the 72 degrees of freedom case of Table 4-10 except that the 
last ring of quadratic elements has been replaced with radiation 
elements. The open end is modeled two inches beyond the opening. The 
results are shown in Table 6-3. 
Table 5-3. 2" end model with radiation elements (72 D.O.F.) 
Analytical Impedance Former End New End 
Predictions (HZ) Model (HZ) Model (HZ) Model 
1st Mode 703.3 704.5 595.1 720.1 
2nd Mode 2110 2154 2500 2520 
3rd Mode 3517 3685 3685 3736 
The results are poor. This suggests that the radiation element 
approach may be no better than the quadratic element approach. On the 
other hand, i t  may be that the radiation section of the model is too small 
A second test case models the open end to a radius of 4 inches 
beyond the opening. For this model, 94 degrees of freedom, 14 quadratic 
elements, and 9 radiation elements are used. This model uses three 
rings of radiation elements to model the open end. Radiation boundary 
conditions are applied at the model truncation point. The results are 
shown in Table 5-4. 
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Table 6-4. 4" end model with radiation elements (94 D.O.F.) 
Analytical 
Prediction (HZ) 
Impedance 
Model (HZ) 
Original 4" 
End Model (HZ) 
New 4=: 
End Model 
1st Mode 703.3 704.5 656.7 695.0 
2nd Mode 2110 2164 2103 2164 
3rd Mode 3517 3685 3738 3594 
The prediction of the first two frequencies are substantially better 
than the quadratic element model. The third resonant frequency prediction 
is also reasonably good. This model seems to offer a reasonable balance 
between the factors that have been so troublesome in finite element 
representations of open boundary segments. In the first place, if properly 
approximates a radiation condition. The element is also capable of 
accounting for the local effects which do not fit  the 1/r behavior. The 
radiation boundary condition alone can not satisfy these requirements. 
Finally, the elements in this model do not cause ill-conditioning of the 
matrix solution routines by being too large. 
The Cylindrical Enclosure 
The shape function used in the radiation element is intended for 
applications involving spherical or three-dimensional open boundary 
problems. However, the shape function fits the two-dimensional behavior 
of a sound radiating from a source better than the quadratic function 
as shown in Fig. 6-4. Since i t  is a simple programming matter to apply 
the radiation element to an axisymmetric two-dimensional problem. 
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Figure 5-4. Interpolation of l //r~ 
the radiation element was applied to the cylindrical enclosure of Chapter 
IV. The first four predicted resonances are compared to the model using 
quadratic elements in Table 5-5. 
Table 5-5. Natural frequencies of a cylindrical enclosure 
using radiation elements 
Mode Classical Quadrati c Finite Element 
Radiation 
Finite Element 
1,0 393.8 390.2 396.6 
2,0 721.0 704.0 718.4 
0,1 847.5 834.3 828.6 
1,1 934.5 908.9 930.0 
Figure 6-5 compares the mode shape of the fundamental mode as predicted 
by each method. 
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Figure 5-5. Fundamental mode shape of a 
cylindrical enclosure using 
radiation elements 
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The results obtained using the radiation element are better than those 
obtained using the quadratic element. This is expected because the approxi­
mation of the continuum behavior is better as indicated in Fig. 5-4. For 
this case of internal radial propagation, the radiation element offers a 
significant improvement over quadratic polynomial elements. 
Conclusions 
The radiation element developed and tested in this section has been 
shown to be a very useful element. The element has been used to examine 
geometries with open end conditions. For this case, i t  has illustrated 
better accuracy than conventional elements and requires no special 
application guidelines as Bettess'  infinite element does. It  also can 
be applied to internal geometries. The resulting predictions are more 
accurate than predictions obtained using conventional quadratic poly­
nomial shape functions. The element is only slightly more difficult to 
implement in a typical finite element program than a standard quadratic 
element. The evaluation of the element matrices, the ."orrri of the element 
matrices, and the modeling technique are all compatible with standard 
finite element practice. Unfortunately, the element will not model the 
entire open domain, thus, i t  is still  necessary to truncate the model. 
Because the shape functions fit  the continuum behavior, there will be an 
improvement in efficiency. A trade-off must be made in any of these 
models between improved efficiency and improved accuracy. However, if  the 
interpolation is significantly better, the user will experience both 
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improved accuracy and efficiency. Overall,  the two case studies pre­
sented here indicate that the radiation element is useful for a number 
of problems that are difficult to model using conventional quadratic 
elements. 
Conclusions 
This chapter first discussed the techniques currently used in 
finite element models of open boundaries. The studies in Chapter IV 
have shown that i t  is difficult to model open boundaries using standard 
finite elements. The superelement method of Chapter V is an improvement, 
but i t  is still  subject to questions about credibility and mesh size. The 
boundary integral method is a promising approach but i t  is a significant 
departure from standard finite element practices. There is also some 
question about the efficiency of the method when used with standard 
finite elements because more complicated solution routines are required. 
An investigation was made of an infinite element proposed by Bettess. 
The results suggest that the element can provide accurate predictions. 
However, the predictions are particularly sensitive to node placement. 
The final technique studied involves the application of a new 
element developed as a part of this work. The element uses a shape 
function more closely related to physical behavior that exists in a three-
dimensional acoustic far field. The results are good for the standing 
wave tube problem. The element is also tested on a two-dimensional 
eigenvalue problem for which the eigenvectors are Bessel functions. The 
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results are excellent. Thus, the element has proven to be useful and 
accurate. An additional advantage of this element is its ease of 
application. The programming of the element is similar in format to 
the quadratic element already in use. The element requires no more 
input data than standard elements and the same modeling techniques 
can be used. For reasons of versatility and compatibility with 
standard finite element programs, the new element would appear to be 
the best of the alternatives considered. 
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CHAPTER VII. PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION 
This chapter will discuss the program used for the investigations of 
Chapters IV, V, and VI. The FORTRAN code for the program is included in 
Appendix B. The program and the input are organized into six modules; 
1. Initiation and control module 
2. Node location input module 
3. Element input and evaluation module 
4. Boundary condition input and evaluation module 
5. Guyan reduction input and evaluation module 
5. Analysis control module • 
Subsequent sections will discuss the theoretical background and input 
conventions used in the program. 
The program is capable of solving two-dimensional and axisymmetric 
problems. Mass and stiffness matrices and the force vector may be printed 
if desired. The program incorporates four types of elements: 
1. 8-node quadratic serendipity elements 
2. 8-node radiation elements 
3. S-node Bettess infinite- elements 
4. Superelements .  
Boundary conditions may be either Dirichlet boundary conditions or 
Cauchy boundary conditions as discussed in Chapter IV. The program is 
capable of four types of analysis: 
1. Superelement generation 
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2. Solution of Poisson's equation 
3. Eigenvalue analysis of real-valued wave equation problems 
4. Frequency response analysis of complex damped wave equation 
problems. 
Although the governing equations used to develop this program also govern 
problems in vibrations, fluid dynamics, and other areas of applied physics, 
the program has been written to accept information according to the 
conventions of acoustics. 
The discussion which follows will discuss the six modules in the order 
listed above. The discussion in each section will include the conventions 
and techniques used to code the program. The input requirements will also 
be discussed. It  is assumed that the user has a working knowledge of 
FORTRAN input formats. 
Initiation and Control 
Two "cards" are required for program initiation and control, Tne 
first specifies in order the type of analysis to be done, whether the 
analysis will be two-dimensional or axisymmetric, and whether stiffness, 
mass, and force matrix output is desired. The parameter choices are as 
foilows :  
1st parameter -  1 specifies superelement generation 
2 specifies Poisson's equation solution 
3 specifies eigenvalue analysis 
4 specifies frequency analysis 
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2nd parameter -  0 specifies two-dimensional analysis 
I  specifies three-dimensional axisymmetric analysis 
3rd parameter -  0 specifies no matrix output 
1 specifies matrix output desired. 
The format for this card is 315. 
The second "card" specifies in order the number of nodes in the model, 
the number of quadratic rectangular elements used, the number of radiation 
elements used, the number of Bettess infinite elements used, the nuntier 
of Guyan master nodes to be left in the model, and the number of super-
elements used. If the Guyan master node parameter is 0, i t  is assumed 
that no Guyan reduction is desired. The format for this card is 615. 
Node Location Input Module 
One "card" is required for each node in the model. The user must 
specify in order the node number, the x-coordinate, and the y-coordinate. 
For axisymmetric analysis the radial coordinate (r) is specified first,  
followed by the axial coordinate (z). The format for this typs cf "card" 
is I5,2F10.0. This information is stored as i t  is read and may be used 
at any time. The user is presently limited to 100 node locations. 
Element Input and Evaluation Module 
There are four elements available: the quadratic rectangular element, 
the radiation element, the Bettess infinite element, and the superelement. 
The program is organized to read and echo all the element data before any 
elements are evaluated. This allows the user to check element input data 
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errors before a great deal of computer time is spent evaluating the 
matrices. The element data are stored permanently in the program. This 
is done to permit the future incorporation of graphical data verification. 
The elements must be grouped by element type in the order discussed here. 
The numbering within each group starts from one. A combination of elements 
may be used to build an appropriate model. However, the user is presently 
limited to 65 quadratic rectangles, 25 radiation elements, and 25 Bettiss 
infinite elements. There is no limit on the number of superelements used. 
After all the element data have been read, the elements are evaluated. 
This is accomplished by calling the appropriate subroutine. The subroutine 
will compute element stiffness and mass matrices and a force vector. 
These element matrices are then summed to obtain the appropriate terms of 
the overall model matrices. 
Quadratic Rectangular Element 
The program uses a quadratic serendipity element similar to that 
proposed by Taylor (53). The parent shape of the element and local node 
number scheme are shown in Fig. 7-1. The shape functions used for this 
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Figure 7-1. Parent shape quadratic rectangle 
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element are 
*1 = -%(l-ç)(l-Tî)(l+Ç+ri) 
(^2 ~ %(1+Ç) ( l~n) ( C-H"!) 
*3 = %(l+s)(l+n)(5+n^ll 
*4 = %(l-ç)(l+n)(n-ç-l) (7-1) 
95 " %(l-Ç")(l-n) 
" %(l-n^)(l+ç) 
9? = %(l-?^)(l+ri) 
<>8 = ^(l-n^)(l-ç) .  
The element matrices are evaluated in subroutines ELEM8 and SHAP8. 
The subroutines evaluate the element matrices as follows: 
1. The main program calls subroutine ELEM8. 
2. A Gauss integration point is chosen. 
3. The shape functions and their ç and n derivatives are evaluated 
at the integration point. SHAPS is called only if more than 
four nodes are used. 
4. The Oacobian is evaluated at this integration point. 
5. If the model is axisyrametric, the radius of the integration point 
is determined. 
5, The integrals are evaluated and summed to give the element 
matrices. 
7. The next Gauss integration point is selected. 
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A two point Gauss-Legendre integration scheme is used for this 
evaluation. A two point Gauss quadrature is exact for third order poly­
nomials and less. Therefore, the integration scheme is numerically exact 
for the force vector as discussed in Appendix A. However, the mass and 
stiffness matrices may include a fourth order term so there is a possibility 
that small numerical errors exist in these matrices. 
As presently formulated, the mass matrix is a scaled lumped mass 
matrix as proposed by Hinton et al.  (29). This is necessary to keep the 
mass matrix positive definite for eigenvalue analysis. The code to 
change the mass matrix to a consistent mass matrix is included in comment 
card form within the program. 
The element also has the flexibility to be used as a three or four 
node linear element or as a five through seven node linear/quadratic 
element. If any node number is not specified, the program will automati­
cally compensate when evaluating the shape functions. This is the 
"serendipity" aspect of the element. For three and four node linear 
elements, the first nodes must be specified. The shape functions will 
represent a linear triangular or quadrilateral element respectively. For 
elements with five through seven nodes, only midside nodes may be removed. 
The program will automatically assume a linear interpolation for the shape 
function along a side from which a node has been removed. The reader is 
referred to paces 155-160 in Zienkiewicz (52) for a discussion of the 
serendipity formulation. 
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To use the quadratic rectangular element, the user must number around 
the element in a counterclockwise fashion with respect to a right handed 
coordinate system using the node numbering scheme shown in Fig. 7-1. If 
the user wishes to leave out a midside node, the field for that node is 
left blank. The user must also specify in order the element conductivity 
(usually unity), the time constant, and the uniform body force generated 
over the element. As this program is presently formulated, the user is 
restricted to uniform element conductivity, uniform time constants, and a 
uniform constant body force. The element conductivity may be made biaxial 
within the code if so desired (see pages 114-116 in Aral (1)). The time 
constant is the reciprocal of the local speed of sound squared. However, 
because i t  is easier later in the boundary condition section to work with 
relative frequencies (f = f/c), i t  is suggested that the time constant be 
chosen to be unity and the true frequency be calculated later by multiply­
ing the predicted frequencies by the speed of sound. The format for these-
'• 'cards" is 9Î5,3F5.C and ens "card" is required for each element. 
The user must be aware of two particular cases which cause difficulty. 
For both cases, the mass matrix will not be positive definite. When an 
axisymmetric analysis is desired and an element is on the axis of symmetry, 
the midside node on the axis should be removed. The second problem occurs 
when eight node elements are distorted as shown in Fig. 7-2 .  For this 
situation, the element has been distorted beyond its intended limits and 
negative mass matrix terms result.  The negative mass matrix terms indicate 
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poor modeling practice. The user should attempt to keep elements as close 
to the parent shape as possible. 
Figure 7-2. Overly distorted elements 
Radiation Element 
The radiation element is an eight node element that is architecturally 
similar to the quadratic rectangle. The parent shape of the element is 
shown in Fig. 7-3. The B direction is the radial direction of the parent 
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Figure 7-3. Parent shape radiation element 
shape. Since the 1/B shape function terms are singular at 3= 0 ,  t h e  
parent element must be shifted to the region g = 1 to g = 2. The local 
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shape functions, $ and for this element are given in Chapter 6 by Eqs, 
(6-15) and (6-15). 
The element matrices are evaluated in subroutine ELEMR4. The sub­
routine evaluates the local element matrices in the following iterative 
sequence: 
1. A Gauss integration point is chosen. 
2. The shape functions $ and their g and n derivatives are evaluated. 
3. The Jacobian is determined at the integration point. 
4. If the model is axisymmetric, the radius of the integration 
point is determined. 
5. The (*) shape functions are determined. 
6. The integrals are evaluated and summed to generate the element 
matrices. 
7. The next integration point is determined. 
The subroutine uses a special three by two Gauss integration scheme 
discussed in Appendix A. This will have approximately the same small mass 
and stiffness matrix errors as the quadratic rectangle. The element is 
coded to use the consistent mass matrix in all cases except for eigenvalue 
analysis. For eigenvalue analysis, a lumped mass matrix is used. 
The element may be used with from four to eight nodes. The element 
compensates for the removal of a midside node by calculating a shape 
function of lower degree. The user should be cautious about doing this in 
the radial direction because only the constant term and the radiant term 
will remain. This may cause continuity problems between elements. 
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The input for the element is the same as the input used for the 
quadratic rectangle. The user must l ist the nodes in a counterclockwise 
fashion in the order shown in Fig. 7-3 with the local g direction aligned 
with the propagation direction and the local n direction normal to the 
radiation. The user must specify in order the element number, the eight 
node numbers, the conductivity, the time constant, and the internal body 
forces. The input format is 9I5,3F5.0 and one "card" is required for each 
element. The user must also avoid severe distortion of this element as 
discussed previously. 
Bettess Infinite Elements 
The version of Bettess infinite element included in the program has 
a five node parent shape as shown in Fig. 7-4. Two related shape functions. 
4 1 
t 
Figure 7-4. Bettess infinite element parent shape 
$ and (J), are used to evaluate this element. The first shape functions, the 
@'s ,  as shown in Eq, (5-10), map the element in global coordinates onto the 
parent element. The second shape functions, the ^'s as shown in Eq. (6-11) 
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are used to evaluate the element matrices. 
The element is evaluated in subroutine ELMBET, The subroutine 
evaluates the element matrices as follows: 
1. A Gauss integration point is chosen. 
2. The shape functions and their g and n derivatives are evaluated 
at the integration point. 
3. The Jacobian is evaluated at the integration point. 
4. The radius of the integration point is determined if the model 
is axisymmetric. 
5. The * shape functions are determined. 
5. The integrals are evaluated and the results summed to generate 
the element matrices. 
7. The next Gauss integration point is chosen. 
The subroutine uses a two by three point mixed Gauss-Laguerre and 
Gauss-Legendre quadrature discussed in Appendix A. As discussed in 
Appendix A, this quadrature should theoretically have no numerical error 
when evaluating the matrices of this element. 
The element is coded so that local node two may be left out of the 
model. For this case, the program calculates a linear shape function in 
the n direction. This allows the user to connect the infinite eleTnent to 
either a linear model or a quadratic model. The decay factor is user 
specified and determines how fast the solution function approaches zero. 
As coded, a consistent mass matrix is used except when eigenvalue 
analysis is desired. For eigenvalue analysis cases, a lumped mass matrix 
is used. 
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The input data are specified as follows: the element number, the 
node nuinhers in the sequence shown in Fig, 7-^4, the conductivity, the 
time constant, the internal body force, and the decay factor. The input 
format is 5I5,4F5.0, 
As discussed in Chapter 6, the placement of the nodes and the value 
of the decay factor have a significant effect on the accuracy of this 
element. 
Superelements 
The stiffness and mass matrices and force vector of a previously 
generated superelement may be used as part of the model. The element 
connectivity and matrix terms are read with the input data, The user has 
the capability of specifying multiplication factors which can be used to 
modify the mass, stiffness, and force matrices independently. This allows 
parameter studies to be done without recalculating the matrices. It  is 
also possible to identify the superelement with a descriptor of up to 
forty alpha-numeric characters. 
The data input requires two or three control "cards" followed by the 
matrix values. The first control "card" specifies in order the number of 
nodes in the element, the stiffness matrix multiplication factor, and the 
forty character descriptor. The format for this "card" is 15,3F5.0,10A4. 
The user is presently limited to a maximum of twenty nodes per superelement. 
The second and third control "cards" l ist the element connectivity. The 
numbering sequence of these nodes must correspond exactly with the sequence 
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used when generating the element. The format of these "cards" is 1015. If 
ten or less nodes are used, a third "card" is not required. 
Next, the program reads the element stiffness matrix terms followed 
by the element mass matrix terms and the element force vector terms. All 
input formats are 5D16.8. Thus, the user specifies five matrix terms per 
line in fields sixteen characters wide. When a matrix row is complete, the 
next matrix row must start on a new line. There is no blank line or other 
identifier between matrices. The force vector is read one term per line. 
The matrix elements must be included despite the fact that the matrix is 
zero or will not be used. As an example of required matrix input, consider 
a superelement with thirteen degrees of freedom. Three data "cards" will 
be required to specify each matrix row. Thus, 39 data "cards" are 
required for stiffness matrix input, 39 "cards" for mass matrix input, 
and 13 "cards" for force vector input. Total element input is accomplished 
with 91 "cards". 
Boundary Conaition Input and Evaluation Module 
In this program, boundary conditions of the form 
1^= + *2 
or 
p = a^ 
where a^, a^, and a^ are constants, are entered at this point. Boundary 
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conditions of the form 
where is a constant, can only be entered in the frequency response 
analysis section discussed later. No other boundary conditions have been 
formulated for the present program although i t  could easily be extended to 
include additional possibilities. The boundary conditions are treated at 
this point rather than later in the program sequence to allow the user to 
generate superelements that incorporate boundary conditions. 
The program requires one control "card" for the boundary condition 
section. This "card" is required whether or not boundary conditions ere 
applied. The "card" specifies in order the number of Dirichlet boundary 
conditions and the number of Cauchy boundary conditions. The input format 
is 215. 
Cauchy Boundary Conditions 
The Cauchy boundary conditions of Eq. (7-2) are specified first 
5%= *1? + ^2 • (7-2) 
The sequence is organized this way to allow the user to specify both 
Dirichlet and Cauchy boundary conditions at the same node. Such a condition 
might arise at a corner node of the mesh. The boundary shape functions 
used in this program are linear shape functions. The sign convention 
established for these elements is illustrated in Fig. 7-5. The signs of 
Figure 7-5. Cauchy boundary condition sign convention 
the constants are positive when the boundary nodes are numbered in a 
counterclockwise fashion with respect to a right handed coordinate system 
and the normal derivative is directed out of the domain. 
One "card" is specified for each Cauchy boundary segment. The user 
must specify in order the beginning node, the ending node, constant a^, 
and constant ag. The input format is 2I5,2F10.0. An unlimited number of 
Cauchy boundary conditions may be used. The program computes and applies 
the conditions as they are read. 
The user should be aware that when the constant a^ is non-zero, the 
stiffness matrix is modified. When ag is non-zero, the force vector is 
modified. For the eigenvalue analysis, the force vector is ignored, and 
therefore, boundary conditions of the form 
will be ignored. The user may be able to make a variable transformation 
or account for the boundary conditions in some other manner. If not. 
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eigenvalue analysis will give incorrect results. 
Dirichlet Boundary Conditions 
The program uses the matrix modification method discussed in Chapter III 
to apply the Dirichlet boundary conditions to the model. This method will 
cause modifications to the stiffness matrix and force vector as shown in 
Eqs. (3-24) to (3-30). The associated mass matrix terms are assigned a 
very small value to keep their influence in eigenvalue or frequency analysis 
insignificant. 
One "card" is required for each specified boundary pressure. The 
user must specify in order the boundary node and the applied pressure. The 
input format is I5,F10.0. An unlimited number of Dirichlet boundary con­
ditions may be used. The program computes and applies the conditions as 
they are read. 
The user should be aware that non-homogeneous Dirichlet boundary 
pressures will result in modifications to the force vector terms as shown 
1 1 1  L y .  c v ; .  i n t o  i  a  a  p  :  v u  i  c m  w i t c n  c i y c n v a i u c  t o  u c o  i  i  c u  
because the force vector is ignored. Thus, these conditions will not be 
properly applied. The user may be able to determine a variable trans­
formation which will give homogeneous boundary conditions. If not, eigen­
value analysis can not be used. 
Guyan Reduction 
If Guyan reduction is desired, the user must specify the set of 
master degrees of freedom to be used in the analysis. These nodes may be 
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specified in an order independent of the global numbering scheme. The 
mass and stiffness matrix and the force vector are partitioned and 
recalculated as discussed in Chapter V using a series of subroutines. 
The program will partition the mass and stiffness matrices and the force 
vector in subroutines PARTNM and PARTY. The equivalent reduced matrices 
will be computed in subroutine GUYAN. If the pressures are calculated 
using the reduced matrices, the pressures at the slave nodes are deter­
mined using subroutines TRANS. The guidelines for selecting master 
degrees of freedom are discussed in Chapter v. 
A series of "cards" must be included in the input data at this point 
specifying the master degrees of freedom. The program will expect as many 
master degrees of freedom as indicated on the second program control "card". 
The input data format is 1015. There should be no unused fields on these 
"cards". The user is allowed 100 master degrees of freedom. This is not 
restrictive because the program is presently limited to 100 total degrees 
of freedom. Guyan reduction can be used with any of the four analysis 
types. 
Analysis Control Module 
As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, there are four 
types of analysis which may be used in this program: 
1. Superelement generation 
2. Poisson's equation solution 
3. Eigenvalue analysis (real valued analysis only) 
4. Frequency response analysis (real or complex analysis possible) 
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The analysis type is specified on the first control "card". At this point, 
the program will expect data for the type of analysis specified. The 
required "cards" are discussed in the following section, 
Superelement Generation 
No additional "cards" are required to generate a superelement. How­
ever, the user must specify a 1 for the matrix output parameter on the first 
card or no output will be printed. The program is presently coded to print 
the matrices as part of the output. The format used to print the matrices 
is IX,5016.8. If the user directs the output listing to a disk file, i t  
may be easily converted to superelement format for use in a subsequent 
model. 
Poisson's Equation Solution 
No additional "cards" are required for this analysis. The program will 
solve the matrix problem and print the solution pressure at each node. If 
Guyan reduction is used, the program will solve for the pressures at the 
slave degrees of freedom, reorder the solution vector, and print the 
results in the appropriate sequence. 
Eicenvalue Analysis 
One additional "card" is required for eigenvalue analysis. The user 
must specify the lower and upper limits of the eigenvalue range to be 
searched. If the time constant on the elanent data "cards" was specified 
2 
as unity, these limits should be specified in the form (2%f/c) where f is 
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the frequency. If the time constants are specified as the inverse of the 
speed of sound squared, the limits should be specified in the form (2nf) .  
There must be no more than ten eigenvalues within the frequency range 
speci fied. 
The EISPAC subroutines shown in the program will print two error 
diagnostics. The diagnostic for the first is the message "lERR = nnn" 
where nnn = 3 (number of degrees of freedom in the model) + 1. This 
message indicates that there are more than ten eigenvalues in the frequency 
range specified. The second message is "lERR = mmm" where mmm = 7 (degrees 
of freedom) + 1. This message indicates that the mass matrix is not 
positive definite. Possible causes of this condition are elements which 
have been numbered backwards or otherwise incorrectly. This error may also 
be caused by poorly shaped elements. 
The program will print the eigenvalues found and the corresponding 
natural frequencies. The program will also list the mode shape for each 
natural frequency found. If Guyan reduction is used, the modal pressures 
at the slave degrees of freedom will be calculated and printed in proper 
sequence. 
Frequency Response Analysis 
The frequency response analysis requires several additional "cards". 
The first card required is a contr-ol "card". This "card" specifies how 
many frequency points will be analyzed, how many dissipative boundary 
conditions will be used at each frequency, and how many input conditions 
will be used at each frequency. The format for this card is 315. 
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The remainder of the data is grouped by frequency. For each, group 
the frequency is specified on the first "card", The relative frequency 
(f/c) is specified if the element time constants are unity. The format 
for this "card" is FIO.O. The user may specify an unlimited number of 
frequency cases. The boundary conditions and inputs at each frequency 
ure evaluated immediately. The solution is then computed and printed 
before the next case is considered. 
Following the frequency "card", the dissipative boundary conditions 
are read. One "card" is required for each boundary condition. All of 
these "cards" must be included at each frequency. This allows the user 
to specify different boundary conditions at each frequency. The dissipa­
tive boundary conditions are of the form 
where a^ is a complex constant. The user must specify in order the first 
and second nodes of the boundary segment and the real and iinayinary parts 
of By The a- values are expected to be in the form p^c/Z^. The format 
of this "card" is 2I5,2F10.0. There is no limit to the number of boundary 
conditions which can be used. However, the same number of boundary 
conditions must be included for each frequency case. 
The next required "card" specifies the type of input to be used. A 
value 1 in column five designates velocity inputs. Any alternative 
specifies pressure inputs. This "card" is fol laved by the appropriate 
number of input "cards". If the inputs are velocity inputs, the user must 
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specify the two end nodes of the moving boundary and the velocity ampli­
tude. The amplitude is expected to be in the form p^cu where u is the 
velocity amplitude. The format of this "card" is 2I5,F10.0. If pressure 
inputs are used, the user must specify the boundary node and the pressure 
amplitude. The format for this card is I5,F10.0. The user imy specify an 
unlimited number of inputs; however, as the program is presently written 
the input types may not be mixed. 
This same sequence of frequency "card", boundary condition "cards", 
input type "card", and input "cards" must be repeated for each frequency. 
This allows the user to specify frequency dependent boundary conditions 
and inputs. If the values remain constant, with frequency, they still  must 
be included; however, i t  is a simple matter to duplicate these "cards". 
As mentioned earlier, the program will read the data for each fre­
quency case, compute the matrices, solve the problem, and print the 
solution. Although the problem is complex, the program uses only a real 
valued solution routine. The matrices are formulated as follows. The 
complex matrix equation will have complex terms in only the damping or C 
matrix and the force or F vector. The solution pressure will also be 
complex. Thus, in the frequency domain, the matrix equation is 
+ jw[Ci + jCg] + S] ( P]_ + jP2 I -  (f^ + 3^2 I 
where subscript 1 specifies real values and subscript 2 imaginary values. 
The real and imaginary parts of the equation are separated as follows 
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" S -  u)2M -  wC^ 
+ ojC^ 
This solution technique requires only a real valued solution subroutine 
but the resulting matrix problem is twice as large. The program prints 
the real and imaginary parts of the solution at each node location. 
Subroutines 
This section will discuss briefly the subroutines used in the program. 
The discussion will spe^ify which subroutines are available in Appendix B 
and which of the subroutines must be supplied by the user. The require­
ments for each user supplied routine will also be discussed. 
Table 7-1 lists the subroutines within the program and their purpose. 
The subroutines listed in Table 7-2 are not included in Appendix B. The 
subroutines are taken either from the IMSL or the EISPAC math libraries. 
All tnese subroutines must De the double precision version from tiie 
appropriate library. The tables specify the subroutine, i ts general use, 
calling routines, and i ts origin. 
The particular sequence of EISPAC subroutines was selected because in 
EISPAC terminology, this program is a generalized eigenproblem form, and a 
limited number of eigenvalues and eigenvectors were desired. Many alter­
natives exist for the IMSL routines. 
wC, 
S -  -  wCf 
I '2 
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Table 7-1. Internal subroutines 
Subroutine Purpose 
PARTNM 
PARTV 
REORD 
TRANS 
BCN 
GUY AN 
ELEM8 
SHAP8 
DIRCH 
PINPUT 
ELEMR4 
ELFBET 
Partitions a matrix 
Partitions a vector 
Reorders the nodes for Guyan reduction 
Calculates the solution at the slave degrees 
of freedom and puts solution in correct 
sequence 
Calculates matrix terms for Cauchy boundary 
conditions. Also used to modify matrices to 
account for velocity inputs. 
Calculates reduced mass and stiffness matrices 
and force vector 
Calculates element matrices for quadratic 
rectangular element. Calls SHAP8 
Calculates shape functions if element nodes 
five through eight are used. Called by ELEM8. 
Modifies matrices if Dirichlet boundary 
conditions are specified 
Modifies matrices to account for pressure inputs 
Calculates the element matrices for radiation 
elements 
Calculates the element matrices for Bettess 
infinite element 
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Table 7-2. Librê^ry Subroutines 
Subroutine Purpose Called In Math Library 
LEQTIF Solve simultaneous 
equations 
MAIN IMSL 
RE DUC Eigenvalue analysis MAIN EISPAC 
TREQl Eigenvalue analysis MAIN EISPAC 
BISECT Eigenvalue analysis MAIN EISPAC 
TINVIT Eigenvalue analysis MAIN EISPAC 
TRBAK Eigenvalue analysis MAIN EISPAC 
REBAK Eigenvalue analysis MAIN EISPAC 
LINV3F Matrix inversion GUYAN IMSL 
Con cl usions 
This chapter has discussed the program available in Appendix B. The 
intent of this program was to verify the applicability of the finite 
element method to acoustic analysis, to study the usefulness of sub-
structuring, and to investigate several new elements. The program has been 
written to accommodate modification. No serious attempt has been made to 
optimize either the solution time or the storage requirements of this 
program. Significant improvements could be made in these areas. In 
addition, generally available subroutines from EISPAC and IMSL public math 
subroutine libraries were used as needed. No attempt was made to search out 
the most effecient subroutines or to compare the merits of various sub-
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routines. The subroutines chosen are not included in Appendix B. The 
program is intended to be a sample finite element code and a guide for 
further element development. The structure of the code should simplify 
future modifications resulting from extensions of this work, 
A sample data input is included in Appendix C for use as an input 
reference. 
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CHAPTER VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
The previous discussions began by developing the acoustic wave 
equation for the case of internal propagation. The finite element method 
has been formulated for this equation and verified for certain classical 
acoustic problems. The method was used to determine the natural fre­
quencies and mode shapes of complex geometries, and to determine the 
frequency response of internal geometries with sound absorbing surfaces. 
The investigations revealed that a direct application of the standard 
finite element approach encounters difficulties for certain geometries. 
In order to circumvent the difficulties, substructuring methods were 
applied to the internal acoustic propagation problem and a new radiation 
element was developed. 
The need for more efficient finite element techniques is particularly 
acute in large scale problems and for situations involving parameter 
studies. Substructuring allows repeated or similar geometric features 
in large scale problems to be exploited. It  also allows efficient models 
of commonly encountered geometric features to be developed and saved for 
repeated application. The substructuring methods developed in this work 
are compatible with virtually all standard finite element methods. Further­
more, the methods have been shown to be accurate, efficient, and versatile 
for solving a variety of internal propagation problems. The demonstrated 
positive benefits of substructuring suggest that the method will be at 
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least as useful in acoustic problems as i t  has proven to be in structural 
problems, 
Axisymmetric geometries and open boundary segments are difficult to 
represent using standard elements. The radiation element was developed 
in an attempt to improve upon existing finite element models for axi­
symmetric geometries and open boundary segments. The radiation element 
provides results which compare favorably with those of existing approaches. 
The element is shown to be useful for modeling both internal axisymmetric 
propagation and external radiation from an open boundary segment. 
Although evaluation of the element is non-standard, once the element 
is in place the user should notice no operational difference between i t  
and other higher order elements. From the standpoint of efficiency, 
accuracy, and ease of implementation, i t  appears that the radiation 
element will have a significant impact on finite element modeling of 
acoustic problems. 
ons 
As this dissertation is concluded, certain extensions of these 
efforts become apparent. The substructuring techniques introduced here 
should be applied to three-dimensional and acousto-elastic problems where 
their value will be more significant. In addition, methods must be 
developed to simplify the bookkeeping aspects of superclament use. 
Substructuring techniques could also be a part of several anticipated 
advances in acoustic duct design. At present, a significant amount of 
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developmental effort is being expended in the area of hardware/software 
acoustic test packages. If finite element substructuring methods can 
increase compatibility with the output of these systems, the efficien­
cy and accuracy of analysis and design will be improved. There have 
also been some recent attempts to couple optimal design algorithms 
with the finite element method. However, the finite element models 
as presently structured are too large and unmanageable for efficient 
optimization. Substructuring techniques might be used to obtain 
much smaller models while retaining current accuracy. If such models 
can be obtained and successfully coupled with optimization procedures, 
the design process can be made more systematic and efficient. 
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APPENDIX A. GAUSSIAN QUADRATURES 
There are a variety of numerical quadratures. All have properties 
which make them more efficient for different types of problems. The 
Gaussian quadrature formulas use unevenly spaced integration points and 
are particularly useful if the function to be integrated is known rather 
than available as a set of data points. The principal advantage of 
Gaussian quadratures is that they require only n integration points to 
integrate a polynomial of order 2n-l exactly (see pages 100-115 in 
Carnahan et al.  (10)). 
Evaluation of finite element matrices requires evaluation of 
numerous domain and boundary integrals. The terms within the integrals 
are the shape functions and/or their derivatives. If the element is 
parametric, the shape functions are usually mapped from the user defined 
shape onto a parent shape for which all shape functions and integration 
intervals are easily determined. The mapping, shape functions, and 
intervals can be coded directly into element evaluation subroutines. 
Because the shape functions are readily available and a limited number 
of integration points is desirable, Gaussian quadratures are ideal 
numerical quadratures for the evaluation of element matrices. The 
discussion which follows will not attempt to consider mapping techniques. 
The reader is referred to Zienkiewicz (62), Currie (17), or numerous 
other books which discuss transformation techniques in detail.  
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Gaussian quadratures allow the user to evaluate the integral 
n 
I  p (x)f(x)dx =_z w^. f(Xj) (A-1) 
where a and b are the limits of integration, p(x) is a weighting func­
tion, f(x) is a polynomial, x.  is an integration point, w^ is the 
corresponding integration point weight, and n is the number of integra­
tion points. If f(x) is a polynomial of order 2n-l or less, this 
approximation of the integral will be exact. 
The n-point Gaussian quadrature for an integral from a to b and 
a weight function p(x) is established as follows: 
a. The orthogonal functions up to order n for the interval from a to 
b with the weight function p(x) must be determined. Two functions 
g^(x) and g^(x) are orthogonal with respect to p(x) over an 
interval from a to b if 
b. The integration points, x . ,  are determined by finding the roots 
o f  t h e  n t h  o r d e r  o r t h o g o n a l  p o l y n o m i a l ,  g  ( x ) .  
c. The weights, w^, are determined by evaluating the integral 
(A-2) 
where m f  n and 
(A-3) 
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rh n (x-x.) 
ifj  
Gaussian quadratures can be found in almost any book on numerical 
analysis. The most common Gaussian quadratures are shown in Table A-1. 
Many references will have tables for these quadratures of over 15 
integration points and weights specified to ten significant digits or 
more (10, 23). 
Table A-1. Gaussian quadratures 
Interval x 
P  U ;  
a_ b 
Gauss-Legendre -1 
Gauss-Laguerre 0 
Gauss-Chebyshev -1 
Gauss-Hermite 
-x 
.-x: 
Thus far, the discussion has only involved Gaussian quadratures of 
single-valued functions. The technique can also be applied to multi­
valued functions. Since the integrals discussed in this work are two-
dimensional, the example shown has two variables x and y although the 
method could easily be extended to three dimensions. The evaluation of 
an integral in x and y is in terms of a double sum 
/b/d 
/  /  p (x ) ô (y)g(x,y)dxdy =2 Sw.v .g(x.,y-) (A-5) 
Jajc i j  T J ^ ^ • 
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The remainder of this appendix will be concerned with the techniques 
used to evaluate the element mass matrices 
*i(x,y)4j(x,y)dydx (A-5) 
"i 
stiffness matrices 
K 
and force vector 
ff f^ %  J  I  (i>^(x,y)dxdy 
over the parent domain. The discussion will describe methods for 
obtaining the orthogonal functions, integration points, and weights 
for each element type. A brief discussion of the error associated with 
the quadrature for each element type is also included. 
Tl-»o H i I arl nDor'+annlo 
The parent shape for the 8-node rectangle is evaluated from -1 to 1 
in both the x and y directions as shown in Fig. 7-1. The shape function 
for the 8-node quadratic rectangle is of the form 
2 2 2 2 
* = + ôgX + a^y + a^xy + a^x + a^y 4 a^xy + agX y (A-8) 
where the a 's are constant. The derivatives of ç are of the form 
II = b^ + bgx + b^y + b^xy + b^y^ (A-9) 
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and 
^  + CgX + CsY + c^xy + (A-10) 
where the b's and c 's are constants. If Eq. (A-8) is substituted into 
Eq. (A-6), the mass matrix has the polynomial form 
=  j  I  ( d ^  +  d g X  +  d ^ y  +  . . . .  d ^ ^ x ^ y ^  +  
(A-11) 
d2ixV + d22x2y4)|j(x,y)|  dydx 
where the d's are constant. If Eqs. (A-9) and (A-10) are substituted 
into Eq. (A-7), the stiffness matrix has the polynomial form 
*1 1 
e^-xV + e,,xy^ + e^ .y^)/1 J(x,y) 1 dydx 
'13 J "14 =15 
where the e 's are constant. The force vector is 
A 
=  1 1  (Oi + QcX + g-,y + — i j  I g^ g  ^ + g^xy^ + 9gx2y)|J(x,y)|dydx 
^ V '  (A-13) 
where the g's are constant. 
For these integrals, the interval is from a = -1 to b = 1 and the 
weighting functions p(x) = 1 and ô(y) = 1. Thus Gauss-Legendre poly­
nomials may be used to evaluate the integral in both directions. The 
orthogonal polynomials for the interval [-1,1] with p(x) = 1 are the 
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Legendre polynomials, P^(x). The first few of these are 
(A-14) 
The program subroutine ELEM8 evaluates the element matrices for 
the 8-node quadratic rectangle. The subroutine uses a two point Gaussian 
quadrature. Thus, the integration points are the roots of PLfx). The 
integration points are = -l/ZS and = iy/3. The corresponding 
weights are determined by 
For two dimensions; the integration points and corresponding weights are 
shown in Table A-2. 
where i  j '  j .  The weight values are 
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Table A-2. Two point Gauss-Legendre quadrature 
in two dimensions 
Point No. k 
^k (wv)| 
1 -.577 -.577 1. 
2 -.577 +.577 1 _ 
3 4.577 -.577 1.'  
4 +.577 +.577 1. 
An indication of the accuracy of each possible term in the element 
matrices will be checked versus the exactly integrated value in Table A-3. 
As Table A-3 indicates, not all the terms in the general polynomial 
will be evaluated exactly by a two point Gaussian quadrature. If Eqs. 
(A-11), (A-12), and (A-13) are inspected closely, i t  becomes apparent 
that the force vector, which has terms no higher than term 8 in Table 
A-3, will be modeled exactly. However, both the stiffness and mass 
matrices may include terms 11 and 15 and the mass matrix may include 
terms 20 and 22. Thus,there will be some numerical error associated 
wiuii uric cvaiuauivu u i  ciic m a a a  atiu suiiincss i h q l i i  vca .  
The Bettess Infinite Element 
The parent shape for the five node Bettess infinite element is 
shown in Fig. 6-2. The element extends from zero to infinity in the 
X direction and zero to one in the y direction. The shape functions 
for the infinite element are of the form 
* = efi"^2*(a3 + à-^x){à5 + agy + àyy^) (A-15) 
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Table A-3. Accuracy of two point Gauss-Legendre quadrature 
Polynomial 
Term No. f(x,y) 
f i n  
/  I f(x,y)dydx 
J - V - l  
4 
5 (wv). f(x. ,y. ) 
k=l K K K 
1 1 4.0 4.0 
2 X 0 0 
3 y 0 0 
4 xy 0 0 
5 1.3333 1.3333 
6 / 1.3333 1.3333 
7 xy^ 0 0 
8 x^y 0 0 
9 x= 0 0 
10 y^ 0 0 
11 x" 0.80 0.44444 
12 x=y 0 0 
13 xV 0.4444 0.44444 
14 xy"^ 0 0. 
15 y^ 0.80 0.44444 
15 x^y 0 0 
17 x^y^ 0 0 
18 x'y'  0 0 
19 xy^ 0 0 
20 xV 0.26665 0.14815 
21 
00 
X 0  0 
22 xZy* 0.26666 0.14815 
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where ai and a2 are determined by the node spacing and user specified 
decay factor. This shape function can also be expressed as 
(j) = + a^xjfas + + a^y^) .  (A-15) 
The e^^ term is simply a constant and therefore can be ignored for the 
remainder of the discussion. The derivatives of <}) in the x and y 
directions are 
II = e"^2*(bi + b2x)(b3 + b^y + bgy^) (A-17) 
and 
= e-*2X(ci + C2X)(C3 + c^y) .  (A-18) 
If Eq, (A-15) is substituted into Eq. (A-5), the mass matrix integral 
has the polynomial form 
/ : /! ^ (A-19) 
M-- =1 I e °*(di + dzx + day + + disX^y*») l0(x,y) ] dydx 
" /o jo 
If Eqs. (A-17) and (A-18) are substituted into Eq. (A-7), the stiffness 
matrix integral has the polynomial form 
Ar (A-20) 
K ^ j  y  J  + ejX + ejy" + eis>;-y'*)/lJ(x,y) i dydx 
The force vector will have the integral polynomial form 
f^ E"9°*(gi + ggX + gay + g^xy + g^yZ (A-21) 
+ gGxy2)|J(x,y)I dydx 
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For these integrals, the interval in the x direction is zero to infinity 
and the weiyhting function iS P(X) = s .  In the y dirsction, the 
interval is zero to one and the weighting is ô(y) = 1. Thus in the x 
direction a version of the Gauss-Laguerre quadrature can be used. The 
orthogonal polynomials for the interval [0,™] and weight functions 
p(x) = e~^ are the Laguerre polynomials 
LJx) = 1 
L ^ (x)  =  -  X + 1 
(A-22) 
Lgfx) = x^ -  4x + 2 
L^(x) = (2n-x-l)L^_^(x) -  (n-1)^ gfx) ,  
The program subroutine ELMBET evaluates the element matrices for the 
Ro-H + occ al Thû c i iKv»ni if 4 no iicac a wariafinn at f ha f wn nninf 
Gauss-Laguerre quadrature in the x-directi on. For the Gauss-Laguerre 
(p(x) = e~^) quadrature, the integration points are the roots of Lgfx). 
Thus x^, Xg = 2 + /2. The corresponding weights are w^ = .853553 . . .  
and Wg -  .146447 . . . .  If the weight function is p(x) = e i t  can 
be determined using Eqs. (A.-2), (A-3), and (A-4) that the integration 
points are x- = x^/c and Xg = x^/c and the corresponding weights are 
w, = w^/c and Wg = w^/c. This allows the user the flexibility to easily 
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implement decay constant capability. 
In the y-directi on, the interval has changed to [0,1] and a three 
point Gauss-legendre polynomial is used. The y-positions of the integra­
tion points are y^ = 0.11270167, ~ 0.50, and y^ = 0.88729833. The 
corresponding weights are = .266655, Wg = .44444, and Wg = w^. The 
integration points for this two-dimensional quadrature are shown in 
Table A-4. 
Table A-4. Gauss quadrature for Bettess infinite elements 
Point k 
^k (wv)k 
1 2-/2" 
c 
0.11270157 0.227614/c 
2 2-/2" 
c 
0.5 0.379357/c 
3 2— C 0.88729833 0.227614/c 
4 2+/r 0.11270167 0.0390524/c 
5 2+/2" C 0.5 0.0650874/c 
6 24-/2" 
c 
0.88729833 0.0390524/c 
The accuracy of each possible term in the element matrices will be 
checked versus the e>act1y integrated values in Table A-5 for c = 1. 
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Table A-5. Accuracy of quadrature used for Bettess element 
Polynomial 
Term No. f ( x , y )  
f'co f  
e"*f(x,y)dydx i(wv),f(x. ,y. ) 
<=1 K ^ 
1 1 1.0 1.0 
2 X 1.0 1.0 
3 y 0.5 0.500 
4 x2 2.0 2.00 
5 xy 0.5 0.500 
6 y' 0.3333 0.3333 
7 x^y 1.0 1.0 
8 xy^ 0.3333 0.3333 
9 y' 0.25 0.250 
10 x'y' 0.6566 0.6665 
11 C
O
 
0.25 0.25 
12 0.20 0.20 
13 xV 0.50 0.50 
14 xy'' 0.20 0.20 
15 x^y' 0.40 0.40 
As Table A-5 indicates, all the terms in Eqs. (A-IS), (A-20), and 
(A-21) will be integrated exactly using the quadrature proposed here. 
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Radiation Element 
The parent shape for the radiation element is shown in Fig. 6-3. 
The element extends from 1 to 2 in the x direction and -1 to 1 in the 
y direction. The shape functions for evaluation of the element, as 
shown in Eq.(6-16), are of the form 
^ = ^(a^ + agX + a^y + a^xy + a^x^ + a^y^ + 
dyxfy + GgXyZ) .  
The derivatives in the x direction are of the form 
^ (a^ + a^y + 2agX + 2a^xy + agy^) 
3y 
_ I . 
x 
(A-23) 
= -gib, + bgX + bgy + . . . .  bgXy^) ^ (A-24) 
The partial derivatives in the y direction are of the form 
1 (d^ + dgX + d^y + d^x^ + j^xy) 
1 ('X V a. H 4. rl vv/ J- r) J. H fO_9K\ 
If Eq. (A-23) is substituted into Eq. (A-5), the mass matrix 
integral can be evaluated as follows 
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j  f l f - i  ? ''1 "i 'J  , i- "l * '2 '  * V * •••• 
/y:; Z f l n  2  " 3  2  3  -» (e,x + e,%~ + e-x y + e.x y + 
l J - 1  ^  ^  ^  
GggX^yZ + eg^x^yS + e22xV)lJ(x,y)|  dydx (A-26) 
If Eqs. (A-24) and (A-25) are substituted into Eq. (A-7), the stiffness 
matrix will have the form 
"^ij "  J T I ,  "4 ^^1 ^ V •*• V V * 
+ fggxZy* + (A-27) 
fggX^ + fg^x^ + fggX^y)/]J(x,y)1 dydx 
The force vector terms will have the integral polynomial form 
*•0 r  1 
° j  J.I X (9l * 92* + 93)- + g^xy + + 
+ gyX^y + ggXy^^|J(x,y)|  dydx 
f 2 / l j  3  n  n  4  5  
= J J -4 (a^x + SgX + ggX-y + g^x y + g^x + 
^ -^-1 X 
ggX^yZ + g^xfy + ggx4y2)]j(x,y)|  dydx (A-28) 
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An of the matrix terms have been manipulated so that p(x) = 1/x^ 
and s{y) = 1. Thus, a Gauss-Legendre quadrature can be used to evaluate 
the integral in the y direction^ However, there is no appropriate Gauss 
quadrature for the form p(x) = 1/x^ and interval on x of [1,2] in the 
literature. Thus, a Gauss quadrature was derived using Eqs. (A-2), (A-3), 
and (A-4). 
To determine the appropriate quadrature, i t  was first necessary to 
determine the appropriate orthogonal functions. The quadrature used will 
be a three point quadrature. This quadrature will model first through 
fifth order terms exactly. The sixth order terms in the x direction will 
be treated with approximately the same accuracy as the fourth order terms 
in the y direction. While the quadrature is not exact, the resultant 
errors should be small.  
If a three point scheme is desired, i t  is necessary to have a third 
order orthogonal polynomial. Using Eqs. (A-2) and (A-3), the following 
orthogonal polynomials were determined 
G q(x) = 1 
G^fx) = X -  9/7 
Ggtx) = x^ -  2.815242X + 1,9065959 
Ggfx) = x^ -  4.3233749x2 + 6.Û83029X -  2.7850797 
The locations of the integration points were found by finding the 
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roots of Gg{x). The three integration points are 
= 1.07711224 
Xg -  1.4020791663 
x_ = 1.844183494 .  
The corresponding weights are found by substituting these results 
into Eq. {A-4). The weights are 
w^ = .14767534 
Wg = .11221182 
W3 = .03177951 
The quadrature used to evaluate the radiation element incorporates 
a six point Gaussian technique. The x and y locations and corresponding 
weights for each of the six points are listed in Table A-6. The accuracy 
of each possible term in the element matrix integrals of Eqs. (A-26). 
(A-27), and (A-28) are compared to the exactly integrated values in 
Table A-7. 
The results for the x® terms are better than expected as shown in 
terms 21, 26, and 30 in Table A-7. However, the y'^ terms do have sig­
nificant error as shown in terms 15. 20. 25. and 29. Thus, there will 
be some numerical error in the mass and stiffness matrices of the 
radiation element but no error in the force vector. 
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Table A-6. Gauss quadrature for the radiation element 
Point k (wv)|^ 
1 1.1320633 - i ] / r  .14767534 
2 1.1320633 - i / / r  .14767534 
3 1.4020791663 -iy/3" .11221182 
4 1.4020791653 - l / y 3 ~  .11221182 
5 1.8442932 -iy/3~ .03175699 
6 1.8442932 -17/3" .03175699 
Table A-7. Accuracy of quadrature used to evaluate radiation elements 
Tem°No!"' f(x,y) ^t(x,y)dydx 
1 1 0.583333 0.583333 
2 x 0.75 0.75 
3 y 0. 0.0 
4 x" 1.0 1.0 
5 xy 0.0 0.0 
6 y^ 0.1944444 0.194444 
7 x3 1.3862944 1,386295 
8 x-y 0. 0.0 
9 xy^ 0.25 0.25 
10 y^ 0. 0.0 
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Table A-7 Continued. 
Polynomial 
Term No. f(x,y) (x,y)dydx 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
x^y 
xV 
xy 
4 
x^y 
xV 
xy 
.6 
à ? 
xV 
xV 
xS 
xlv3 
xV 
x«/ 
xV 
x^^ 
2. 
0.0 
0.333333 
0.0 
0.1166665 
3.0 
0 .0  
0.46209812 
0 . 0  
0.15 
4.66666 
0.0  
0.66666 
0 . 0  
0 . 2 0  
0 . 0  
1.0 
0.0 
0.27725887 
1.555555 
0 . 0  
0.40 
2 .  
0.0  
0.33333 
0 . 0  
0.064814813 
3.0 
0.0 
0.4620982 
0 .0  
0.083333 
4.666492 
0.0 
0:666666 
0.0 
o.iiiiiT 
0.0 
1 .0  
0.0 
0.1540327 
1.555497 
0. 
0.222222 
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APPENDIX B. THE PROGRAM 
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//D452RJB JOB 14352,BOBB 
/"KEY BB 
//SI EXEC FORTGC 
//FORT.SYSLIN DD DSN=R.14352.DCTIBJ, 
// UNIT=DISK,VOL=SER=UCC001,SPACE=^(1920,(10,10)), 
// DISP=(NEW,KEEP),DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=].920,BUFNO=1) 
//FORT.SYSIN DD * 
DIMENSION NNL(8),XL(2,8),X(100,2),IVK(10),NDOF(100) 
REALMS 8(100,100),P(100,100),F(100) 
REALMS SE(20,20),PE(20,2C),FE(20) 
REAL*8 VK1(100,100),WK2(100),CE(2,2) 
DIMENSION N0DEQ(65,8),C0NQ(65),TKQ(65),FLQ(65) 
DIMENSION NODEB(25,8),CONB(25),TKB(25),FLB(25) 
DIMENSION N0DET(25,5),C0NT(25),TKT(25),FLT(25),SF(25) 
DIMENSION ALPKA(IO),NODES(20) 
COMMON SG(6),TG(6),SHP(4,8),XS(2,2),SX(2,2),W(6) 
REALMS WK3(250),WK4(250),WK5(250),EVAL(10),EVEC(100,10) 
REAL*8 WK6(100),WK7(100),WK8(100),WK9(100),WK10(100) 
DOUBLE PRECISION PSUM,DSUM 
C 
C VARIABLE LIST 
C 
C IAN: ANALYSIS TYPE 
C 1 - GENERATE SUPERELEMENTS 
C 2 - POTENTIAL FLOW 
C 3 - REAL EIGENPROBLEM (HARD WALL CASE ET. AL.) 
C 4 - COMPLEX FREQ. RESPONSE (DISSAPATIVE B.C.'S) 
C IAX: 0 FOR 2-D ; 1 FOR AXI-SYMMETRIC 
C NNODE: NUMBER OF NODES 
C NELEM8: NUMBER OF QUADRADIC SERENDIPITY ELEMENTS 
C NBEL: NUMBER OF SOURCE-LIKE ELEMENTS 
C NBET: NUMBER OF BETTESS INFINITE ELEMENTS 
C -NSUP: NUMBER OF SUPERELEMENTS 
C NGUY: NUMBER OF MASTER DOF FOR GUYAN REDUCTION 
C X(J,1); X- OR R- COORDINATE 
C X(J,2): Y- OR Z- COORDINATE 
C NODE_(K,J): NODE CONNECTIVITY FOR THE K-TH ELEMENT 
C CON_(K): CONDUCTIVITY OF THE K-TH ELEMENT 
C TK_(K): TIME CONSTANT OF THE K-TH,ELEMENT 
C FL_(K): EXTERNAL FORCES ON THE K-TH ELEMENT 
C F(I): FORCE VECTOR 
C SE:PE:FE;CE: LOCAL MATRICES 
C S(I,J): STIFFNESS ( OR PSEUDO POTENTIAL ENERGY ) MATRIX 
C P(I,J): MASS ( OR PSEUDO KINETIC ENERGY ) MATRIX . 
10 FORMAT(6I5) 
11 FORMAT(I5,2F10.0) 
12 FORMAT(9I5,3F5.0) 
13 FORMAT(6I5,4F5.0) 
14 FORMAT(I5,3F5.0,10A4) 
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15 F0RMAT(10I5) 
16 F0RMAT(5D16.8) 
100 FORMAT(1H1,/.20X,'FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS',/, 
1 20X,'DUCT ACOUSTIC PROBLEMS',/, 
2 20X,'ROBERT J. BERNHARD',/, 
3 20X,'I0VA STATE UNIVERSITY'//) 
101 FORMAT(12X,'IAN',7X,'IAX',6X,'I0UT',/,5X,3I10) 
102 F0RMAT(//,11X,'NNODE NELEM8 NBEL NBET 
1 ' NSUP NGUY',/,6X,6I10) 
103 FORMAT(//,17X,'NODE X-COORD Y-COORD') 
104 FORMAT(16X,I5,2F10.4) 
105 FORMATCIHI,//, 6X,'8-N0DE ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY AND ELEME' 
1 ,'NT PROPERTIES',/, 6X,'ELEM',8(5X,'NODEQ'),4X, 
2 'CON(J)',5X,'TK(J)',5X,'FL(J)') 
106 FORMAT( 9I10,3F10.3) 
107 FORMATCIHI,1IX,'BOUNDARY ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY AND ELEMENT' 
1 PROPERTIES',/,llX,'ELEM',5(5X,'N0DEB'),4X,'C0N(J)', 
2 5X,'TK(J)',5X,'FL(J)',/) 
108 FORMAT( 6X,6I10,4F10.3) 
109 F0RMAT(lKi,77,ilX>'SUPERELEMENT NO.',15,5X,10A4) 
110 FORMAT(1IX,'NUMBER OF NODES =',15,/,16X,'STIFFNESS MULT' 
1 ,'IPLIER = ',F10.3,/,16X,'MASS MULTIPLIER =',F10.3, 
2 /,16X,'FORCE MULTIPLIER',FIG.3) 
111 FORMAT(1IX,'ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY',lOX,1017) 
112 FORMAT(/,1IX,'STIFFNESS SUBMATRIX') 
113 FORMAT(/,1IX,'MASS SUBMATRIX') 
114 F0RMAT(/,1IX,'FORCE SUBVECTOR') 
115 FORMAT(1H1,//,10X,'THE INDEPENDENT GUYAN DOF ARE LOCATED AT' 
1,' THE FOLLOWING NODES :') 
116 F0RMAT(10X,10I10) 
125 F0RMAT(/,10X,'ROW',15) 
126 F0RMAT(1X,1P5D16.8) 
i.T-DTTT njivj. ajj \ j 
DO 200 1=1,100 
F(I)=0.0 
DO 200 J=l,100 
S(I,J)=0.0 
200 P(I,J)=O.C 
C 
C READ IN ALL INPUT DATA AND ECHO CHECK 
C 
READ(5,10)IAN,IAX,IOUT 
\.RDRT'C F C TAINTAVT TAV TRTIRR AWa. J , x , xwvj i. 
READ(5,10)NNODE,NELEM8,NBEL,NBET,NSUP,NGUY 
WRITE(6,102)NNODE,NELEM8,NBEL,NBET,NSUP,NGUY 
C 
C READ NODE LOCATIONS 
C 
DO 201 1=1,NNODE 
201 READ(5,11)J,X(J,1),X(J,2) 
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WRITE(6.103) 
VRITE(6,104)(I,X(I,1),X(I,2),I=1,NN0DE) 
IF(KELEM8.EQ.0)G0 TO 240 
C 
C READ QUADRATIC RECTANGLE INPUT 
C 
DO 203 I=1,NELEM8 
203 READ(5,12)K,(NODEQ(K,J),J=1,8),CONQ(K),TKQ(K) ,FLQ(K) 
WRITE(6,105) 
raiTE(6,106)(I,(NODEQ(I,J),J=l,8),CONQ(I),TKQ(I),FLQ(I),I=l, 
1NELEM8) 
240 IFCNBEL .EQ.O)GO TO 202 
C 
C READ RADIATION ELEMENT INPUT 
C 
DO 241 I=1,NBEL 
241 READ(5,12)K,(N0DEB(K,J),J=1,8),C0NB(K),TKB(K),FLB(K) 
WRITE(6,245) 
raiTE (Ô, 1 Oô ) ( I, (NODES ( I, J) . J=1, S) , CGN3 (I ) , "tCB ( I ),FLB (I ), 1=1, 
INBEL ) 
245 FORMATdHl,//, 6X,'SOURCE ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY AND ELEME' 
1 ,'NT PROPERTIES',/, 6X,'ELEM',8(5X,'NODEB'),4X, 
2 'CON(J)',5X,'TK(J)',5X,'FL(J)') 
202 IF(NBET.£Q.O)GO TO 205 
C 
C READ BETTESS ELEMENT INPUT 
C — 
DO 204 I=1,NBET 
204 READ(5,13)K,(N0DET(K,J),J=1,5),CONT(K),TKT(K), 
1FLT(K),SF(K) 
WRITE(6,107) 
nn 010 T —1 MDTT» 
^ U. V X—X,lSUJ_.X 
219 W3ITE(6,108)I,(NODET(I,J),j=l,5),CONT(I), 
1TKT(I),FLT(I),SF(I) 
205 IF(NSU?.EQ.G)GO TO 209 
DO 207 I=1,NSUP 
READ(5,14)K,SXM,PX,FX,(ALPHA(J),J=1,10) 
IF(SXM.EQ.0.)SXM=1. 
IF(PX.EQ.0.)?X=1. 
ÎF(FX.EQ.0.)FX=1. 
READ(5,15)(N0DES(J),J=l,K) 
n  
c READ SUPERELEMENT INPUT 
C 
DO 233 J=l,K 
233 READ(5,16)(SE(J,L),L=l.K) 
DO 234 J=1,K 
234 READ(5,16)(PE(J,L),L=1,K) 
DO 235 J=1,K 
235 READ(5,16)FE(J) 
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WRITE(6,109)I,(ALPHA(J),J=1,10) 
WRITE(6,110)K,SXM,PX,FX 
V,T^ITE (6,111 ) (NODES CJ) , J=1,K) 
VRITE(6,112) 
DO 230 J=1,K 
WRITE(6,125)J 
230 raiTE(6,126)(SE(J,L),L=l,K) 
WRITE(6,113) 
DO 231 J=1,K 
WRITE(6,125)J 
231 WRITE(6,126)(PE(J,L),L=1,K) 
WRITE(6,114) 
232 WRITE(6,126)(FE(J),J=1,K) 
C 
C INSERT SUPERELEMENT MATRICES INTO GLOBAL MATRICES 
C 
DO 208 J=1,K 
F(NODES(J))=F(NODES(J))+FE(J)*FX 
DO 208 L=1,K 
JJ=NCDES(J) 
LL=NODES(L) 
S ( JJ, LL)=S ( JJ, LL)+SE ( J, L)---SXM 
208 P(JJ,LL)=P(JJ,LL)+PE(J,L)*PX 
207 CObrriNUE 
209 IF(NELEM8.EQ.O)GO TO 250 
C 
C EVALUATE QUADRATIC ELEMENTS 
C 
DO 211 M=1,NELEM8 
DO 212 1=1,8 
IF(NODEQ(M,I).EQ.O)GO TO 212 
N"PE=I 
OlO rnvrrTKTTTD 
DO 213 1=1,NPE 
NNL(I)=NODEQCM,I) 
XL(i,I)=0. 
XL(2,I)=0. 
IF(NNL(I)-EQ.C)GO TO 213 
XL(1,I)=X(NNL(I),1) 
XL(2,I)=X(NXL(I),2) 
213 CONTINUE "i 
CALL ELEM8(SE,PE,FE,NPE,XL,IAX,NNL) 
nn 0 1/. T = i Mur 
II=NNL(I) 
F(II)=F(II)-FE(I)*FLQ(M) 
DO 214 J=1,NPE 
JJ=NNL(J) 
IF(II.EQ.O.OR.JJ.EQ.Q)GOTO 214 
S(II,JJ)=S(II,JJ)+SE(I,J)^CONQ(M) 
P(II,JJ)=P(II,JJ)+PE(I,J)*TXQ(M) 
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214 
211 
250 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
IF(NBEL .EQ.O)GO TO 210 
C 
C 
C 
EVALUATE RADIATION ELEMENTS 
DO 251 M=1,NBEL 
DO 252 1=1,8 
IF(NODEB(M,I).EQ.O)GO TO 252 
NPE=I 
252 CONTINUE 
DO 253 1=1,NPE 
NNL(I)=NODEB(M,I) 
XL(1,I)=0. 
XL(2,I)=0. 
IF(NNL(I).EQ.O)GO TO 253 
XLC1,I)=X(NNL(I),1) 
XL(2,I)=X(NNL(I),2) 
253 CONTINUE 
CALL ELEMR4(SE,PE,FE,XL,IAX,NNL) 
IFCIAN.EQ.3.)CALL PLUMP(PE,NPE) 
256 CONTINUE 
DO 254 1=1,NPE 
II=NNL(I) 
F(II)=F(II)-FE(I)*FLB(M) 
DO 254 J=1,NPE 
JJ=NNL(J) 
IF(II.EQ.O.OR.JJ.EQ.O)GOTO 254 
S(II,JJ)=S(II,JJ)+SE(I,J)*COKB(M) 
P(II,JJ)=P(II,JJ)+PE(I,J)*TKB(M) 
254 CONTINUE 
251 CONTINUE 
2)0 TF(nBET.EQ.O}GO TO 220 
DO 261 M=1,NBET 
DO 263 1=1,5 
NNL(I)=NODET(M,I) 
XL(1,I)=0. 
XL(2,I)=0. 
IF(NNL(I).EQ.O)GO TO 263 
XL( 1,1)=X(i\NLCI) , 1 ) 
XL(2,I)=X(NNL(I),2) 
263 CONTINUE 
CALL ELMBET(SE,PE,F£,XL,IAX,NNL,SF(M)) 
IF(IAN.EQ.3.)CALL PLUMP(PE,5) 
DO 264 1=1,5 
II=NNL(I) 
IF(II.EQ.O)GOTO 264 
C 
C 
C 
EVALUATE BETTESS ELEMENTS 
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F(II)=F(II)-FE(I)*FLT(M) 
DO 264 J=l,5 
JJ=NNL(J) 
IF(II.EQ.O.OR.JJ.EQ.O)GOTO 264 
S(II,JJ)=S(II,JJ)+SE(I,J)^CONT(M) 
P(II,JJ)=P(II,JJ)+PE(I,J)*TKT(M) 
264 CONTINUE 
261 CONTINUE 
C 
C BOUNDARY CONDITION INPUT 
C 
220 READ(5,10)NDBC,NNBC 
C 
C READ AND INPUT THE CAUCKY BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
C 
IF(NNBC.EQ.O)GO TO 320 
WRITE(6,321) 
WRITE(6,322) 
WRITE(6,323) 
321 FORMAT(1H1,/,20X,'NATURAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS') 
322 FORMAT(2OX,'DU/DX = Al-U + A2') 
323 FORMAT(15X,'NODEl',5X,'N0DE2',11X,'Al',SX,'A2',/) 
DO 324 I=1,NNBC 
READ(5,325)N1,N2,A1,A2 
VKITE(6,326)N1,N2,A1,A2 
CALL BCN(X,CE,FE,N1,N2,IAX) 
S(N1,N1)=S(N1,N1)-A1*CE(1,1) 
S(N1,N2)=S(N1,N2)-A1*CE(1,2) 
S(N2,N1)=S(N2,N1)-A1*CE(2,1) 
S(N2,N2)=S(N2,N2)-A1*CE(2,2) 
F(N1)=F(N1)+A2*FE(1) 
F(N2)=F(N2)+A2*FE(2) 
324 CONTINUE 
325 F0RMAT(2I5,2F10.0) 
326 F0RMAT(15X,2(I5,5X),2F10.2) 
320 IF (NDBC.EQ. 0)G0 TO 330 
Q 
C READ AND INPUT DIRICHLET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
C 
WRITE(6,312) 
DO 310 I=1,NDBC 
READ(5,311)N,DBG 
WRITE(6,313)N,DBC 
310 CALL DIRCH(S,P,F,N,DBC,NNODE) 
311 FORMAT(I5,F10.0) 
312 FORMAT(1H1,/,20X,'DIRICHLET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS',//, 
1 15X,'NODE',1GX,'VALUE',/) 
313 r0RMAT(15X,I5,5X,F10.2) 
330 CONTINUE 
NN=NNODZ 
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IF(NGUY.EQ.O)GO TO 415 
C 
C READ INDEPENDENT GUYAN DOP'S 
C 
READ(5,15)(NDOF(I),1=1,NGUY) 
WRITE(6,115) 
mTE(6,116) (NDOF(I),1=1,NGUY) 
CALL REORDCNDOF,NNODE,NGUY) 
WRITE(6,401)NGUY 
401 FORMAT(1OX,'NODE REORDERING SCHEME',//,lOX, 
1 'THE FIRST',16,' NODES ARE THE INDEPENDENT NODES', 
2 //,15X,'D0F',3X,'N0DE NO.',/) 
DO 402 1=1,NNODE 
402 VRITE(6,403)1,NDOF(I) 
403 FORMAT(lOX,2110) 
CALL PARTNM(S,WK1,ND0F,NGUY,NNODE) 
CALL PARTV(F,VK2,ND0F,NGUY,NNODE) 
IF ( IA.N. . 2) CALL PARTNM (P,WKl, NDOF, NGUY, NNODE) 
CALL GUYANCP,S,F,NGUY,NNODE,WK1,WK2,IAN) 
NN=NGUY 
WRITE(6,414) 
414 FORMAT(IH1,1IX,'NEWLY GENERATED SUPERELEMENTS',/) 
415 IF(IOUT.EQ.O)GO TO 500 
IF(NGUY .EQ.0)WRITE(6,416) 
416 FORMAT(1H1,10X,'FINITE ELEMENT MATRICES',/) 
WRITE(6,112) 
C 
C PRINT MATRICES IF I0UT=1 
C 
DO 411 J=1,NN 
411 •rfRITE(6,126)(S(J,L),L=l,NN) 
VRITE(6,113) 
f m T m VT\T UU o— 
412 WRITE(6,126)(P(J,L),L=1,NN) 
WRITE(6,114) 
DO 413 J=1,KN 
413 WRITE(6,126)F(J) 
500 GOTO (999,501,600,700),IAN 
501 CONTINUE 
C 
C SOL\^ POISSON'S EQUATION 
C 
DO 589 1=1,NN 
DO 589 J=1,NN 
589 WK1(I,J)=S(I,J) 
CALL LEQTIFCWKI,1,NN,100,F,IDG,WK3,1ER) 
IF (N"N.EQ.NNODE)GOTO 502 
CALL TRANS(S,F,NNODE,NGUY,NDOF,WK9) 
502 WRITE(6,505) 
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DO 503 I=1,NN0DE 
503 WRITE(6,504)I,WK2(I) 
505 FORMATIX,'SOLUTION VECTOR',/, lOX,'NODE' 
1 ,5X,'PRESSURE') 
504 F0RMAT(9X,I5,5X,1PE13.5) 
STOP 
600 CONTINUE 
C 
C SOLVE EIGENVALUE PROBLEM 
C 
CALL REDUC(100,NN,S,P,VX2,IERR) 
C EISPAC SUBROUTINES 
IF(IERR.NE.O)GOTO 699 
CALL TRED1(100,NN,S,WK3,WK4,WK5) 
EPSI=0. 
READ(5,601)FL,FU 
CALL BI SECT (K'N, EPS I, WK3, VK4, WK5 , FL, FU, 10, M, EVAL, I UK, 
1 IERR,VK10,VK6) 
IF(IERR.NE.O)GO TO 699 
601 FORMAT(2F10.0) 
CALL TINVITClOO,NN,V,T(3,VK4,WK5,M,EVAL, IWK,EVEC, lERR, 
1 k'K10,WK6,WK7,WK8,k%9) 
IF(IERR.NE.O)GOTO 699 
CALL TRBAK1(100,NN,S,WK4,M,EVEC) 
CALL REBAKC100,NN,P,WK2,M,EVEC) 
IF (NGUY.EQ.O)GOTO 604 
DO 602 1=1,M 
DO 603 J=1,NN 
603 WK2(J)=EVEC(J,I) 
CALL TRANS(S,VK2,NNODE,NGUY,NDOF,WX9) 
DO 605 J=l,NNODE 
605 EVEC(J,I)=WK2(J) 
V VZ. i IINUH# 
604 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,610) 
610 FORMAT(1H1,10X,'EIGEKVALUE ANALYSIS',/) 
WRITE(6,611) 
611 FORMAT(//,1CX,'NATURAL FREQUENCIES',/,IIX, 
1 'MODE W**2 FREQ(HZ)',/) 
DO 608 1=1,M 
FREQ=DSQRT(EVALCI))/2./3.14159 
608 WRITE(6,609)1.EVAL(I).FREO 
609 FORMAT(10X,I5,5X,2G1?.5) 
WRITE(6,615) 
WRITE(6,616)(I,I=1,M) 
615 FORMAT(//,15X,'EIGENVECTORS') 
616 F0RMAT(/,6X,'NODE',4X,10('MODE',I2,6X)) 
DO 606 1=1,NNODE 
606 WRITE(6,607)I,(EVEC(I,J),J=1,M) 
607 FORMAT(5X,I5,1P10212.4) 
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699 
698 
700 
STOP 
VRITE(6,698)IERR 
F0RMAT(10X,'1ERR=',15) 
STOP 
CONTINUE 
C 
G 
C 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE ANALYSIS 
READ(5,10)NF,NZ,NI 
VRITE(6,712)NF,NZ,NI 
712 F0RMAT(1H1,10X,'FREQUENCY RESPONSE - HARD OR SOFT WALL B.C.S', 
1//,' NO. OF INPUT FREQS.',15,/,' NO. OF ADMITTANCE B.C.S',15,/ 
2,' NO. OF INPUTS',15) 
D0720 1=1,NF 
READ(5,711)FF 
WRITE(6,710)FF 
WP=FF*2."3.14159 
DO 730 J=1,NN 
JJ=NN+J 
WK3(J)=F(J) 
WK3(JJ)=0. 
DO 730 K=1,NN 
KK=K+NN 
WK1(J,KK)=0. 
WK1(J,K)=S(J,K)-P(J,K)*WP**2 
WK1(JJ,K)=0. 
730 WKl(JJ,KK)=S(J,K)-P(J,K)*WP**2 
WRITE(6,721) 
WRITE(6,722) 
WRITE(6,723) 
IF (NZ.EQ.O)GO TO 782 
DO 740 J=1,NZ 
WRITE(6,326)N1,N2,A1,A2 
IF(NGUY.NE.O)CALL NFIND(N1,N2,NN,NDOF) 
CALL BCN(X,CE,FE,N1,N2,IAX) 
N1N=N1+NN 
N2N=N2+NN 
WK1(N1,N1)=WK1(N1,N1)-A2*CE(1,1)*WP 
WKl(N1,N1N)=WK1(N1,N1N)-A1*CE(1,1)*WP 
WKl(NIN,N1)=WK1(NIN,kl)+Al*CE(1,1)*WP 
WK1(NIN,NIN)=WK1(NIN,NIN)-A2*CE(1,1)*WP 
WKl(N1,N2)=WK1(N1,N2)-A2-CE(1,2)*WP 
WKl(N1,N2N)=WK1(N1,N2N)-A1*CE(1,2)*WP 
WK 1 (N IN, N2 )=WK 1 ( N IN, N2 ) +A1-" CE ( 1,2 ) *WP 
WKl(NIN,N2N)=WK1(N1N,N2N)-A2*CE(1,2)*WP 
WK 1 (N2, N1 ) =WK1 (N2, N1 ) - A2^CE ( 2,1 ) -•• WP 
WKl(N2,N1N)=WK1(N2,N1N)-A1*CE(2,1)*WP 
WK 1 (N2N, N1 ) =UTC1 ( N2N, N1 ) +A1 " CE ( 2,1 ) *WP 
WKl(N2N,N1N)=WK1(N2N,N1N)-A2*CE(2,1)*WP 
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WK1(N2,N2)=WK1(N2,N2)-A2*CE(2,2)*WP 
WK1(N2,N2N)=WK1(N2,N2N)-A1*CE(2,2)*WP 
WK1(N2N,N2)=WK1(N2N,N2)+A1*CE(2,2)*WP 
740 WKl (N2N ,N2N)=ViTCl (N2N, N2N) -A2*CE(2,2)*WP 
782 IF(NI.EQ.O)GO TO 783 
raiTE(6,724) 
READ(5,10)ITYP 
IF(ITYP.EQ.1)G0 TO 751 
WRITE(6,725) 
DO 750J=1,NI 
READ(5,311)N,DBC 
WRITE(6,726)N,DBC 
IF(NGUY.NE.0)CALL NFIND(N,N,NN,NDOF) 
NNN=NN+N 
CALL PINPUT(WK1,WK3,N,DBC,2"NN) 
DBC=0. 
750 CALL PINPUT(WK1,WK3,NNN,DBC,2'-NN) 
GO TO 752 
751 kTlITE(6,727) 
- DO 753 J=1,NI 
READ(5,325)N1,N2,A1,A2 
VRITE(6,326)N1,N2,A1 
IF(NGUY.NE.0)CALL NFIND(N1,N2,NN,NDOF) 
CALL BCN(X,CE,FE,N1,N2,IAX) 
N1N=NN+N1 
N2N=NN+N2 
_ WK3(NIN)=VK3(NIN)+FE(1)*A1*WP 
753 WK3(N2N) =U'K3 ( N2N )+FE(2) - A 1"WP 
752 CONTINUE 
783 . IDG=0 
CALL LEQTIF(WKl,1,NN*2,100,WK3,IDG,WK4,1ER) 
WRITE(6,729) 
r > r \  T—•» XTVT J-» W F V «»;— 
JJ=NN+J 
760 VK5(J)=WK3(JJ) 
iF(NGUY.EQ.O)GO TO 761 
CALL TRANS(S,WK3,NNODE,NGUY,NDOF,WK3) 
CALL • TRANS(S,VX5,NNODE,NGUY,NDOF,WK3) 
761 DO 762 J=l,NNODE 
762 WRITE(6,728)J,WK3(J),WK5(J) 
720 CONTINUE 
STOP 
721 FORMAT(//,20X,'IMPEDANCE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS') 
722 FORMAT(20X,'RHOO*C/Z = A1+ J-'-A2 ' ) 
723 F0RNAT(15X,'N0DE1',5X,'N0DE2',11X,'A1',8X,'A2',/) 
724 FORMAT(//,10X,'THE HARMONIC INPUTS') 
725 FORMAT(//,20X,'PRESSURE INPUTS',//,21X,'NODE',7X, 
1'PRESSURE') 
726 FORMAT(20X,I5,5X,F10.2) 
727 FORMAT(//,20X,'VELOCITY INPUTS',/,15X,'NODEl',5X, 
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l'N0DE2',11X,'UO') 
728 F0RMAT(20X,I5,2F10.4) 
729 FORMAT(//,20X,'ACOUSTIC PRESSURE RESPONSES',/,21X, 
1'NODE',10X,'PRESSURE',/,30X,'REAL',6X,'IMAG',/) 
711 FORMAT(FIO.O) 
710 F0RMAT(1K1,10X,'TnE PRESSURE RESPONSE AT',F15.4,'HZ') 
999 STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE PARTNM(S,WK1,NDOF,NG,NN) 
REALMS S(100,100),WK1(100,100) 
DIMENSION NDOF(IOO) 
C 
C PARTITION S MATRIX WITH GUYAN INDEPENDENT DOF IN 
C UPPER PARTITIONS AND DEPENDENT DOF IN LOWER PARTITIONS 
C 
DO 10 1=1,NN 
DO 10 J=1,NN 
10 WK1(I,J)=S(ND0F(I),ND0F(J)) 
DO 11 1=1,NN 
DO 11 J=1,NN 
11 S(I,J)=WK1(I,J) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PARTV(S,WK2,NDOF,NG,NN) 
REALMS S(100),WK2(100) 
DIMENSION NDOF(IOO) 
C 
C PARTITION VECTOR S WITH INDEPENDENT DOF ON TOP 
C 
DO 10 1=1,NN 
WK2(I)=S(ND0F(I)) 
10 CONTINUE 
R\/-V 4 T _ ^ VTVL U\J i JL ±—1 , 
11 S(I)=WK2(I) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE REORD(NT)OF,NN,NG) 
DIMENSION NDOF(iOO) 
C 
C ESTABLISH THE NODE REORDERING VECTOR 
C 
J=NG 
T%R-\ N T—.-N VT\T iJU X J.—J. , 
N=0 
2 N=N+1 
IF(N.GT.NG)GO TO 3 
IF(NDOF(N).EQ.I)GO TO 1 
GO TO 2 
3 J=J+1 
NDOF(J)=I 
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CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE TRANS(S,U,NN,NG,NDOF,V.TC2) 
REAL*8 U(IOQ) ,VJK2(100) ,S(100,100) 
DIMENSION NDOF(IOO) 
CALCULATE THE DEPENDENT DOF AND REORDER 
DO 5 1=1,NN 
WK2(I)=0.0 
ND=NN-NG 
DO 4 1=1,ND 
II=I+NG 
DO 4 J=1,ND 
JJ=J+NG 
WK2(II)=WK2(II)+S(II,JJ)*U(JJ) 
DO 1 1=1,ND 
II=I+NG 
DO 1 J=1,NG 
WK2(II)=WK2(II)-S(II,J)^U(J) 
DO 2 1=1,NG 
WK2(I)=U(I) 
DO 3 1=1,NN 
U(KD0F(I))=WK2(I) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE NFIND(N,M,NN,NDOF) 
SUBROUTINE USED TO DETERMINE NODES TO WHICH 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS SHOULD BE APPLIED WHEN 
GUYAN REDUCTION IS USED WITH FREQUENCY ANALYSIS 
DIMENSION NDOF(IOO) 
DO 1 1=1,NN 
IF (NT)OF(I) .EQ.N) GO TO 2 
1 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,100)N 
RETURN 
10 0 FORMAT(1OX,'NODE',110,'IS NOT AN INDEPENDENT DOF') 
2 N=I 
DO 3 1=1,NN 
IF (NDOF(I).EQ. M)GO TO 4 
3 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,100)M 
RETURN 
4 M=I 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE BCN(X,CE,FE,ND1,ND2,IAXI) 
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DIMENSION X(100,2).CE(2,2),FE(8) 
DOUBLE PRECISION CE.FE 
SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE MATRICES TO ACCOUNT 
FOR NATURAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
DO 2 N=l,2 
FE(N)=0.0 
DO 2 K=l,2 
CE(N,K)=0.0 
DL=SQRT((X(ND2,1)-X(ND1,1))**2+(X(ND2,2)-X(ND1,2))**2) 
XINT=SQRT(3.)/3. 
XBAR=(X(ND2,1)+X(ND1,1))/2. 
XDEL= (X (ND2,1 )-X (NT) 1,1 ) )/2. 
DO 1 1=1,2 
RR=1. 
IF(IAXI.EQ. 1 )RR=6.28319*(XBAR+XINT^XDEL*(-1 
XI=XINT*(-1)**I 
CE(1,1)=CE(1,1)+RR*(l+XI)**2*DL/8. 
CE(2,2)=CE(2,2)+RR-DL*(1-XI)**2/8. 
CE(l,2)=CE(l,2)+Ra*DL*(l-XI**2)/8. 
FE ( 1)=FE ( D+RR^-^DL* ( 1+XI ) /4. 
FE(2)=FE(2)+RR*DL*(1-XI)/4. 
CE(2,1)=CE(1,2) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE_GUYAN(P,S,F,NG,NN,WKl,WK2,IAN) 
REALMS P(100,100),S(100,100),FC100),WK1(100,100),WK2(100) 
DOUBLE PRECISION D,D2 
THIS SUBROUTINE USES GUTAN REDUCTION TO COMPUTE A 
SMALLER EQUIVALENT MASS, STIFFNESS, AND FORCE 
MATRICES WHICH ARE REINSERTED INTO THE UPPER LEFT 
PARTITIONS OF THESE MATRICES 
ND=NN-N8 
DO 1 1=1,ND 
II=I+NG 
DO 1 J=1,ND 
JJ=J-i-NG 
VK1(I,J)=SCII,JJ) 
IN'.'ERT LOWER RIGHT PARTITION OF S AND PUT IT 
BACK IN THE LOWER RIGHT PARTITION 
D=" 1. 
CALL LINV3F(WK1,W%2,1,ND,100,D,D2,WK2,IER) 
DO 5 1=1,ND 
II=I+NG 
DO 5 J=1,ND 
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JJ=J+NG 
5 S(II,JJ)=WK1(I,J) 
C 
C CALCULATE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX AND PUT IN 
C L0V7ER LEFT HAND PARTITION 
C 
DO 7 1=1,NN 
DO 7 J=1,NN 
7 WK1(I,J)=0.0 
DO 2 1=1,ND 
ii=:+NG 
DO 2 K=1,NG 
DO 2 J=1,ND 
JJ=J+NG 
2 WK1(I,K)=WK1(I,K)+S(II,JJ)*S(JJ,K) 
DO 6 1=1,ND 
II=I+NG 
DO 6 J=1,NG 
6 S(II,J)=WK1(I,J) 
C 
C CALCULATE THE EQUIVALENT STIFFNESS MATRIX AND 
C PUT INTO THE UPPER LEFT PARTITION 
C 
DO 4 1=1,NG 
II=I+NG 
DO 4 K=1,NG 
DO 4 J=1,ND 
JJ=J+NG 
4 S(I,K)=S(I,K)-S(I,JJ)^--S(JJ,K) 
IF(IAN.GE.3)G0T0 10 
C 
C CALCULATE THE EQUIVALENT FORCE VECTOR FOR 
C STEADY STATE ANALYSIS AND PUT IN" UPPER PARTITION 
C 
DO 11 1=1,NG 
DO 11 J=1,ND 
JJ=J+NG 
11 F(I)=F(I)-S(JJ, I)*F(JJ) 
10 IF CIAN.EQ.2)G0 TO 20 
: ' 
C CALCULATE THE EQUIVALECT MASS MATRIX 
C 
DO 21 1=1,NG 
DO 21 K=1,NG 
DO 21 J=1,ND 
JJ=J+NG 
21 ?(I,K)=P(I,K)-P(I,JJ)-S(JJ,K)-S(JJ,I)'^P(JJ,K) 
DO 22 1=1,NG 
DO 22 K=1,ND 
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KK=K+NG 
WK1(I,K)=0.0 
DO 22 J=1,ND 
JJ=J+NG 
*K1(I,K)=*K1(I,K)+S(JJ,!)*?(JJ.KK) 
DO 23 1=1,NG 
DO 23 K=1,NG 
DO 23 J=1,ND 
JJ=J+NG 
P(I,K)=P(I,K)+WK1(I,J)*S(JJ,K) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE ELEM8(S,P,F,NPE,X,lAXI,NN) 
DIMENSION S(20,20),P(20,20),F(20),X(2,8) 
DIMENSION NN(8) 
COMMON SG(6),TG(6),SHP(4,8),XS(2,2),SX(2,2),V(6) 
DOUBLE PRECISION S,P,F 
SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE THE ELEMENT 
MATRICES FOR RECTANGULAR QUADRATIC 
ELEMENTS 
SG(1)=1. 
SG(2)=1. 
SG(3)=-1. 
SG(4)=-1. 
TG(1)=-1. 
TG(2)=1. 
TG(3)=1. 
TG(4)=-1. 
G=1./SQRT(30 
DO 90 1=1,8 
r ( 7 ) —G. G 
DO 90 J=l,8 
S(I,J)=0.0 
P(I,J)=0.0 
DO 10 1=1,4 
SS=SG(I)--G 
TT=TG(I)*G 
i 
LINEAR SHAPE FUNCTIONS 
DO 20 J=l,4 
S HP ( 3, J ) = ( 0 .5 +TG ( J ) •^ S S / 2 ) ^- ( 0.5 - S G ( J ) "-• TT 
SHP(4,J)=SHP(3,J) 
SHP(1,J)=TG(J)*0.5*(0.5-SG(J)*TT /2) 
SHP(2,J)=-SG(J)^0.5"(0.5+TG(J)---SS /2) 
IF (NPE .GE. 4) GO TO 40 
FORM A TRIANGLE 
DO 30 J=l,4 
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30 SHP(J,3)=SHP(J,3)+SHP(J,4) 
40 IF(NPE .GT. A) CALL SHAPS(SS ,TT ,SHP,NN,NPE) 
DO 50 M=l,2 
DO 50 J=l,2 
YS(M,J)=0. 
C 
C PERFORM ELEMENT MAPPING 
C 
DO 50 K=1,NPE 
50 XS(M,J)=XS(M,J)+X(M,K)*SHP(J,K) 
XSJ=XS(1,1)*XS(2,2)-XS(1,2)*XS(2,1) 
SX(1,1)=XS(2,2)/XSJ 
SX(2,2)=XS(1,1)/XSJ 
SX(1,2)=-XS(1,2)/XSJ 
SX(2,1)=-XS(2,1)/XSJ 
DO 60 M=1,NPE 
TP=SHP(1,M)*SX(1,1)+SHP(2,M)*SX(2,1) 
SHP(2,M)=SHP(1,M)*SX(1,2)+SHP(2,M)*SX(2,2) 
60 SHP(1,M)=TP 
IF(IAXI.NE.1)G0 TO 70-
C 
C CALCULATE INTEGRATION POINT RADIUS 
C 
RR=0. 
DO 80 M=1,NPE 
80 RR=RR+ SHP(3,M)"X(1,M)"6.28319 
XSJ=XSJ-'-RR 
70 DO 10 J=1,NPE 
C 
C CALCULATE ELEMENT MATRICES 
C 
SHJ=SHP(3,J)*XSJ 
SHJ4=SHP(4;j)*XSJ 
A1=SKP(1,J)*XSJ 
A2=SHP(2,J)*XSJ 
P(J,J)=P(J,J)+SHJ4 
F(J)=FCJ)+SHJ 
DO 10 M=1,NPE 
C FOR CONSISTENT MASS MATRIX 
C P(M,J)=P(M,J)+SHJ"SHP(3,M) 
10 S(N,J)=SCM,J)+A1*SHP(1,M)+A2*SHP(2,M) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SHAPS(S,T,SHP,IX,NEL) 
DPENSION IX(8),SHP(4,S) 
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE SHAPE 
C FUNCTIONS OF SECOND ORDER FOR ELEM8 
C 
S2=(l.-S*S)/2 
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T2=(l.-T*T)/2 
DO 100 1=5,8 
DO 100 J=l,4 
100 SHP(J,I)=0.0 
IF(IX(5).EQ.O) GO TO 101 
SHP(1,5)=-S*(1.-T) 
SHP(2,5)=-S2 
SHP(3,5)=S2*(1.-T) 
101 IF(NEL.LT.6) GO TO 107 
IF(IX(6).EQ.O) GO TO 102 
SHP(1,6)=T2 
SHP(2,6)=-T*(1.+S) 
SHP(3,6)=T2*(1.+S) 
102 IF(NEL.LT.7) GO TO 107 
IF (IX(7).EQ.0 ) GO TO 103 
SHP(1,7)= -S*(l.+T) 
SHP(2,7)=S2 
SHP(3,7)= S2*(l.+T) 
103 IF(NEL.LT.8) GO TO 107 
IF(IX(8).EQ.O) GO TO 107 
SHP(1,8)=-T2 
SH?(2,8)=-T*(1.-S) 
SHP(3,8)=T2*(1.-S) 
107 K=8 
DO 111 J=5,8 
111 SHP(4,J)=2.^SHP(3,J)/3. 
C 
C SERENDIPITY CALCULATIONS 
C 
110 DO 109 1=1,4 
L=I+4 
DO 108 J=l,4 
ins CUDCT T ÇUDrT T \ rÇTJ-D r T T 
•—« ^ Y V*' 5 Y j  
109 K=L 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE DIRCH(SE,PE,FE,N,DBC,M) 
REAL---8 FE(IOO) ,SE(100,100),PE(100,100) 
C 
C MODIFY MATRICES TO ACCOUNT FOR DIRICHET B.C.'S 
C 
DO 1 1=1,M 
FE(I)=FE(I)-SE CI,N)*DBC 
PE(I,N)=0. 
PE(N,I)=0. 
SE(I,N)=0.0 
1 SE(N,I)=0.0 
FE(N)=DBC 
SE(N,N)=1. 
PE(N,N)=.00000000001 
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RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PINPUT(SE,FE,N,DBC,M) 
REALMS FE(200),SE(100,100) 
SUBROUTINE TO IMPLEMENT PRESSURE INPUTS 
DO 1 1=1,M 
FE(I)=FE(I)-SE(I,N)*DBC 
SE(I,N)=0.0 
SE(N,I)=0.0 
FE(N)=DBC 
SE(N,N)=1. 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE ELEMR4(S,P,F,X,IAX,NN) 
SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE THE ELEMENT 
MATRICES FOR RADIATION ELEMENTS 
COMMON SG(6),TG(6),SHP(4,8),XS(2,2),SX(2,2),W(6) 
REALMS S(20,20),P(20,20),F(20) 
DIMENSION X(2,8),NN(8) 
SG(1)=1.07711224 
INTEGRATION POINT LOCATIONS AND WEIGHTS 
SG(2)=SG(1) 
SG(3)=1.4020791663 
SG(4)=SG(3) 
SG(5)=1.844183494 
SG(6)=SG(5) 
W(l) = . 14767534 
W(2)=V(1) 
W(3)=.11221182 
V(4)=W(3) 
V(5)= 03177951 
W(6)=vv(5) 
TG(1)=-1./SQRT(3.) 
TG(2)=-TG(1) 
TG(3)=TG(1) 
TG(4)=TG(2) 
T'O / C \ —T«R« FIX 
— X  J  
TG(6)=TG(2) 
DO 10 1=1,8 
F(I)=0. 
DO 10 J=l,8 
S(I,J)=0. 
P(I,J)=0. 
DO 20 1=1,6 
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TRANSFORMATION SHAPE FUNCTIONS 
X2=(2.-SG(I))*(1.-SG(I)) 
Y2=TG(I)**2-1. 
SHP(l,l)=(l-TG(I))*(4.*SG(I)+TG(I)-6.)/2. 
SHP(2,l)=(2.-SG(I))*(2*TG(I)+2.*SG(I)-3.)/2. 
SHP(3,l)=(2.-SG(I))*(l.-TG(I))*(2.-2.*SG(I)-TG(I))/2 
SHP(l,2)=(l.-TG(I))*(4.*SG(I)-TG(I)-6.)/2. 
SH?(2,2)=(l.-SG(I))*(2.*SG(I)-2.*TG(I)-3.)/2. 
SHP(3,2)=(l.-SG(I))*(l.-TG(I))*(4.-2.*SG(I)+TG(I))/2 
SHP(1,3)=(1.+TG(I))*(4.^SG(I)+TG(I)-6.)/2. 
SHf(2,3)=(l.-SG(I))*(3.-2.*SG(I)-2.*TG(I))/2. 
SHP(3,3)=(l.-SG(I))*(l.+TG(I))*(4.-2.*SG(I)-TG(I))/2 
SHP(1,4)=(1.+TG(I))*(4.^SG(I)-TG(I)-6-)/2. 
SHP(2,4)=(2.-SG(I))*(3.-2*SG(I)+2.*TG(I))/2. 
S%?'?,4)=^2.-SG(I))*(l.+TG(I))*(2.-2.*SG(I)+TG(l))/2 
SHP(1,5)=(6.-4.*SG(I))*(1.-TG(I)) 
SHP(2,5)=2.*X2 
SHP(3,5)=-2.*X2*(1.-TG(I)) 
SHP(1,6)=-Y2 
SHP(2,6)=2.*TG(I)*(1.-SG(I)) 
SHP(3,6)=ri.-SG(I))*Y2 
SHP(1,7)=(6.-4.*SG(I))*(1+TG(I]) 
SHP(2,7)=-2."X2 
SHP(3,7)=-2.*X2*(1.+TG(I)) 
SHP(1,8)=Y2 
SHP(2,8)=-2.^TG(I)"(2.-SG(I))" 
SHP(3,8)=-Y2*(2.-SG(I)) 
SERENDIPITY SHAPE FUNCTIONS 
IF (NN(S).NE.O)GOTO 22 
DO 30 J=l,3 
SHP(J,1)=SHP(J,1)+0.5*SHP(J,8) 
SH?(J,4)=SHP(J,4)+0.5*SHP(J,8) 
SHP(J,8)=0. 
CONTINUE 
IF (NN(6).NE.0)G0T0 23 
DO 31 J=l,3 
FMP(J,2 y-5HP(J,2)40.5*SHP(J,6) 
SHP(J,3)=SH?(J,3)+0.5*SHP(J,6) 
SH?(J,6)=0. 
IF (NX(5).NE.O)GOTO 24 
DO 32 J=l,3 
SHP(J,2)=SHP(J,2)+0.5*SHP(J,5) 
SEP(J,1)=SHP(J,l)+0.5*SHP(J,5) 
SHP(J,5)=0. 
IF (NN(7).NE.O)GOTO 25 
DO 33 J=l,3 
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SHP(J,4)=SHP(J,4)+0.5*SHP(J,7) 
SHP(J,3)=SHP(J,3)+0.5*SHP(J,7) 
33 SHP(J,7)=0. 
25 CONTINUE 
C 
C ELEMENT MAPPING 
C 
DO "rf=l,2 
DO 50 J=l,2 
XS(H,Jj^O. 
DO 50 K=l,8 
50 XS(M,J)=XS(M,J)+X(M,K)*SHP(J,K) 
XSJ=XS(1,1)*XS(2,2)-XS(1,2)*XS(2,1) 
SX(1,1)=XS(2,2)/XSJ 
SX(2,2)=XS(1,1)/XSJ 
SX(1,2)=-XSC1,2)/XSJ 
SX(2,1)=-XS(2,1)/XSJ 
IF(IAX.NE.1)G0T0 70 
RR=0. 
DO SO M=i,S 
80 RR=RR+SHP(3,M)*X(1,M)*6.28319 
XSJ=XSJ"RR 
70 CONTINUE 
C 
C CALCULATE ELEMENT SHAPE FUNCTIONS 
C 
DO 65 J=l,3 
SHP(J,2)=2.*SHP(J,2) 
SHPiJ,3)=2.*SHP(J,3) 
SHP(J,6)=SHP(J,6)^2. 
SHP(J,5)=1.5"SHP(J,5) 
65 SHP(J,7)=SHP(J,7)*1.5 
DO 67 J=l,8 
&nPU,J)=SHP(l,J)"SG(I)-SHP(3,J) 
SHP(2,J)=SHP(2,J)*SG(_) 
67 SH?(3,J)=SHP(3,J)*SG(I) 
DO 60 M=l,8 
TP=SHP(1,M)*SX(1,1)+SHP(2,M)*SX(2,1) 
SHP(2,M)=SHP(1,M)---SX(1,2)+SHP(2,M)"SX(2,2) 
60 SHP(1,M)=TP V 
C 
C EVALUATE ELEMENT MATRICES 
DO 20 J=l,8 
SHJ=SHP(3,J)*XSJ*W (I) 
A1=SHP(1,J)*XSJ*W(I) 
A2=SHP(2,J)*XSJ*W(I) 
F(J)=F(J)+SHJ*SG(I)**2 
DO 20 M=l,8 
P(M,J)=P(M,J)+SHJ*SHP(3,M) 
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S(M,J)=S(M,J)+A1*SHP(1,M)+A2*SHP(2,M) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE ELMBET(S,P,F,X,IAX,NN,SF) 
SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE ELEMENT 
MATRICES FOR BETTESS ELEMENT 
COMMON SG(6),TG(6),SHP(4,8),XS(2,2),SX(2,2) ,W(6) 
REALMS S(20,20),P(20,20),F(20) 
DIMENSION X(2,8),NN(8) 
INTEGRATION POINTS AND WEIGHTS 
SG(1)=.5857865 
SG(2)=SG(1) 
SG(3)=SG(1) 
SG(4)=3.414214 
SG(5)=SG(4) 
SG(6)=SG(4) 
W(l)=.555555555*.8535534/2. 
W(2)=.888888888*.8535534/2. 
W(3)=W(1) 
W(4)=.5555555555*.1464466/2. 
W(5)=.888888888*.1464466/2. 
W(6)=W(4) 
TG(1)=0.5-.7745966692/2. 
TG(2)=.5 
TG(3)=0.5+.7745966692/2. 
TG(4)=TG(1) 
TG(5)=TG(2) 
TG(ô)=TG(3) 
DO 13 1=1,6 
ùo 1.1 ». X ; "ùr / ^  . 
V(I)=W(I)*SF/2. 
DO 10 1=1,5 
F(I)=0. 
DO 10 J=l,5 
S(I,J)=0. 
P(I,J)=0. 
MAPPING SHAPE FUNCTIONS 
DO 20 1=1,6 
SHP(1,1)=TG(I)-1. 
SHP(2,l)=4.*TG(I)+SG(I)-3. 
SHP(3,1)=-(TG(I)-1.)*(1.-2*TG(I)-SG(I)) 
SKP(4,1)=-(TG(I)-1.)*(1.-2.*TG(I)-2.*SG(I)) 
SHP(4,2)=4.*(TG(I)-TG(I)**2) 
SHP(1,2)=0. 
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SHP(2,2)=4.-8.*TG(I) 
SHP(3,2)=4.*(TG(I)-TG(I)**2) 
SHP(1,3)=-TG(I) 
SHP(2,3)=4.*TG(I)-SG(I)-1. 
SKP(3,3)=TG(I)^(2.-"^TG(I)-SG(I)-1.) 
SHP(4,3)=TG(I)*(2.*TG(I)-2.*SG(I)-1.) 
SHP(1,4)=(1.-TG(I)) 
SKP(2,4)=-SG(I) 
SHP(3,4)=(1.-TG(I))*SG(I) 
SHP(4,4)=(1.-TG(I))*SG(I)*2. 
SHP(1,5)=TG(I) 
SHP(2,5)=SG(I) 
SHP(3,5)=TG(I)*SG(I) 
SHP(4,5)=2.*TG(I)*SG(I) 
IF (NN(2).NE.O)GOTO 22 
DO 30 J=l,4 
SHP(J,1)=SHP(J,l)+0.5^SHP(J,2) 
SHP(J,3)=SHP(J,3)+0.5-SHP(J,2) 
SHP(J,2)=0. 
CONTINUE 
DO 110 J=l,4 
CONTINUE 
ELEMENT MAPPING 
DO 50 M=l,2 
DO 50 J=l,2 
XS(M,J)=0. 
DO 50 K=l,5 
XS(M.J)=XS(M,J)+X(M,K)*SKP(J,K) 
XSJ=XS(1,1)*XS(2,2)-XS(1,2)*XS(2,1) 
SX(1,1)=XS(2,2)/XSJ 
RYF? 7>=Y«;N 1 > /VC T 
SX(1,2)=-XS(1,2)/XSJ 
SX(2,1)=-XS(2,1)/XSJ 
IF(IAX.NE.1)G0T0 70 
INTEGRATION POINT RADIUS 
RR=0. 
DO 80 M=l,5 
RR=RR+SKP(3,M)"X(1,M)"6.28319 
XSJ=XSJ*RR 
XM=EXP(SF) 
ELEMENT MATRICES EVALUATION 
DO 65 J=l,4 
SHP(J,4)=XM*SHP(J,4) 
SHP(J,5)=XM->SHP(J,5) 
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65 CONTINUE 
DO 67 J=l,5 
67 SHP(1,J)=SHP(1,J)-SHP(3,J) 
DO 60 M=l,5 
TP=SHP(1,M)*SX(1,1)+SHP(2,M)*SX(2,1) 
SHP(2,M)=SHP(1,M)*SX(1,2)+SHP(2,M)*SX(2,2) 
60 SHP(1,M)=TP 
DO 20 J=l,5 
SHJ=SHP(3,J)*XSJ*W(I) 
A1=SHP(1,J)*XSJ*W(I) 
A2=SHP(2,J)*XSJ*W(I) 
F(J)=F(J)+SHP(4,J)*XSJ*W(I)*2. 
DO 20 M=l,5 
P(M,J)=P(M,J)+SHJ*SHP(3,M) 
20 S(M,J)=S(M,J)+(A1*SHP(1,M)+A2*SHP(2,M)) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PLUMP(PE,N) 
C 
C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE MASS LUMPING 
C 
REALMS PE(20,20) 
PSUM=0. 
DSUM=0. 
DO 267 1=1,N 
DSUM=DSUM+PE(I,I) 
DO 267 J=1,N 
267 PSUM=PSUM+PE(I,J) 
DO 268 1=1,N 
DO 268 J=1,N 
IF(I.NS.J)PE(I,J)=0. 
268 CONTINUE 
DO 269 1=1,N 
269 PE(I,I)=PE(I, I)--PSUM/DSUM 
RETURN 
END 
212 
APPENDIX C. SAMPLE INPUT DATA 
The sample input model is for two simple rectangular enclosures 
as shown in the figure below. The first is a 29 node model as shown 
in the Fig. C-1. The second is a 15 node superelement of the same 
model. 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
19 20 21 22 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
8 9 10 11 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
+5 
44 
43 
42 
41 
Figure C-1. Sample geometry 
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43 16, .0000 2. 0000 
44 16. 0000 3. 0000 
45 16, .0000 4. 0000 
1 1 3 14 12 2 9 13 8 1.0 1. 0 0.0 
2 3 5 16 14 4 10 15 9 1.0 1. 0 0.0 
3 5 7 18 16 6 11 17 10 1.0 1. 0 0.0 
4 12 14 25 23 13 20 24 19 1.0 1. 0 0.0 
5 14 16 27 25 15 21 26 20 1.0 1. 0 0.0 
6 16 18 29 27 17 22 28 21 1.0 1. 0 0.0 
16 1. 1. 1. SIMPLE BOX SUPERELEMENT • 
30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 
40 41 42 43 44 45 
-3.36076468D 00 3.19626775D-01 -6.48491095D 00 1.97210348D-06 -1.755834170 00 
-6.57818174D 00 -9.03567222D 00 -1.75583706D 00 -1.75583281D 00 -1.75583534D 00 
-7.54257578D-07 -1.37175130D-01 1.09740117D-01 -1.37175172D-01 0.0 
0 . 0  
3.19627013D-01 1.34430491B 00 3.19638112D-01 -8.55808526D-12 7.62352274D-06 
2.62689239D 00 2.62690937D 00 7.93259544D-06 1.40466711D 00 1.40466884D 00 
3.09063834D-07 1.097402490-01 -8.779220950-02 1.097402820-01 0.0 
0.0 
-6.484911080 00 3.196374130-01 -1.418380370 01 3.196186860-01 -6.484908370 00 
-9.035665820 00 -2.061864070 01 -9.035665040 00 -1.755835260 00 -3.51166101D 00 
-1.755826670 00 -1.371752400-01 1.097402040-01 -2.743490960-01 1.097387220-01 
-1.371739530-01 
1.972103500-06 -8.352817470-12 3.196186280-01 1.344312Ô7D 00 3.196124430-01 
1.927953990-06 2.626856930 00 2.626871000 00 -4.4150618bÙ-08 1.40465370D 00 
1.404655900 00 0.0 0.0 1.097387670-01 -8.779074950-02 
1.097388780-01 
-1.755834340 00 7.441029770-06 -6.484908330 00 3.196123740-01 -3.360758090 00 
-1.755835940 00 -9.03564863D 00 -6.578183650 00 -6.438803420-07 -1.755826440 00 
-1.755828490 00 0.0 0.0 -1.371740120-01 1.097388800-01 
-1.371741510-01 
-6.578181710 00 2.626892100 00 -5.035665710 00 1.957388010-06 -1.755835660 00 
-1.687236940 01 -2.312067210 01 -3.511665430 00 -1.149449310 01 -1.395198550 01 
-1.755831820 00 -1.755837560 00 1.404668750 00 -1.755839510 00 1.471745940-07 
-1.030205500-06 
-9.035672230 00 2.626908550 00 -2.061864060 01 2.626857330 00 -9.035649010 00 
-2.312067200 01 -4.866920650 01 -2.312062010 01 -1.395197580 01 -3.045121860 01 
-1.395192670 01 -1.755840840 00 1.404670950 00 -3.511667970 00 1.404655180 00 
r 1.755827620 00 
-1.755837300 00 7.764819470-06 -9.03566480D 00 2.626870840 00 -6.578183870 00 
-3.511665250 00 -2.312061780 01 -1.687238720 01 -1.755831690 00 -1.395194380 01 
-1.149445360 01 -1.C11SC93S0-Û6 3.£2651669D-07 -1.755830510 00 1.40465S50D 00 
-1.755830910 00 
-1.755833190 00 1.404667230 00 -1.75^^^5870 00 -1.471635420-08 -6.990699510-07 
-1.149449480 01 -1.395197760 01 -1.755832420 00 -1.687240950 01 -2.312071040 01 
-3.511665690 00 -6.578205430 00 2.626912870 00 -9.035690980 00 6.743412600-06 
-1.755835420 00 
-1.755835600 00 1.404668860 00 -3.511661530 00 1.404653910 00 -1.755826790 00 
-1.395198610 01 -3.045121960 01 -1.395194690 01 -2.312070970 01 -4.866925960 01 
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-2.31206382D 01 
-9.03564701D 00 
-7.72654111D-07 
-1.755S3169D 00 • 
-1.6S724014D 01 • 
-6.57819305D 00 
-1.37175149D-01 
-1.75583782D 00 • 
-1.75583413D 00 • 
-1.75583767D 00 
1.097401620-01 
1.40466931D 00 
7.27913884D-06 
6.88178707D-06 
-1.37175201D-01 
-1.75583993D 00 
-9.03567953D 00 
-6.48494120D 00 
0 . 0  
1.32457420D-07 
2.62689528D 00 
3.19630354D-01 
0 . 0  
-1.03020557D-06 
-6.57S19264D 00 
-3.36077660D 00 
2.86660537D 01 
5.04268744D 01 
1.50994817D-05 
9.59346503D-07 
-8.75752371D 00 
-2.62550596D 01 
-6.1898^1680-06 
-5.34911122D-07 
5.18185881D 01 
7.36905805D 01 
1.70163221D 01 
2.167Ô8583D 00 
-1.90182065D-05 
-1.S5542659D-05 
-1.36129936D 01 
-1.73414265D 00 
1.495274970 01 
1.49527/630 01 
1.701633280 01 
2.167688350 00 
5.042687440 01 
1.443470060 02 
1.4952758SD 01 
2.005319830-05 
-9.03567918D 00 2.62692801D 00 -2.061865030 01 2.626887990 00 
3.23780995D-07 
1.39519262D 01 
1.75583439D 00 
-1.755826530 00 
•1.14944S52D 01 
7.432197770-06 
1.097402490-01 -1.371752700-01 
•1.755840960 00 -1.066999070-06 
3.360788390 00 3.196414210-01 
8.779223300-02 
1.404671360 00 
3.196416520-01 
1.097402590-01 
3.973692380-07 
1.344286290 00 
1.097402910-01 -2.743491000-01 
•3.511667960 00 -1.755830f5D 00 
•6.484945190 00 3.196508640-01 
0.0 1.097387230-01 
1.404655300 00 1.404658910 00 
6.399040490-06 -2.559532190-11 
0.0 -1.371739210-01 
-1.755827360 00 -1.755831010 00 
-1.755837930 00 7.049563670-06 
1.404655920 00 -1.755828590 00 
-3.511665340 00 -2.312063690 01 
-9.035680220 00 2.626895070 00 
0 . 0  0 . 0  
-6.578204840 00 -S.035677810 00 
-6.484944160 00 6.596249970-06 
0.0 0.0 
2.626913500 00 2.626928350 00 
3.196507100-01 -2.575006220-11 
1.097387500-01 -1.371739950-01 
-9.035690950 00 -2.061864830 01 
-1.418389160 01 3.196439740-01 
-8.779076130-02 
6.531484940-06 
3.196438480-01 
1.097388980-01 
2.626887590 00 
1.344295300 00 
-8.757523710 00 
7.369062960 01 
2.167703240 00 
5.181858810 01 
1.495278530 01 
-1.734161640 00 
7.894853530 00 -8.75:637580 00 
-2.625521610 01 -7.280789160-05 
-1.7341638ÔD 00 1.3S733033D 00 
-8.757637580 00 1.262558560 02 
1.697775720 02 7.369058990 01 
2.167706490 00 -1.734163900 00 
8.451849970-11 -8.757447220 00 
-2.625478610 01 -2.625490040 OjL 
-3.372216860-07 1.720421650-12 
-6.715267460-05 5.181859830 01 
7.369046810 01 5.042694000 03 
9.884169540-07 -4.535127080-07 
-2.625505960 01 7.369058050 01 
1.906522060 02 2.990550520 01 
1.701643960 01 -1.361313040 01 
1.097388650-01 -1.371741390-01 
-1.755835310 00 -9.035645660 00 
-6.484941320 00 3.196302510-01 
-1.901820650-05 1.495274970 01 
1.701637740 01 1.701641350 Cl 
2.167705170 00 -2.325697040-07 
8.451849970-11 -6.715287460-05 
-1.361310200 01 -1.361312500 01 
-1.73415517B 00 3.141435130-12 
-8.757447220 00 5.181859830 01 
1.701641410 01 3.403271880 01 
4.335391380 00 -1.73414070D 00 
7.894783580 00 -8.757432800 00 
1.267350260-07 -1.361296270 01 
-1.734141460 00 1.387305170 00 
1.354711440-05 
2.167687430 00 
-1.855426590-05 
9.807257640 01 
1.701647340 01 
1.701630790 01 
•1.734143250 00 
1.495277530 01 
1.213363910 02 
-2.738539480-06 
216 
7.36906296D 01 -2.62552161D 01 1.69777572D 02 -2.62547861D 01 7.36904681D 01 
1.90652206D 02 4.26540906D 02 1.90651803D 02 1.21336293D 02 2.65068579D 02 
1.21335839D 02 1.70164838D 01 -1.36131573D 01 3.40328223D 01 -1.36129897D 01 
1.70163351D 01 
1.49527853D 01 -7.28078916D-05 7.36905899D 01 -2.62549004D 01 5.04269400D 01 
2.99055052D 01 1.90651803D 02 1.44347280D 02 1.495276Û5D Cl 1.21336012D 02 
9.80725448D 01 1.98555230D-05 -7.41783699D-06 1.70163782D 01 -1.36130299D 01 
1.70163687D 01 
1.70163774D 01 -1.3613102CD 01 1.70164141D 01 1.26735026D-07 1.35471144D-05 
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